




ROBERT
JENNINGS

SINCE THERE ARE a lot of 
things to 

be said in a short space 
this round* you readers will 
not be treated to the usual 
Frolicking and Carefree ed
itorial that usually fills 
these pages: bubbling over 
with good humor and neofan- 
nish ramblings* In fact* 
you aren’t even going to be 
treated to a Hew Trend ed
itorial, wherein I interspace 
ny Witty & Happy ramblings 
with Deep & Significant 
thoughts on The World Around 
us and Fandom In General , 
You won’t even be treated to 
an Ordinary Editorial, sucfc 
as you might find in other, 
inferior, fanzines© This is 
indeed your unlucky day, be© 
cause you are going jro be 
treated to a Business Edit? 
orial© The meeting is now 
in order*

LIKE, HOWZA LIKE THE HEW LOOK? At last you beloved and faithful readers can glance 
upon the first cover featuring the new FADAWAY 

title© Actually, the title lettering whidh will be used on future covers canbbu' 
seen by viewing the back cover & table of contents© In case some of you good read
ers are in doubt as to the correct pronounciation of the title (and I can hardly 
imagine the entire, reader ship being in accord on pronounciation, being as this is 
a oontinential type fmz), it should be spoken in the following manner* The zine 
should be picked up and held firming with two of the three hands, and the eyes 
should be allowed to focus on the title word© Practice this for a fbw moments un
til the operation is completely familiar to you* Jot it? Fine© Then open the 
mouth, and form two words, "fade” and ’’away"© Now say these two •Words as one word, 
FADEAMY, and you have spoken the new title© See how easy it all was?

Of course a few of you ott there (insurgents doubtless) may'well point 
out that the title of the zine is not FADEAT&Y, but is spelled FADAY&Y, which !’?» 



sure you will want to pronounce as FAD AWAY. It’s like this* Before TheOf iJ Title. I ms a. happy carefree fan, well oontinted with ay oonsertive, noSish 
title, THE 1DNDAY EVENING GHOST, Why. changing W was the fartherest thing 
from my conaertive, neoish mind, B4t then, one day, KETGentry arrived, stepped 
from his sleep caddy, as he somtimes does, leaped into my “e
on w bed, and proceeded to ware out one of my new records. You ye got to change 
the title of your sine Jennings", he sneered in my direction. #Hahahahaha I said. 
At this point he pulled out a piece of paper which bore a sketch of the new title 
lettering, inked in yet, even® It’s no great secret that Ima born sucker for 
three demensional lettering of any sort, and under the aggressive Gentry s high 
pressure sales talk, I agreed to use the new title® As for the unique spelling*** 
Actually, when KEN did the lettering he found he was short on space, and forgot to 
put in that necessary letter besides® When he Realized his mistake, he discovered 
he would not be able to squeeze in that needed better without running off the page. 
So in the end we just decided to leave the title like it was, since it matched the 
personality and scope of the zine so perfectly. The title, just like the zine, is 

misspelled*
VffilCK REMINDS MB Due to going to College, I have become a Larvel Intellect**® So 

actually this fanzine contains no mistakes of any kind® But to 
keep you kindly readerFfrom going into a state of shook when you saw a Peffeotly 
Spelled Jennings Zine, I have deliberately placed a few misspellings thruout®*®

MY NEW ADDRESS in case you don’t know it, is Box 1462, Tenn* Polytechnic Institute, 
Cookville, Tennessee® (Scenic Cookville, on the third lowest bank 

of hell)® Due to college and the like, this zine willhave to adopt a new schedule® 
The schedule in the future will be quarterly during the school months, and hopefully 
a monthly during the summer months* i'&ybe® Ar maybe just a plain quarterly® 
Anyway, future issues will be fatter than previously, and I am not going to accept 
any subs of over sixty cents® Sixty cents will bring you four issues of this zine* 
Annishes, such as this one, will still cost two sub units in the future® I nat
urally intend to honor the subs Itaiready hold*

YOU SAY COLLEGE IS ROUGE, DO YOU? Well, yes® On many ooassions I have been caught 
saying that very thing® On any given that, in 

fact, that I’m back at Central Control (located, as are all good spy centers, at 
my 3819 address), you will find me, soap box in one hand, part of someone®s collet 
in the other hand, screaming the axiums of Study, and How Rough College Is® Many 
times you can stop in on these days and hear ny lecture (3-5 Saturdays, 7-9 Sat® 
evening with question period from 10-11 )s on the Trilas and Tribulations of the 
First Quarter Freshman® On Sundays I usually deliver several half-hour talks on 
such .inspiring themes as, Why I Switched Ey Majorj We Also Consider Suicides W 
Future Like In The Army5 Grades? or? You Can’t Go Home Again? and Don’t Knock It* 

ta while college is Rough, needless to say, I was keen witted enough
to realize in just notime at all that engineering was not the life for me® So I 
am now a pfcyscology major* Yes by damn, the Traveling Couch and I will be back at 
college next quarter prepared to do battle with social signiSicence, the mind of 
the individual, group collectivism, cultural patterns, social development and like 
items meant mainly to color my Viewpoint on today’s society® Now, at least I can 
starve to death at peace with nyself* Even tho the work load next quarter is the 
same I’ve been^taking this Quarter, I don’t anticipate it being as rough, and also 
the fact that I’ve learned, (finally), how to study, will allow me more time for 
fanao* So, if I’m behind in my better writing and the like, have patience®

LIKE, WAT HAPPENED TO THE REST OF THE WORLD Dept® It was the usual Tech Day, ^ich 
oast, and depressing® A slight drizzle filled the ai^/^Fthe^r^tesIue^p^'’ 
of the mutated trees and bushed around the grim, gothic majesty of the Tech Caf0-

POSt °£fioe* J?0?®* out before me, itd ancient, crumbling stone carvings, 
gray stone, clinked walls sending fingers of fear up ny spine* I walked 

thru the huge door of this huge effegy of a human built building, and walked alo™ 
tne dark, dust laiden hallways* My footsteps echoed and re-echoed around me®
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approached th© st one winding stairway, and proceeded downward, down deep into the 
hidden recesses of the curtling den of inequity awaiting me# After many minutes 
of stumbling and effort, I reached the bottom, and walked into that vast, dimmly 
lit dungeon of gloom* In one corner, a group of students, their gray hair flutter
ing in the musty breezes, and a wild, fanatic look in their eyes., sat discussing 
the recent Boshevick revolution in Russia® One looked up hesitantly with a blank 
stare as I carefully shuffled across the unkeptf moist stone floor® The grit 
crunched under my feet with a dirty, unconfortable sound* Onethe ether side of the 
room v^re rows and rows and deep recesses v.dth still more rows of antiquadated 
wooden boxes, set deep into the limestone walls® Each box was guarded carefully by 
a single thong strip, bearing the insignia of the Royal Tech Post Office. I shuffled 
across the floor, and disappeared into one of the recesses, which was so dark that 
I could bearly see the boxes around me* They were covered -with dust® All but one® 
That one was mine® With a thrill of anticipation, I untwisted the complex knot I 
had cunningly devised to protect my mail box, and opened the moldy door against the 
protesting sounds of its rust clogged hingeso My hand darted inside, brushing aside 
a fresh cobwed® Nothing* even a post card! My hand fell back to
my side, my head dropped dejectedly. I relocked the box and climbed tedeously back 
towards the outside world. A bolt of lightening struck down a theology student out
side the building, casting a weird, ghostly li^ht over the Tech campus. But J didn 

n’t noticeoo.it was going to be another Bad Day.
Like, all kidding aside, people, do you realize how much my nail ha^-fal- 

len off? Do you realize that I bearly get a letter a day now? How can you fans 
do this to me? How can you trufen, who surely realize the Deep Significance the 
mail has for a fan, desert your post of duty? It’s as if Whenever a fan roes to 
college, everyone else crosses him off for dead. LIKE, VHITEi! Do it right after 
finishing this issue, as a matter of fact.

IT IS V/ITH DEEP REGRET that I must announce plans for the Foundation have 
fallen thru for the present® Vfith something like three 

months in which to answer the appeal made last issue, as of this date only two 
persons, Dick Ambrose and Don Fitch, have responded. Needless to say their 
generous contributions are being returned to them® The rest of you readers, 
while vocalizing long and loud on the project, demonstrated your lack of inter
est with your non-response. So, for the present, the idea is closed.

SPEAKING OF OTHER FANDOMS my English teacher is a member of Basketball fandom.
Oh yeso As 1 understand it, tis roughly like our own, 

but with much more personal contact between members® So, to the list of stamp and 
coin fandoms, model train fandom, boating fandom, weapons fandom, circus fandom, 
radio fandom, record fandom, jazz fandom, and our own beloved science fiction fan
dom, we can noi,v add basketball fandom®..

MORE PEOPLE RESPONDED to that little notice on the back of the flyer 
ipated. Clay Hamlin has been located, alive & 

to most of the rest of the Earth Shattering questions are to be found

than I antic- 
well,. answers 
in the letter

column. The editorial this round is very short and sketchy mainly because I have 
so many pages of material by mineself in the zine proper® A longer editorial_will - 
return next round, hopefully, it will be a bit more chatty. I hope $ou enjoy this 
second anniversy issue, and if so, WRITE A LETTER OF COMMENT..,

noticeoo.it




THAT 
LAUGHABLE 

OLD PHRASE h

ED GORMAN

The other day I visited a newstand, In itself , ny attending a rack
rooting session is nothing unusual3 But this day 1 had a special purposec

The day before, a cousin of mine had been at our house, and had some
how managed to find his way down the dark staircase which leads to our basement, 
and ny science fiction collection® '

About a half hour later, he returned upstairs, and found me in ny bed
room® As usual, I was cutting ny way thru a stack of letters, and didn’t pay mudh 
attention to him® But finally he walked up to ny desk, and layed down a snail 
stack of magazines© They were IMAGINATIONS and IMAGINATIVE TALES« His thirteen 
year old face looked excited??

"Can I borrow these?” he asked®
I looked at him almost pensively? if he’d brought a pile of GALAXYg or 

some such, I could have seen his point® Put I stopped before answering him® Wat 
the hell, some stf is better than no stf®

’’Sure,” I said, ’’But I’ve got better ones®”
"Huh-uh," he said, shuffling® "These are good* They look like they’d 

be interesting® Especially® He then went on to apply complimentary adjectives 
to the works of such hacks as Dwight V Swain, Alexander Blade, and several other 
"Madge" regular® Thru his brief summary of first impressions, I watched his face 
and how elated it appeared® "Look at these drawings," he’d mumble, finger-pointing®

As the afternoon came slowly to a close, I guided him back to the base
ment and found some more magazines for him® I brought forth some PLANETs and 
OTHER TORLDS and many more, and layed them out on a large table, then let him go 
thru them® By the time he’d finished selecting those he wanted to take home with 
him, there were nearly fifty in the lot® He was embarrassed that I should favor 
him so heavily®

I couldn’t explain about fandom, and how I’d feel great if I’d help 
someone into it, so I just let him continue® Then I went to another book case and 
pulled down a year’s worth of ANALOG® "How about some of these?" I asked®

fie wrinkled his nose and frowned® "No thanks^ I read some of those 
once® They were®©.too deep, I guess."

"They’re good reading," 1 said, "for when you get a little older®”
He shrugged® "I sort of like books like Tarzan® And there were some 

library books byo®®Hamiliton; I think his first name was Edward or something like 
that® And Mom lets me buy some double books once in awhile.”

I nodded® "Don’t you buy any magazines?"
"Huh-uh® I don’t like any of them® I just like adventure stories and 

stuff®”
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Perhaps Wath filled my face, or something™I don’t know. But his ex
pression reflected on mi^e forced him to flush as if he’d uttered something em
barrassing© ..

“Welly” I said, not -wanting him to squirmy I used to read that stuff 
too* It’s called space opera* The magazines you’re talking about are filled with 
ito” "

“Good”, he said© He looked puzzled© ’’Don’t they put them out anymore4?”
I shook my head© “No®”
"I’d buy some like this," he muttered, as we started back up the stairs#

So, the next day I went to the newstand, and began looking thru the mag
azines© I -wanted to see if there wasn’t one which I could buy for my cousin® You 
know; induce him to become a steady buyer©

First of all, I looked thru the big three, but there wasn’t too much 
contained in them thich would entice him® A search thru the pocketbooks brbught 
me no further® I picked up a few ACE books and bought them, but there wasn’t any
thing else©®©just the usual current crop©

Oh well, I thought, he’s got enough to last him a few months? and maybe 
by that time I’ll have some more pulps I can lend hima

But back in my bedroom, surrounded as I am with books and magazines and 
fanzines, I started wondering about my cousin and his dilemma® It wasn’t just a 
singular problem, I discovered, after mulling it over awhile® I imagined that there 
were quite a few thousand young readers interested in buying a magazine which cater
ed to their taste©

Funny, I’d never thought of it before® After I’d g^own out of the 
action-story stage, I’d gone on to the big three and more heavy reading, and when
ever melancholy or chance brought me down to the basement for a re-look at some of 
By first magazines, I’d just dismissed them as bad reading® But after thinking 
about it, I found how lucky I vias to be able to walk to a drugstore, and pick up a 
magazine which I could read and understand and enjoy when I was in my initial stages 
as a reader and a fan©

ify cousin and the other thousands have been deprived of that® There are 
hardcover books, certainly; I think Avalon does a fine job on juvenile novels, but 
still, after the neo reader has read all the books he can borrow, he*11 attempt to 
find something else© And there is nothing to be found®

After awhile, I found a magazine catalog and ordered a few magazines 
for Ted, and then started to observe the problem again® There were quite a few 
factor involved®

For one thing, the covers of today’s magazines® Bveyyone knows that 
covers are all-inportant, what with today’s distribution problems® But which mg- 
azine’s covers are directed at the young reader? None© Why, it seems only yester
day that I was a thirteen year old like Ted, standing before a sprawling rack of 
magazines and paperbacks, nyeyes startled at the covers of AMZING and IMGINAT- 
ION® The latter, for example, depicted a tightly-garbed man battling a hord of 
sickening beasts on one issue® Here, in this sipgle cover, was excitement and ro
mance—the things I was naturally inclined toward at that time®

Covers now are often symbolical or scientific® Their color schemes are 
subdued,, and their entire presentation thoughtful® They don’t inspire the same 
feeling or the same emotion©

Another need which is essential togaining new readers as . steady clients 
is the type of story title used® Take, for instence, the case of ’’Bring Back Ify 
Brain!” To a naive mind that title represents a lot© In those four words are 
captures a breathlessness® Why, the plot possibilities suggested by it are immense® 
But brief, dynamic, imaginative titles are seldom seen any more®

And for a test of the title’s importance, imagine yourself a youthful 
reader once again, thumbing thru a group of stf magazines, one of which (you hope) 
will help while away a free Friday night© You gaze at the titles of one magazine’s 
stories: "Obligation", ’’The Man Who Dreamed”, "The Jewel”, "Eneny”, Then you 
choose another magazine to look thru® A. few of the titles___"Starship burners" 
Slaves of the Burning Planet!", "The Galactic Hord“o I know very well how melo
dramatic and hackish these latter titles are, but all the same, the thrilling grana 
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they convey is often enough to induce a sale®
And, of course, where titles are concerned, there are certain key words 

such as ”slaves”, ’’secret”, ’’galactic”, ”gaints”, ’’killers”—a practically endless 
list® Both covers and titles wortk together© Putting a BEMish cover and an emphatic 
title on the front is likely to produce quite a few sales.' IMAGINATION did this is
sue after issue, coupling together a Rognan or Terry or Smith cover with a terse, em
phatic title tucked neatly in the upper right corner®

The next aspect is debatable: interior layout© There have certainly been 
a multitude of varying layouts# from GALAXY’s war she s to FFM Finlay scratchboard de
signs© But, keeping the juvenile audience in mind, I think one of the most effective 
was PMNET’s layout® They were good layouts art-wise, but they were beneficial to 
the magazine’s sales© For instance, I recall one depiction in particular©

It envisioned several apes moving toward Our Hero, who was, naturally, 
tighly-olad, and about to slash the air and all opponents with his sword® And, of 
course. Our Heroine -was clutched/ within his
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grasp, eyes and mobth distorted into a fright
ened expression* Above all this was a strange 
looking, diamond-shaped contraption which 
sprinkled a wispy sort of gamma ray over, 
the apes® Now, a quick glance at the il
lustration showed that someone was in trou
ble, and that an evil looking gadget was 
somehow connected with this woe© Would 
the hero win and overcome his grief and take 
the maiden fair into the woods» Hell yes, 
and everyone knew it, but from the mystery 
(the apes-—how are they connected with 
the story?—and the gadgets who put it 
there, what purpose does it serve?) con
tained in depiction, it will be interesting 
to find the circumstances surrounding it all*

The picture is worth the pr^h-—-— 
verbial thousand words, •
and magazine il
lustrations can be 
either a great 
boon or a great 
hinderence to 
the total sale. 
If a specific 
audience is being 

, defined in the 
story content, then 
the drawings must be 
c ompatible o They 
help determine-—to 
the newstand browser-- 
exactly what sort of 
stories he’ll find in
side, and, if they 
illustrate a specific 
scene, lend a story 
introduction to each 
tale inside©

Thw factor next, 
is the most important 8 story 
matter® The action magazines 
of my generation were person
ified in IMAGINATION, 
AM ZING and OTHER WORLDS, 
They featured, with slight 
exceptions, the out-and 



out action story® Grotesque irregularities could be found in their story lines? the 
plot form usually worked laboriously toward a ty^ck or gimmicked ending® And within 
the limits of their structure could be found; the^ried combination of crude and fund- 
enental sex, the man witha hero-oomplex9 and the ogrrely villain® Mixed one way or 
the other, whipped and beatedn and pounded into solid shape, these stories still re
sembled each other and seldom varried, save in background and detail®

Up to this point, the attitude that I enjoyed IMAGINATION seemed to pre
vail® But to sooth the skeptics, it’s here that I leave Hamling’s favor® He had at 
his disposal the best form, the most elaborate design, and the most vociferous and 
gullible audience© Why his magazine went wrong and eventually folded is evident after 
a brief reading of a few of IMAGINATION’s stories® Simply, they were crud® All were 
out and sliced to meet certain length qualifications, and emerged as nothing better 
than action stories, in the pulp sense of the word®

Much can be said for the 54-58 AM ZING® The Ziff-Davis magazines did, 
however, present halfway feasible stories® Their action policy was as obvious as 
that of "Madge”, but at least one-fourth of their stories auceded to do what they 
set out to do: entertain®

Palmer went into the traditional action story® While Hamling and Browne- 
Fairman evidentally used the straight adventure story for their guidepost. Palmer 
looked further back, eyeing Haggard, Burroughs, and Merritt® It would be false to 
state that Palmer made even a halfway suoess of the later issues of 0Wo But on the 
whole, issues of that magazine were much better reading than those of his competitors® 
This was, no doubt, due to the over abundance of "personality" which Palmer drove 
home via the editorial and letter section® Still, OW maintained better standards, 
I feel, in its fiction content also®

All these magazines failed in what they hoped to achieve; but action 
magazines as a breed, ratherthan individually, need not fail® And Larry Shaw’s 
SCIENCE FICTION ADVENTURES proves this point® SFA was the best of the mid-50’s ac
tion publications® The art, both interior and exterior, was flashy and BEM-ridden, 
but was usually set to canvas by decent artists® Whereas Palmer had presented— 
with the exception of Bok and Finlay-—some of the worst artists ever introduced into 
the stf field, and Hamling had an irratiting habit of using Terry almost exclusively, 
and Ziff-Davis was eternally loyal in their use of Valigursky, Llewlyn and Novicky 
Shaw used Emsh quite often, and no matter how hackish Emsh seems, he is the most val
uable and dependable stf artist around® Shaw couldn’t boast much else, however, ad 
far as format went® It was neat and compact, and that was about the only compliment 
one could pay it©

Story-wise, tho, Shaw had the good sense to find and employ a hybrid-— 
a cross breed of madly-paced adventure, and believable motivation and detail© This 
isn’t to say that SFA lived up to INFINITY—but it was never suspossd to, and with 
the exception of Korbluth’s "the Slave", SFA never surpassed its companion magazine® 
But Shaw was catering to the younger fans, and realized this fully© As far as a 
description of SFA’s life goes, I’d say it went something like—T,a thinking-rugged 
type of stf, with not too much emphasis on the ’thought’”® Perhaps my criticism of 
SFA has been myopic—but I do have good memories of it®

An aspect common to nearly all of the action magazine of the fifties, 
was*their features© "The Space Club", "The Revolving Fan", editorial, letter sections, 
and trading columns. Of course, this was in domplianoe with their audiences9s needs© 
One derived a sense of "belonging" when immersed in the dredges of hyper-applauding 
letter sections® And also these features were an insurance of sorts—-for the type 
of fan who was interested in investigating active-fandom, and was sickening of the 
fiction presented in the action magazines, they could very easily become the sole 
reason that he went on purchasing the magazine®
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Balmer was the best in this department© One felt so completely in 
sympathy with him that no matter what charge was flung his way. Palmer continued 
to convince the unnooent jugenile that RAP was being "picked on"—for example, by 
the Edgar Rice Burroughs Associates©

"Identification" in winning a juvenile audience is one of the prine 
requirments® Whether it be a "Shaver Ifystery", or an open argument with a famous 
individual, or just bawling in the beer, personality has in the past, and can in



th© future, sell quite a few magazines»
So, Isve outlined what I think an ’’action” magazine should consist of© 

But why should there be such a magazine? Weil, the young readers, and as a moans 
of recruiting new blood to science fiction and to fandom* Then too, action nngazines 
will eventually help out the Big Three or whomever holds down the top slots when 
the youth has matured a little and begins to discriminate in his tastea

By this timer, I mean that after a few years of reading ’’pulp”, the 
reader will become aware that there are other areas of literature more valuable. 
And, most likely, if he was thrilled emotionally and romantically in his youth by 
stf, he will contin e to look to stf for stimulating, intellectually exciting reader 
ing matter© And the step up, to one of the Big Three, will be almost inevitable©

I was reading a letter the other day, in which a friend of mine bemoan
ed the loss of ’’action" magazines® If I’d readit a week earlier, I*d have croaked© 
But I went to the typewriter and wrote out©©©

What we need is a good 35</ action magazine ©
That laughable old phrase©

"It was a throughly enjoyable evening® Just for that once, 
the Great Man forgot his public image and related to us 
with a broad, good-humored grin, the story of how he used 
to sneak over at night to the rest-home across from his 
house and loosen the wheels on the tenants’s chairs—"

—-Memoirs, p 263
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ey MARSON ZIMMER BRADLEY
ILLUSTRATED BY TiM DU MO NY

The radio ’Switch sparkled green fire a
"Captain Caldwell aboard the CFG ship WASHINGTONj calling Luna- 

post Business Fields Coming in with cargo., four hundred mile orbit. 
Landing directions requested© Over to Lunapost©"

"Lunapost Tower to UASHINCTON,, landing directions# Come in now 
on C beam© Field oleer; one ship at two hundred mile orbit© Land in 
Sector One Hundred,, O-N-E^ zero,, zero© Repeat, Captain Caldwell©"

Sector 105i
Skip Caldwell’s eyes bugged outo Only years of habit make him 

flip, automatically,, the sendswitch for the required repeat©
"Captain Caldwell, WASHINGTON^ to Lunapost, repeat landing," he 

said mechanically* "Come in on C-Callisto beam, field clear, one ship 
at two hundred, two, zero, zero© Land in Post Sector One zero, zeroo" 
He said it, and expected to be stopped, checked, and corrected© Cargo 
ships----at least old, beat-up freight-Jett er s like the WASHINGTON— 
hardly rated Sector 14# Sector 100 vas square in the middle of Luna
post Business Field? doubly guarded, with both Spaceforce men and 
the new barrier fence© They used the place for super-valuable cargo, 
for visiting dignitaries, for the private ships of company presidents© 
Regulations or no regulations. Skip decided to pick up the phone and 
ask for still another repeat© If it was a mistake, and he put this 
old hulk down in Sector one hundred—-

But the voice from the Tower confirmed without being asked© 
"Sector one zero, zero, come in Captain Caldwell aboard the WASHING
TON©” Tower clicked off with a sound of finality, and the grey-haired 

man in the control chair of the WASHINGTON whistled



As he strapped the tight Garensen belts across his midsection, he 
grumbled his usual and audible comments on the cheap chisellers in Colony Freight 
Commission -who were keeping an obsolete jetter like the YASHING-TON running© The 
new cererum-drive ships had built-in decelerators with pressure equipment* making 
the painful and cumber some' Garensen apparatus unnecessary 3 but the CFG had enough 
pull with the Mount Denver officials to sneak under the new laws about working 
conditions© So all six of the rhodionite-ships CFC owned were still hauling 
freight in the old Ley orbits and flattening out the spacemen who hauled them© 
There was a new bill coming up before the union, but CFCa Skip knew, would get 
around it somehow© And he ’d go on monkeying around with Garensens till he took 
the Run West©

He slipped the outer layer of notches tighter, fastened the recoil 
screws, checked a couple of dials, and reached overhead to manipulate the complic
ated controls that cut in the manually-operated atmosphere drive© A lever stuck; 
he wrenched it, swearing© This old jetter was coming apart at the seams3 it had 
been fit for the salvage asteroid two years ago©

The lever gave, and the low vibration of deceleration began to hum 
softly in the ship® The Garensen apparatus he wore seemed to tighten, to pull at 
his body, then he felt it cutting his chin cruelly, and the h4m rose and rose into 
an audible whining roar© Caldwell set his teeth against the nausea and the noise, 
and waited© Automatically, his trained body braced and relaxed against the stres
ses, but his mind wont ruminatively back to his curious orders©

Sector One Hundred© Somebody in Lunapost was plain crazy© Or—had 
they discovered another Martian virus and decided to quarantine all ships and all 
spacemen? Skip hoped not® He’d had, at one time or another, a series of injections 
against every prevalent germ, virus and fungus on four of the planets and ten sat- 
ekkites, and one more would be &he spare jet that broke the ship down©

He cooked an ear to the declining him of the decelerators© Nearly safe 
by now® The dial, x>ut of order for months, was still hovering in the area of 
’’Dangerous Acceleration”, but the hum, the surest test for an old spaceman, had 
reached the curiously resonate drone that meant safety® With a momentary smugness, 
for Skip was forty, and there weren’t six men his age who could stand deceleration 
in a Rhod ionite ship, he stripped away the clumsy Garensen, and with a contemptuous 
glance at the still-red dial, swung his chair nightAangled to the manuals© Routine 
dial-check told him he was about thirty miles stright over the sector, and as the 
red dial edged warily over toward the green field marked “Safety”, Skip grinned, 
for the MSHINGTON was crawling along at hardly a hundred miles an hour© It was—- 
damn! The seat-anchor had stuck again, and the control-chair swung free half-way 
between the autooontrols and the manuals© Swearing wrathfully, Skip tfiied to fix 
the anchor with one hand, while the other jockeyed complicated controls most space
men had never learned to handle© He couldn’t do it© He let his legs swing with 
the chair, bumping painfully, while he cut switch after switch until the big freigh
ter came to rest a thousand feet over the spaoefield, hovering almost motionless 
just above the forcefield of the lunar atmosphere© Skip unfolded the glider vanes 
and landing gear* still swearing in a steady mutter under his breath© There were 
susposed to be seniority laws© Just because he was the oldest captain still in 
space, they gave him the oldest ship© Modern rocketry was pushphuttom stuff, with 
the new Hansen equalizers and the oerberum drives; some of the kids with Captain’s 
rating didn’t know a Garensen from a gama-rayhgun, Skip thought wrathfully as he 
slid the ship into a long spiral toward the landing frame in Sector One Hundred© 
As sure as God hade little asteroids,rif they didn’t take him off the WASHINGTON 
and assign him to a decent ship, he was going up to the Spaceman’s Union at Mount 
Denver and blow his jets till CFC did something about the equalizers© And when he 
got to Lunapost, he was going to walk into the Traffic Ofice and----he sat the ship 
accurately intothe landing frame, neatly and with skill; unstrapped the shook-beltsm 
fixed the stobborn eontrol chair, unsealed the cargo bay and rounded it in the pre
scribed final check*, then riffled thru the Captain's drawer for the waybills on his 
cargo® trusting them in a pocket, he unsealed the lock and dropped six feet to the 
ground® The rolling steps refused to work, four weeks ago; Skip, insteadhof 
them himself, had jettisoned them outside Deimos. He was tired of signing conplaint
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The guard of Spaoefvroo men at the Sector 'was at least tripled. This 
•was going to mean quarantine all righto He felt a premonitory sting in his muuh- 
punotured arms* But after the officers had saluted Skip,; the one in charge only 
handed him a folded pink slip*

Unfolding it. Skip saw it was the regulation call-si ip with ’‘Stacy” 
written across the bottoms The Spaceforce officer met his curious look® "Ifeke 
regular disposition of your cargo first. Captain Caldwell,” he told him, “and-—er, 
you ere to be discreet about the call.”

Skip n&dded and confirmed, but his heart sanko Big Jim Stacy was the 
traffic commander of Lunapost Business field, and the head of SpasefDrce, A call 
to his office could, and usually did, supersede any and all orders from the company 
you were working for a Skip couldn’t think of any reason for a call from Stacy* 
His record-book, his license and his conscience were all clear. He’d been working 
for CFC for nine years—-since Spaceforoe had released him as being too old for 
test-pi&ot duty- —and this was his first brush with the Traffic office®

Shaking his head, he strold off to tje CFC offices, sandwitched between 
Interplanetary Transit and the field branch of the lifers Space Express, He handed 
over the way bills, pocketed his reciepts, initialed three charts, then stopped a 
bare minute to light his first cigarette since Mars, and exchange a few words with 
the girl in the office®

She looked cross and sounded spappish, but she grinned a tight smile at 
Caldwell* “Don’t mind 
me, Skip® We’ve had 
a hectic day® One of I 
the big bugs from the 
main office Earthside i 
came In this morning® 
Company auditor-—one | 
of CFC’s executives- ! 
—name of Channing»“ 
She made an express
ive face. "Big fat 
slob—throwing his 
weight around all 
over the place® Plenty 
to throw too! Bet he 
weighs a hundred 
pounds right here on 
Lunao"

Company 
Inspectors too! Skip 
Caldwell snorted® 
"Maybe n$w they! 11 
ground that old Jetter 
I’m handling," he 
grumbled, and went out 
into the fierce glare 
of the lunar sunlight, 
filtered chrome-yellow 
by the forcefield that 
kept the lunar atmos- 
phere in® It was hot 
on his neck, and Skip 
pulled off his helmet 
and mopped his fore- •• 
head® He hoped he 
didn’t have to stay on 
Luna longs he sunburn
ed too easily®

Out on Sec
tor One Hundred, lad
ing crews were already 
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busy? trundling bales of Tallath away from the WASHIN'QTON with a portable crane and 
the little cargo dollie?. Far. out in Sector Eighty-one, another ship -was settling 
into its frame® Skip recognized the sleek lines of the TRANSTERRA, the newest ship 

on the CFC runs, cerberum?jetted and with all the trimmings® "Now if I was running 
a ship like that--~" he thought, and while he walked towards tthe white stucco Traf
fic Building, he pondered without bitterness, on the spaceman’s ethics that gaw a 
ship like the TRANSTERRA, to Thorna Stacy® The coveted cerberum ships were susposed 
to be assigned on seniority, but that was another regulation followed only in the 
&ule books® Big Jim’s influence’had been strong enough to get the ship for Thorna, 
And a fine pilot the girl wasn’t^ Skip thought with a twist of his mouth® If he set 
a ship down like that, hisTtoense wouldn’t be worth the plastic it was scribed on® 
The Stacys had been spacemen since the Barrett-Stacy Saturn run, but even so, there 
were limits. Thorna Stacy was, or ought to be, the limit. He flung his cigarette 
into the sand on the port, shrugging®

”Hey, Skip!" a throaty -voice hailed, and Thorna herself, looking cool in 
trim gabardines that modelled'closely after a spaceman’s leathers, which was to say 
they fit her rather better than her skins dropped off one of the buzzing cargo dol
lies and hurried after him® ’’Hullo there, old-timer."

’’Hullo,” Skip grunted® Thorna was about twenty years his junior, but 
it galled Him to be called ’’old-timer” by a kid who set a cerberum ship down as if 
it was carrying a cargo of live whales®

The snub didn’t register on Thorna, or if it did, she ignored it® "The 
Tower kep me hanging over the port at two hundred miles for three hours!" she told 
him disgustedly® "Going up to Traffic? Sc am I® Vfe’ll go together®"

Skip Caldwell, in spite of a bringing-up on Charin, still held the at
avistic notion that women didn’t belong in Space® The last thing he wanted was to 
walk into Traffic with this dumb kid who called herself a space Captain® But he 
also had an atavistic remant of old-style courtesy, so he slowed his stride to match 
Thorna’s® She pulled off her helmet, rumpling close-chopped brown hair® She was 
cute, and the gabardines looked good on her, and Skip admitted to himself that he 
really had nothing against the kid® She couldn’t help being Stacy’s dagghter® She’d 
be all right anywhere except space, but there was no place except space for a Stacy®

Still, he was glad he had to stop downstairs to dispose of his receipts. 
ThTona went on upstairs, and Skip hung around in the filing apartment, killing time, 
for a few minutes, before he climbed to Big Jim’s office®

The girl in the outer office knew his name without asking. "Captain 
Caldwell? The Commander is busy just now® Please sit down®" Skip sank- onto a di
van, sucked nervously at a cigarette, listening uneasily to the voices that filtered 
thru the transon® Big Jim’s voice, raised to a bellow. A thinner voice that Cald
well recognized as Thorna’s came thru ooassionally. The kid was probably getting 
the bawling-out she deserved for that landing® Skip smiled in grim amusment® He’d 
like to take down a few of these push-buttom kids straight from the academies. But 
it was tough on Throna®

The door bounced open and Big Jim Stacyhexploded into the office, "Cald
well!" he bellowed,"Gfct the hades in here! "Why do you think I sent for you—to sit 
on your tail out there?" The man’s bulk filled the door; his voice and presence 
filled both offices® Skip jacknifed hastily out of the chair, dumped his cigarette 
and followed Big Jim thru the door marked NO ADMITTANCE® Big J-tm slammed it behind 
him®

There were two others in the inside office. Thorna, standing uneasily 
in the middle of the room, and another man he flowed, imensely fat, over the edge of 
his big chair® Skip had never seen the man before, but he had no trouble figuring 
out who he was® He was Jeffny Channing, company auditor for the CFC Earfhsideo 
Channing had a reputation? behind his back, CFC men called him the Hog, and he looked 
and acted the part. Beside him even the vast Big Jim looked well-made and handsome® 

iddown " tered the “a®08* eased his bulk ^o a swivel chair, and rapped out, "Well 

„ ,, f0und a ohair in sileoce» B*g Jim scowled at Skip, "take it easy®
Caldwell® Yojgre not in trouble with the office®"

Caldwell sat down, letting his breath out in a long sigh® 
The Hog leaned foreward. "Let me explain.?
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"I can manage,” Big J ip said snappishly* “It isn’t you -we’re -worried 
about, Caldwell* Vfe -want the ASHINGTON, that’s all* You see--•»" he leaned back 
in the swivel chair, sucking air between wide-spaced teeth* "A dargo of rhelhan 
furs from the Cahuengas were consigned to New Denverp Captain S-taoyG^™’ he did not 
look at Thorna, "handled them on the TRANSTERRA, which your CFG crew uses for haul
ing valuable freight* Only--»«" he glowered at the girl, "this sub-Martian idiot of 
a daughter of mine got her signals crossed and brough them here to Lunapostl

Skip Caldwell gulped, struggling to keepnhis face straight* It was, fun
ny* But tt would ruin Thorna Staoy if it got out© Big Jim would never live it down* 
But at Channing’s viroiolio glance, he held back his laughter* It didn’t make CFG 
look gery efficients and somehow. Skip didn’t think Hog Channing would be a man to 
take laughter nicely* The Hog said in a stiff monotone, "The situation has its 

h humorous aspects, no doubt. Captain, but it is the duty of CFG employees to rectify 
such disasters and—ah—-to be discreet about them© Have you thought what might 
happen to our franchise if, for instance, MSE got hold of the story?"

Skip Caldwell admitted that Jars Space Express could use the story to 
their detriments But what did this have to do with thd ASHINGTON? Big Jim tapped 
his desk impatiently* "To cut a long story short, Caldwell, it isn’t you we really 
want* It’s your ship* There have been a few too many thefts from these fancy ships 
lately* Just between us in this office, CFG has lost three consignments of Sharig, 
and Int^rTran had three bales of rhulan furs lifted right out of the Post* So we’re 
going to re-route valuable cargo from Lunapost* The ASHINGTON is an old and decrep
it hhip* Everybody knows CFG uses her for cheap cargo* No one would suspect her of 
hauling rhulan furs©**"

Caldwell grinned* Ware they telling him?
"So we're transferring that cargo to the ViASHINGTON, and Captain Stacy—" 

again the baleful glance at Thorna, "will take them on to New Denver* You’ll run 
the TRANSTERRA, in a booby-trap orbit thru the asteriods, and see who tries to follow 
the ship* We’ll have a couple of Spaceforce ships tailing you and pick the pirates 
up—-we hope*"

Skip whistled* Space pirates of all things—-the TRANSTERRA—transfer
red cargo—it sounded like that COHET BUSTERS magazine his sister’s kids were so 
moony about* But it was happening, and giving him a chance at the TRANSTERRAJ

After a minute, he shook his head* "Miss Stacy couldn’t pilot the MSH- 
3NGTQN," he said regretfully*

Big Jim scowled, tapping the desk again* "That’s right, you were one of 
our test pilots, weren’t you?" He considered briefly* "Thorna—"

"I can handle it," she said, tight-lipped* Her glare at Skip could hove 
frozen pxygen on Mercury.

"After that landing exhibition Just now, I doubt if you could handle a 
copterBig Jim spoke roughly* "Ehanning?"

The Hog shrugged* "I’m no spaceman*"
Big Jim growned and thought some more, and Skip Caldwell decided to -put 

in his two minims worth* Thorna*s dirty look had hurt* H0 said, "I didn't mean 
Mss Stacy couldn’t handle the ship, Jim* I was talking about the regulation—the 
one requiring a test-pilpt license for ships built before '97*"

As soon as he said &ta he knew it was the wrong thing* "Union business, 
eh?" Channing growled* "Well, Mount Denver isn’t in on this deal*" And at Skip’s 
stubborn look, he added, "They won’t be either, if one CFG. man wants to keep his jcb, 
*•" Skip shurgged* CFG had too much influence to make a protest worth his time* 

"Okay by me", he said* "Don’t think I like running that old hulko"
Okay, then.’ Big Jim nodded to ThornaT^o check jets. I’kl clear 

you* You going now, Channing?"
The fat man eased his huge bulk out of the chair* "I thought I?d travel 

back on the WASHINGTON
"It’s none of nv business," Big Jim told him, "it’s a Colony Freight 

ship, and you’re a CFC man* But if it was me, I’d wait and go on the mail rocket* 
The ASHINGTON is no passenger liner. I’ve ridden her, and its no fun. Sr you can 
wait and go with Caldwell on the TRANSTERRA, and be there as CFC’s official repre
sentative when they pick up-—"

Channing smiled; an pily, offensive smile*
"Look here, Commander, you aren’t serious about sending the TRANS TERRA.
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out! I thought you were joking!" His voice grew suddenly ugly® "Spaceforoe will 
keep its nose out of CFG business. I’m in charge of CFG, and you aren’t going to 
send out a CFG ship and risk getting it shot ftp in a row with Spaceforoe. Oh all 
the crack-brained— ”

"Why—you—" Stacy shot out of his char like a charging bull elephant© 
"Get out of this office!" he shouted© "You nay be in charge of CFG, but I’m in charge 
of the traffic at Lunapost Business field® and I’m responsible for seeing that the 
cargo going thrft here gets safely where itSs going! No son-of-a-sharl is coming in 
here telling me how to doit either© If you want to risk company cargo by ground
ing the TRANSTERRA.® okay, go settle it withthe CFG office----but you can sign a state- 
nsnt clearing me of all responsibility, and I doubt if CFG Earthside would authorize 
you to do that© And I’m in charge of Spaceforce-—or was the last tin® I heard from 
Denvero" His pen stabbed viciously at apiece of paper. "Now if you want to travel 
on the WASHINGTON, I’ll write you a clearance, and I hope you bust a gut!" He shoved 
the pink slip at Channing. "Here’s your clearance. Go on, get out. Have a roodtrip

The Hog looked furious, but he said nothing; only pocketed the scrap of 
paper and lumbered toward the dooe. He turned bac, as if to say something, but ev
idently thought better of it; bigger men that Channing were afraid of Big Jim when 
he blew his jets. The door slammed behind him.

Caldwell rose to leave also, but Stacy motioned him back. "No hurry. 
Skip. Sit down again. How’s everything? About usual?" He lit a cigarette and 
thrust the pack toward Skip. "Here. That fat son-of-a... Thinks he can come in \ * 
here and push us around in the traffic devisiono." He puffed on his cigarette, blew 
smoke like an angry whale. "Huh! Just a minute. Skip." He swivelled his chair a- 
round, flippied a mouthpiece and spoke into it, "Sector One Hundred? Clear Thoma 
Stacy for the WASHINGTON® one passenger. CFG credentials. Check lading as ordered." 
He listened a minute, closed the switch, then opened it again. "Sector Mighty-one! 
Clear Howard Caldwell for the TRANSTERRA, CFG twenty minutes. Noncargo." He grin
ned, slammed the switch home, and laughed at Skip’s stare. "Did you think Hog Chan
ning was going to tell me how to run Traffic? He may be CFC’g representative, but 
I’ll be in the sack if those thieves get away. We’ve got to see who follows the 
TRANSTERRA, if anybody. You know Spaceforoe. The thieves probably sabotages the 
signals somewhere so Thorna brought them here-—but we’re foiling them." H© tapped 
the desk again. "Don’t worry, because Spaceforce will be on your tail all the way 
out. If any ship comes within a thousand miles, they’ll board. Suit you?"

"Suits me fine." Caldwell ground out his cigarette.
Big Jim stuck out his hand. "Well, go check jets. You’ll take the ' 

TRANSTERRA up as soon as the WASHINGTON clears atmosphere. Have a good run. Oh, by 
the way—-Channing said Mount Denver had condemned the WASHINGTON. That will be her 
last run. You’ll probably have the job of towing her out to the salvage asteroid, 
then you’ll get a new ship."

"That suits me too." Skip pulled his helmetrfrom his pocket® "Well, so 
long, Jim. I’ll—oh, hey! All my stuff’s in the WASHINGTON, and I’ll need a pass 
for that Sector*"

Big Jim glanced quiokv at his watch. "Okay," he said, "Here." He scrib
bled briefly at a printed form. "Hurry tho, I’m seid ing them up in twelve minutes."

"That ought to be enough." Caldwell picked up the pass. "Thanks© So 
long." He hurried out of the office and down the steps, and hitched a ride on a 
cargo dolly across the field to the guarded Sector One Hundred© The loading crews 
were all gone; the refueling trucks were rumbling away, and the force barrier was 
shimmering dimly around the ship. The Spaceforce man on duty glanced at Skip’s pass 
and touched the buttom to lower it briefly. "Go ahead. Captain®"

A solitary platform had been left near the door; Skip clambered up and 
pushed the unsealed look inward. The cabin was deserted; Thoma couldn’t be on board 
yet. Skip thought, as he rummaged thru the Captain’s drawer for his personal odds 
and ends.

"Who’s that?" came a sharp query from the door, and Skip, straightening 
in astonishment, saw that Thorna had a blaster levelled in her hands. "Hey, put that 
up!" he protested, "It’s only me.n H© held out his pass, "Stacy clearned me. I 
came to get my junk."

"Okay." Thorna reached for the pass, and Skip, turning back to the
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drawer, began to oolect his thii 
A tingling shock—- 

the shook of a paralyser—«rat- 
tled thru his skull© With a 
half-sensed spasm of convul
sive muscular protest. Skip 
Caldwell crumpled inert on 
the deck of the cabin©

Pink and puple com
ets were spinning inside Skip 
Caldwell's brain© He jerked up 
out of a dark nightmare to hear 
a sound that made his blood ice© 

The atmosphere-jets 
were running! The ViA.SHINGTON 
was in space!

He moved, or tried 
to move© He discovered that 
his arms were strained cruelly 
back at the shoulders and lash
ed with shipping wire, and his 
legs were bound together at the 
knee and angle© With a more 
cautious wiggle, he discovered 
he had been rolled clear under 
the first cargo bay© Thorna! 
Bain and disillusion hit his 
splitting head as he heard 
voices from the cabin© 

"You’ve made a nice 
mess of things!"Thorna's voice 
sounded high and shaky, "couldn't 
you have just waited till he 
got off the ship? You idiot, . 
they must have known he was on 
board© And tak?ng off four min
utes early—before they cleared us--f-the guard at the Sector must have been killed©”

"What’s one guard more or less?" Channing’s heavier voice muttered," Or 
one pilot?"

"Oh, no yOu don’t— Thorna shouted, and Channing laughed softly, "Lay- 
be you're right, my dear© Isn't he the ideal-—

The voices faded away© Or maybe Skip simply didn't hear them© For un
der his head he began to hear another sound—-the low, dee-down growlthat meant the 
atmosphere-jets were weakening and the growl meant acceleration-

Skip shouted© He shouted and screamed shamelessly© He yelled and rais
ed a racket that drowned our the weakening roar of the atmosphere-jets, and he kept 
on yelling till Channing thrust in the nozzle of 'a> blaster© "Shut that noise, 
Caldwell©"

"Garensens!" Skip gulped, "you—damned space-bug! Serve you right—if 
I let—"

Thorna thrust her terrified face over channing's shoulder© Her mouth, 
squared with horror, made her face a silent scream of panic© She grabbed the Hog’s 
blaster arm© "Channing, no! He’s right-—acceleration-—it*JI be like the other— <■ 
when Garry was killed-—" She was babbling with her terror, and Channing's face 
began to turn grey under the red jowls© But the Hog was no coward© He turned 
slightly, ‘'there must be Garensens aboard this old hulk© Thorna, rthat’s you^re 

job; you’re the pilot©"
"I-—don’t know—" Thorna sobbed, "let him—let him—"
Channing kicked Caldwell in the ribs, hard. "'Where are the Garensens?"
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Skip braced himself, setting his teeth against the killing vibration, 
“Let me up and I’ll tell you©'1

The Hog thrust the blaster forward, but with a quick gesture, Thorna 
whipped a knife from her pocket and cut the wires binding Skip, "You can keep higi 
covered, if you want to Channing© Skip-—” Her voice sounded trapped© The—the 
belts—”

’’And don’t try any funny stuff,” Channing growled© Skip burst into ala 
most hysterical laughter® He would have bet any money'Channing would say just that© 
“You’re a comic-book louse,” he snarled at Channing, dragging the Garensens out of 
the locked bays,“here, damnit©’’

Time was running short® The throb was already a high screaming, and Skip 
had barely enoughtime to toss the spare Garensens to Channing and Thorna® The three 
strapped themselves in hastily, Thorna in the control chair® Channing tossed his 
blaster into the Captain’s drawer® "I guess you won’t move for awhile anyhow, Cald
well,” he said nastily© Thorna’s fingers fuiribled with her straps, and her face was 
sick-white as she met Skip’s contemtous stare®

The atmosphere jets cut out with a clang! and. the scream of the rhodin- 
nite drive hit with a slamming sound that glattened Caldwell out beneath his poorly 
fastened Garensen© Gagging^ Thorna dragged her clawed hand to the control board, 
trying to ease the too-rapid force® Skip fought nausea, watching® Wat a rotten 
pilot the kid was! A sickening cramp hit him with agony© “Air—control—” he 
chocked® "Helium—-out—nitrogen—cut out hitrogen—or we’ll—all be—killed—” 

Strangling, Thorna fumbled with the helium lever© Of course, Caldwell 
thought; she was used to fully-autoraatic air-controlled cabins® He turned his eyes 
to Channing® The fat man was gasping and struggling for breath, but Skip admitted, 
reluctantly, that Channing could take it® He’d seen stronger men than Channing col
lapse under the terrific beating of rhod&onite drive©

Thorna could take it too, it seemed, once she had straightened our the 
air control® She way lying in her chair with half-closed eyes, but Skip noticed that 
her glance was steady on the right dials® "When she wasn’t rattled, she might make 
a fair pilot©

From habit he glanced at the dials himself® The bright red dial, straight 
over her head, flamed with the letters; DANGEROUS ACCELERATION, And a wild hope 
stirred in Skip© He might still be able to get the best of the Hog—and the "WASH
INGTON herself would help®

Caldwell lay back in his chair, bracing himself against the cruel strings 
of the Garensen apparatus® His mind worked quickly® That broken dial was a luokt 
break for him® Of course, neither Channing nor Thorna would ever suspect it wasn’t 
in perfect working order; they were used to new, smoothly-operating ships® Channing’« 
eyes were glued to the dial; je would be watching for the earliest possible moment 
to free hhimself® But Skip, listening to the hum, would know the moment of safety® 
He could loosen the Garensdn carefully; then, while Channing was still tangled in 
tbestraps, he could make a dive for the blaster in the drawer® Then—

He cooked an ear to the hum of the drives© Thorna’s eyes were closed; 
Channing’s were glued to the dial® Carefully, Skip began to loosen the side buckles© 
He could afford to run the danger, -where Channing couldn’t® He was used to space; 
he was.tough and wiry, and besides, he wore under his leathers, the spaceman’s belt- 
and-suspenders-—and extra-safety belt of heavy giber plastic® Test pilots got in 
the habit© He was perfectly sure that neither Channing or Thorna had any such pro
tection® And Channing’s size was against him. If Channing should try to free him
self a second too soon—well—Skip would rather not picture it® He’d seen men die 
under rhodionite acceleration, their bellies swollen in multiple rupture® Channing 
would know about that®

The hum was lessening; Skip’s fingers worked rapidly® But luck was a- 
gainst him© Channing jerked his head around, suddenly© “Hey, is that dial right? 
I can move my hands® Wat the devil are you doing there, Caldwell?” Jerking out 
a knife, Channing cut the Garensen straps one after another© Skip tore at his, the 
two men plunged At one another at the same instant© And at that moment the Washta,. 
TON went into free-fall!

Channing would have had the advantage of weight and size at any other
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time® His fat -wasn’t all flabby® But the MSHINGTOm, diving into free-fall, had 
thrown all of them -weightless0 and the struffling men floated up, down from the deck 
to the cieling of the cabin® "Thornai" shouted Skip, hoping she would obey without 
thinking, "Throw that switch-— centrifugal——gravity—M

Channing’s balled fist struck Skip’s jaw like a blow from a towel-—and 
the recoil from the blow flung Channing to the ceiling® Skip, thrown edgewise, lung
ed against Thorna, colliding weighties sly with her, and they both went floating a- 
gainst the heavy lever® Thorha pulled at itj the energy of her own pull sending her 
diving to the deck® Channing, struggling down from the ceiling, caught the edge of 
the Captain’s drawer and grabbed at the blaster, but it floated lightly away from his 
hand, and, as Skip bounced upward the currents of air in the cabin sent the blaster 
drifting thru the open door into the cargo bays®

Thorna’s got her paralyser, thought Skip detachedly, but that?s all, as 
he spun upward again®

He reached the gravity lever-—and pulled it steadily-—the ship spun 
dizzily around him® The rotating hum of the cabin screamed softly, then was quiet 
again as the cabin swung, free and motionless, while the WASHINGTON hurled thru a 
centrifugal spin, creating sone weight within the cabin® Skip slammed against the 
deck. Channing, weighing three hundred pounds again, came down with a stunning 
smack, and Skip thought unreally that should have bounced® They all lay still for a 
breathless moment, gasping, and Skip saw the dial of the radar screen, and under it, 
the positioner dial. He drew a long breath. The MSHINCrTON wasn’t headed for Earth 
at all© Insteady, it was pointing out in a long orbit thru the asteriod belt©

There was only one thing to do® Skip plunged upward for the largest 
lever on the control board—-the one that would cut the rhodionite drives. If they 
lived thru deceleration, there was a chance—- Channing saw him, and in a frenzy he 
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leaped at Caldwell© He knew enough about the ship to realize that that lever would 
send them into rapid deceleration which would immobilize them all again* The two 
men swayed back and forth, fighting the lever, battling, clawing at it® The lever 
stuck; the control-chair, freed, swung thru a ninety-degree angle back and forth, 
up and down, bumping and banging against their kicking legs* The le^er jerked, 
twisting in their hands©

The lever began to give slowly toward Skip, Thorna screamed, throwing 
herself at the men*

The lever snapped off short beneath her weight© The rhodionite drives 
out—•—and a rocking, slamming holocaust ran wild in the cabin© The three, entangled, 
slammed down in a writhing heap under the monster hand of deceleration© The Ho^ 
chocked, strangled, and Skip’s knee in his stomack finished the job© The Hog lay 
like a dead man in the rocking, bucking floor of the cabin© Skip Caldwell braced 
himself, his body automatically fighting the stresses© Wth a moan, Thorna slid to 
the floor, doubled up in tearing agony© Skip alone was halfway conscious; knowing 
with her nerves and muscles that he had just barely time to get himself into Garensen 
before^the deceleration flattened him, too, like a squashed bug© Thorna, writhing, 
screamed silently with a twisted, dying sound, lay half under his body© Without 
knowing what he was doing. Skip began to dragat her twisted form© In his hand the 
gabardine tore away, but Skip fought and pulled and struggled and somehow, he never 
knew exactly how he finally managed it, got her body into a Garensen, while the hum 
of the jets screamed thru the sub-sconics and into a cacophony of tearing sound and 
up into a supersonic, deadly whine© With dragging, drained hands. Skip fumbled for 
the other Garensen, but the atmosphere-jets screeched and the automatics took over 
and the slam of full-force deceleration hit—and that slam was the last sound Skip 
Caldwell~^ard before blood burst from his eyes and nose and the universe blew up 
in a million shining pieces*

Caldwell opened his eyes©
He was strapped, full-length, on one of the recoilchairs, and beside him, 

there was blood on the rubber pillow© Thorna was in the Captain’s chair, her back 
to him® The jets were silent; in the dabin there was only the soft whistly of the 
air conditioner©

Ski^ discovered his hands were free© With a glance at the dial, he saw 
that the MSHINGTON was in a free-fall orbit around Sfers, $ust inside Deimos® Hie 
couldn’t see the Hog anywhere© The radioswitch was green© Caldwell shut his eyes 
and lay still© Big Jim’s girl—full of bitter disillusion. Skip wondered what 
would happen to him now©

He heard the squeak of the radio, and Thorna came to life©
"VOHINGTON, Captain Stacy to Spaceforce ship HALIAM® Co-ordinates— 

she reeled off a long string of figures* ”Our ship is disabled© We have the thief 
aboard© Over to Spaoeforce HA.LLO©”

Skip Caldwell winced© It wasn’t bad enough to know his old friend’s 
daughter was a common th&ef, but Big Jim would thinknthat he, Caldwell, had engin
eered the thefts© What could he think? Hell, how could Caldwell ever prove any
thing else? But Thorna ’s^voTce went on, thin and scared, ’’Jeffry Channing is dead© 
Captain Howard Caldwell managed to throw the deceleration switch and saved our lives. 
Charming was heading for the aster bid 1345 where his other loot is concealed© How
ard Caldwell deserves all credit for this capture, but he was caught by acceleration 
too© I think he is dying—"

"Dying, hell,” Skip said, and struggled to sit up against the straps© 
His fingers unbuckled them hastily* His head was splitting, and he spat blood be
fore he could talk, but he’d lived thru worse deceleration than that as a test 
pilot, and he would again® Thorna turned with a gasp© "Skip!” she cried, rocket
ing out of herchair, "are you all right?"

Yeah," Skip said bitterly, "and now you’ll probably get off with your 
neck, even if your little friend—"” His eyes turned away from the horrible swollen 
thung under the blanket®

"Friend!" Thorna’s voice held all the bitterness in the world® "Oh, 
Skip, please believe me! I never knew it was anything byt a joke on Dad until I 
was in too deep to quit© Channing rigged the whole thing, so I had to help—he 
was one of the instructors at the space aoadeny© I had my final test with one other 
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graduate——my best friend-—in this kind of ship© They told me I -would have a cer~ 
berum ship—Channing switched the orders at the last minute and we never knew© S$ 
we didn’t have belts—or safety equipment—I just barely lived thru it, and the boy 
with me died like—-like—" her eyes slid away f^o, Channing© "He rigged it so it 
looked like —murder—it hadn’t been my fault, and I knew it wouTd kill Dad® But 
Channing said he’d fix it iT^^d”work-—with him—

"Yeah, I know, sure©” Skip looked grimly at the body of the Hog* HSo 
he rigged the job© It’s a good story, Thorna© It sounds fine© Only I don’t be
lieve a word of ite"

”No?” Thorna asked softly, ’’Well, then, why didn’t I use this?” From 
her pocket she pulled the blaster and tossed it, butt-first, to Skip© Something in 
the gesture suddenly convinced him that her story might be true© Nothing would have 
been easier than to murder Skip, claim self-defense, and convince Spaoeforce and hex’ 
father that she and Channing had been defending the cargo®

Skip sat silent on the bunk, turning the blaster in his hands© He shrug
ged, then handed it back to her© There was nothing to do, in any case, except wait 
for Spaceforce to board them© At least, he thought with satisfaction, the WASHINGTON 
was really out of commission now®

A week later, Thorna, Skip, and Big Jim Stacy wtepped out of the TRANS
TERRA on the Salvage asteroid, and looked up thru the thin atmosphere of this inter
planetary junkyard at the tow ships that were hauling the WASHINGTON down to the 
surface©

’’Well, you’ve off that one for good," Big Jim said with a grin© "I un
derstand CFC is turning the TRANSTERRA over to you for ths rest of your hitch® Or 
are you going to retire now? Youf share of the reward for catching Channing will 
let you retire to Charin for the rest of your life©"

"Like hell I am," Skip snorted© "Me, retire? I’m good for ten years yet! 
I should give up that extra pension©’’ He caught Thorna’s eye, and winked© "By that 
time I’ll have a family to support© You know what I’m going to do with that reward 
money? I’m going to buy that old hunk of scrap i^on and try to make a spaceman out 
of this girl of yours!"

"A space man. Skip?” Thorna teased, slipping her gauntletted hand thru 
his*

"But the WASHINGTON?’’ Big Jim bellowed with laughter© "That hulk isn’t 
even worth stealing©’’

"That’s what I like about her," Skipp grinned," nobody wlese will try 
torun her©11 ~

Big Jim grumbled laughter© "J never knew you cared about salvage work 
Skip©"

"Oh yes, Thorna put in quickly before Skip could speak© "He’s-—real 
good at salvage work©"

"Let’s get out of here," Skip added® Women just didn’t belong in space© 
You couldn’t kiss one thru a spac suit®©©
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by
RON HAYDOCK

Ray Harryhausen, when stilla 
young boy, so fell in love with KING- 
KONG that he decided then and there to 
someday be a special effects wizard in 
Hollywoodp Ray returns to the screen 
once more with his Super-Dynamtion 
fil^i process which first thrilled the 
monster movie goers in THE £th VOYAGE 
OF SINBaD and THE 3 WORLDS OF GULLIVER. 
Ray’s secret screen development can bes- 

Also, it is a 
Included in this 

be described as a combination of live action with animated figures 
combination of practically every known effect in motion pictureso
costly and time-consuming process is split-screen, split-beam camera, travelling 
matte process, inlay photography, and the synchronization of one or more strips of 
fil, with anothero And nowo Harryhausen uses this unique and revolutionary filp 
development to enhance the film version of Jules Verne’s classic novel, THE MYSTER
IOUS ISLAND.

The book, written by Verne, is a sequel to his world-famous 20,000 
LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA, which was turnedinto a highly sucessful motion picture a 
few yours agoo This is the third time THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND will hit the theaters; 
it was originally filmed as a silent version in the late 1920:s, it was later re
made by Columbia Pictures in 1951, and now, ten years later0 Columbia is again re
filming Verne:s tale*

As with all bools which are turned into films there are some dhanges 
from THE MYSTERIOUS ISLaND as Verne saw it, and THE MYSTERIOUS ISLAND as Hollywood 
sees it.

The film tells the story of eight marooned people on a far away and 
uncharted island, and how Captain Nemo and his faithful submarine, Nautilus,, come 
totheir rescueo

Captain Cyrus Harding and two of his friends, Herbert Brown and Neb, 
both Union soldiers, plan a daring break from a Confederate prison by forcing a 
Northern newspaperman, Gideon Spil&tt,to accompany themo They manage to elude thei] 
pursuers and make their way to a Confederate Army baloon where they discover a rebe’. 
soldier, Sargeant Pencroft, asleep in the bottom of the baloon’s basket,. The quar
tet force Pencroft to aid them in their escape with the baloon and they cast off, 
guided by the southern soldier and the high winds.

The baloon is lost in a terrific storm and when the weather clears, 
they find themselves over the Pacific ucean. Their food rations are almost gone, 
and their baloon is about to burst at the seams when Neb sights an island below 
them® The baloon descends and the five men swim to shore, four of them arriving 
safely on the sandy slopes of the tropical islands Captain Harding is losto

The others believe him dead, but when they notice smoko in the dis
tance, they race down to beach to discover Harding lying unconscious beside a blaz
ing fire» After he regairs consciousness, he is at a complete loss to explain how 
he got ashore or who set the fire© He vaguely recalls that someone carried him 
onto a beach, but that’s allo
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The party sots out to locate food, build shelters and attempt to 
find some means of escape from the apparently deserted island® Then they discover 
that they are not alone®

A giant land crab grabs Neb and lifts him from the ground® The other 
four men finally rescue the frightened Union soldier and sucessfully shove the crab 
into a bubbling hot spring®

Other dangers soon face the men® Herbert is captured by a long, 
sticky vine, -which emits Jinkwcolored fumes and renders him unconscious® His ter
rifying screams attract the attention of the others, and they attempt to free him, 
but they are driven back by the deadly fumes® Herbert is about to be swallowed by 
the monster, when a peculiar creature, a green-skinned man who is heavily bearded, 
cuts Herbert loose and pulls him out of danger®

The rescuer is Tom Ayrton, who was marooned on the island by cut
throat pirates many years before® H© is unable to speak because his tongue was cut 
out, but he does understand English® Tom introduces the men to a giant mushroom 
which he uses to combat the monster plant’s poisonous fumes® However, Pencroft dis
covers that the mushroom is not at all edible when he turns a colorful green after 
eating its delicious food®

Another party arrives at the mysterious islands luaria Labrino of 
Seville andher niece, Elena® They had been shipwrecked on their way home from Val
paraiso and have been without food or water for many days®

The women join in the community and share a part of Ayrton’s cave 
home* Food is in abundance, but they are unable to build a boat because of crude 
tools®

Now another mystery unveils itself totte eight people: a chest con
taining tools, medicine andother essential provisions floats ashore® Spillet comes 
across a sextant with the initial ”N” engraved on it, and arrives at the conclusion 
that the chest might have come from the legendary Nautilus which was susposed to have 
sunknwith all hands eight years previous©

With this chest full of necessary tools, the men now busily engage 
themselves in the massive task of constructing a ship which will take them away from 
the island® While the men are working on the boat one day® Elene is attacked by a 
gigantic bee© Herbert comes to her aid, and they manage to escape from the bee’s 
huge hive© They take refuge in a eave and there they discover a long corridor open
ing out into a grotto®

They see a submarine nestled in the cove®
There is no one about, and when they search the craft, they find it 

full of peculiar machinery and even an organ®
Elena and Herbert are attracted by the sound of gunshots coming from 

the direction of the beach where their friends are working on the boat® They leave 
the submarine, and when they arrive on the beach they arc surprised to see a pirate 
ship firing at them® Things look grim for the marooned party, when all of a sudden, 
the pirate ship explodes and sinks, taking allher crew down with hef to the depths®

A strange and mysterious figure emerges from the ocean® It is wear
ing a weird rubber suit and breathing apparatus, fashioned frogi huge sea-shells®

It is none other than the famed commander of the Nautilus® Captain 
Nemo®

He tells the party that it was he who destroyed the pirate ship and 
also rescued Harding from the sea® N©mo also confirms Splllet’s suspicions about the 
origin of the chest® “e relates that he and his submarine have been hiding out in 
the grotto for eight years®

Nemi’s experiments with animalybird and plant*life to save the world’s 
food supply are the reasons why the party has encountered sudi monstereus creatures 
on the island® H© then informs them that the island’s volcano (Every island has 
one, you know) will erupt in a very short whilej a few days at most®.

The islanders now attempt to refloat the pirate ship aid are one 
the verge of sucess when a giant octopus attacks them and kills Pensroft®v*’Just as 
the volcano begins to erupt a flow of molten lava, the ship rights itself" in the 
water, and the party sets sail for home®

But Captain Nemo is not aboard®
H© has returned to his grotto and has been trapped by tons of rook
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and lava#
As the mysterious island slowly disappears over the horison, the 

crew of survivors ///Z /// MU /W/ wX MU MUUU recall the
bravery of Nemo and are, of course, disheartened that he had to succuinb to such a 
violent death® Nevertheless, they look forward to returning home once again to their 
loved ones and families, being none the worse for their adventures on THE MYSTERIOUS 
ISLAND.

Harryhausen, a man of seemingly unlimited talents, also designed the 
submarine, Nautilus, in addition to creating the monsters in the film# because this 
is one of the most famous ships in the history of the fictional world (and perhaps 
the actual world as well) special care had to be exercised when Nay designed it. 
The interiors of the submarine contain compartments filled with complicated machin
ery, flashing lights, dials, allof which actually world® Nemo’s cabin is fashioned 
in the true Verne tradition; silk drapes, gold and red furnishings, oil paintings on 
the bulkheads, deep armchairs, bookcases and the pipeorgan. The cabin literally 
glows I

Besides this, there were the iit eriors of the cave homes on the is
land and the full-scale baloon which was built so it would actuall take off. The 
secret of how the baloon floats and can be bombarded by a studio almost-hurricane 
it encounters is alosely guarded by Harryhausen, I’m afraid®

The scene: Father’s Day, June, 1961* at the home of a ’’fairly 
well known writer” 0

A telephone jangles nervously on its cradle, waiting impatiently to 
be answered,

A hand reaches for the instrument, lifts it up, and a voice says, 
’’Hello 
“Hello, Ray?”
YYes, this is he®"
’’This is Io Lost, over at the studio, Got a few minutes to talk?" 
“Sure© What’s on your mind?"
“Well, we’ve just had a Big Conference about your screenplay; the 

one you’ve been adapting for us from your book®"
"Uh-huh. What about it?”
“The Big Mm has decided that he doesn’t want to film it." 
A pause® Then: "Would you mind .repeating that?" 
"The Big Man doesn’t think that it will do for a movie anymore. 

That’s what the Big Conference was about© So, he thought you’d like to know, that’s 
why I’m calling®’’

"Do you mean to say that after all the hard work I’ve put in on that 
script that-—”

"Don’t kick Ray, you’ll get paid for it, you know."
"That isn’t the pbintl”
“150 grand is nothing to sneeze at."
“Ism not worried about the money!"
“Anyway, now you know® I can imagine that you don’t go much for this 

Devision of the Big Man’s, but that’s the way it goes®’’
Click!
^tfell, Ray?” Pause® "You still there, Ray ole pal? Ray? Ray?®®®" 
(in other words^ gang, as it stands now you won’t be seeing THE

MARTIAN CHRONICLES on the screen for many, many years to come—-if at all. Some 
persons over at MGM must enjoy spending money on scripts, then eancelling them be
cause of upset stomack, or like well founded, carefully considered reasons. 

The motion picture business must be the only business in the world 
where money is nothing to the Big Men-. How many times this week did you read where 
some Hollywood big shot growled, again, about the way motion pictures are losing 
money® You’d think that when some joker plopped down $150,000.00 for a screenplay, 
he would know he wanted to film it® Apparently this Is not the case.

The above example is not an isolated case, it happens frequently 
in movieland® Once 1 thought I’d dount the cancelled #£f-fantasy films over a one 
year period, that had cash already invested in them...it grew tedious® Think now 
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that stf-fantasy-weird-horror films are still in a definite minority, and try totalling 
the cancellation, plus the wasted money with each cancellation, for- regular delimitate 
film-plays.••

In 1958, Jim Warren, Publisher Unknown, camo out with the v.rorld?d 
first all-monster magazine, FAMOUS MONSTERS OF FILMLAND0 Other competitor nngazines 
soon popped up, but Jim and FM have outlasted them all.

Some six months after the sucess of FM, Jim hit the stands with an 
all western publication, WILDEST WESTERNS* Later, from his offices, and from the 
able mind of Harvey Kurtzman, came HELP!5 a satire magazine. In April of 1961, Jim 
published the first all stfilm mar, SPACEMEN, the second publication of his which 
was written and edited by FM1 s Famous Monster, Forry Ackerman.

Today, when Jim can in some ways bo compared to EC’s William Gaines, 
Mister Warrela has a new magazine planned for release soon (if not already by the time 
you read this). Altho title and format of the publication still remain in the Secret 
cage, I think I can guarantee that it will be a delight to fantastical-minded film 
fan s o. ©
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THE WRITINGS OF A CONFIRMED CYNIC
y^REser/Ts —

by
Robert Jennings

/ James Carthew*s pale face set* He looked out through 
the eastern window of -the tower room, at the full moon that 
was rising majestically in the heavens like a great silver 
shield.

“There is one man who dan smash Doctor Zarro’s plot, if 
.anyone can," he muttered, "I did not want to call upon him 
before this# for he is not the kind of man to be annoyed 
with matters the regular authorities can handle—— ”

The secretary stiffened* His lips trembled* 
“You mean—-Captain Future?"

And these words introduce once again Curtis Newton, the legendary Captain Future, 
protector of the space-ways, and ohampiog of solar justice* In mere sentences a red 
flare will blossom over the North Pole, calling him forth from his Lunar hidaway to 
battle cosmic crime and injustice thruout the solar system*

In the early months of 1940, a new magazine birst upon an'unsuspecting 
science fic-tion world® This new Thrilling Publication was a quarterly, and was tit
led CAPTAIN FUTURE, Mzard of Space* The magazine introduced to the world science 
fiction’s most adventurous and dashing space hero* Captain Future was the ultimate 
in space-opera heroes, the golden crowning of a golden age, for Captain Future was 
truly a heroes hero*

The creator of this character was none other than veteran science fic
tion writer, Edmond Hamiliton* Hamiliton’s past record as a writer of blood and 
thunder apace adventurers, in addition to his more sober output, served as a good 
background for the unveiling of his new character* It is not too far fetched to state 
that Captain Future was the ultimate creation An a long career of space-blazing hero
es* Hamiliton sold his first story to WEIRD TALES in 1926, and immediately created 
a story pattern that was to become a piece of standard hackwork for many years to 
come* But the plotting creathed with a vital freshness and imagination when Hamil
iton first used it, and so pleased was the editor of 7®IRD TALES -with the thrilling 
space sagas, that he commissioned Hamiliton to write him others, all utilizing basic
ally the same standard plotwork* Invariably some sort of evil & sinister menace was 
threatening mankind, a thrilling space battle was usually somewhere in the plot, and 
after glorious pages of pure action, the menace would be defeated, and all would be 
safe once more* While it was considered permissable to alter the various types of 
menaces, from space invaders, to time invaders, to other-demension invaders and so 
on, and the action should be shifted and rearranged a bit, the tried and true basic
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framework seldom altered noticably® Story after story using the same all-purpose 
theme rolled forth from the typerxvriter, and Hamiliton may have wondered at times 
how long the reading public would be able to take the seemingly endless stream of 
action tales® The capacity for such material seemed endless, and Hamiliton was soon 
able to broaden his original basic framework toencumpus newer and more daring action 
types® One of his favorite tricks, new and unusual at the time it was first present
ed, was to allow the hero to single-handedly defeat the alien hords with one of their 
own fighting nachineso Few people today realize how much in basic ground work, both 
in action-adventure and in more relaxed stories, science fiction owes to Hamiliton’s 
kaen imagination©

Captain Future was Hamiliton*s brain child, perhaps one he had been hold
ing back in ready reserve for years before that first issue of CAPTAIN FUTURE was 
seen on the stands© And once the first issue was published, there was no stopping 
the string of action packed cliff hangers featuring the cosmic hero® Every three 
months, like clock-work, a Dire & Evil menace ranged over the worlds of the system, 
and President James Carthew felt the necessity of calling on Captain Future, foe of 
evil and tyranny, to protect the nine worlds once more from some civilization shaking 
disaster•

Captain Future was by no means a lone wolf hero. He had a crew of three 
hearty Futuremen who accompanied him everywhere on his innumerable adventures®

Otho the andriod, was his most constant companion® Hamiliton usually 
planned Captain Future's adventures so that two members of the Futuremen group re
mained on board the space ship, or were sent out tracing other clues, while one 
Futureman personally accompanied Captain Future on whatever vital errand her had to 
complete® The group and the members of the groups alternated, reunited, shifted, and 
changed consistently, so that every Futureman got his chance to hunt out clues or 
adventure with Captain Future several times in each story, but Otho seemed to be the 
Futureman most consistently picked as a traveling companion®

Otho was created by Captain Future’s father, Roger Newton, and the Brain, 
the third Futureman® Otho’s physical makeup was slightly unusual; his skin -ms a 
pale, almost pure white colot, and had a rubbery texture about it® He had slightly 
slanted green eyes, and was bald all over® Otl^ also had a streamlined interim 
as his creators had remedied the interior .
workings of his body to a&low him to pre
form more efficiently than normal human 
beings do® As a direct result, Otho could 
breath atmospheres that would kill an or
dinary being, and he much preferred to eat 
a wattery high-nutrent synthetic mixture, 
rather than solid, human-like food©

Otho posessed many abilities, 
and talents that proved quite useful to 
Captain Future in his ipany adventures® t 
One of the most startling and valuable of 
these was his power of disguise® Since his 
skin was synthetic, by applying a name
less liquid to his face and body, Otho 
could remold his entire body into almost 
ary shape he desired® With the additional 
help of wigs, dyes, shadow brushes and ot
her assets to disguise, he was acclaimed ; 
as the system’s foremostauthority in dis
guise® (Quite naturally, Captain Future 
was the second foremost authority on dis
guise©) Otho was also recognized as the ’ 
fastest and most agile creature in dreat- 
ion9 and it was Otho who was credited with 
teaching Captain Future speed and agility 
in his younger days, before he took up his 
space-adventuring career®, Otho is also 
reported to have taught Captain Future his 
super ju-jitsu tricks, which came in handy 
in almost every story® I’ll pause here to 



point out that there is quite a bit of difference between judo and ju-jitsu. VJhereas 
judo is a means simply to use the opponent’s strength against him and perhaps deliver 
a few brusing falls and like minnor painful discouragment to any would-be attacker, 
ju-jitsu*s aim is to seriously disable or permanetely cripple the attacker„ and if 
worse comes to worse, to kill him outright* The use of such a system of defense fits 
Otho’s personality pattern nicely^ He was never known to be particularly merciful 
in his fightings his proton gun was set permanitely to killing radiation, and in hand 
to hand combat, he much preferred to eliminate his opponate pempletely, rather than 
just stun himo

Otho’s mental makeup was lagging behind his physical abilities* He -was 
the restless, unstable member of the Futureman group. He loved action, constant ac
tion, and could scarsely endure the time spent waiting between assignments on the 
moon hidaway. He was easily bored with routine, and preferred to avoid it whenever 
possible* While he was never completely the dare-devil type, he suceeded in convin
cing the reader that he was as close an approximation to that class as was possible, 
without stepping over the thin deviding line* Otho alwasys reminded me of a sort of 
adapted and watered down Sir Kay* Hq V/as brash and boastful, and his enthusiasm 
knew few boundries© He was also high tempered, and was inclinedto flare up at a mom
ent’s notice* Otho a&metimes seemed to be a bit simplier than he actually vaso 
These were the times v/hen Hamiliton pref err edto make him the straight man for Captain 
Future’s brilliant logical reasoning powers* Like all the Futuremen, Otho was cour- 
agous, and extremely devoted to Captain Future* His mental makeup was a bit strange 
and disturbing at times* To quote from the Futuremen department of the magazine, 
Otho’s ’’ironic, twisted mental outlook ocassionally leads to strange results®” An 
under statement ©

If Otho was Captain Future’s constant traveling companion, Grag,•’■the 
seven foot metal robot was his strong right arm* Grag, like Otho, was created by 
Roger Newton and the Brain, His body was made of an impervious alloy, and his steel 
muscles had unimagined strength® Crag’s towering metal body was po-wered by an atomic 
motor which he fed ocassionally with bits of copper® He had a thinking, sponge metal 
brain, and his eyes were photo electric cells* He even had a sense of smell, tho 
reference to the ability was only made twice in all the Captain Future stories*

Grag’s massive strength could have made him one of the most important 
characters in the stories, but Hamiliton

GRAG

preferred to treat the robot as a second- 
rate creation® For a time, Grag was prob
ably the most neglected member of the 
Futuremenp and Hamiliton often ignored him 
for pages at a time. I was also irritated 
at the changibility of the robot’s strength 
and adaptability. Had Captain Future and 
Hamiliton been more agreeable and allowed

• the good Captain to use Grag as a more per
sonal partner. Captain Future could have 
saved untold pages of troubles. Invarria- 
bly, when a situation arose that needed 
Grag’s talents, he would be miles away, in 
the space ship usually, helping the Bfiain 
preform some experiment® I’ve also wonder
ed why it was that even tho Grag was the 
mightest being in the system, at various 
times in the first few Captain Future stor
ies, his strength was sometimes no more 
than that of an ordinary human. The misuse 
of the robot began to change with the fifth 
issue, but Graglpever managed to earn a 
truely outstanding position in the series.

Hamiliton chose to give 
Grag a dependable,, sterotyped, emotional 
makeup. The whole Futureman crew, including 
Captain Future himself, were little more 
than cleverly adapted sterotypes, and Grag 
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was the super-strong, somewhat gentle and 
naieve robot© Grag had an inferiority 
complex, and wanted more than anything 
else to be thought human© Otho, cruel & 
hertless android, who also had the same 
inferiority complex, noticed this? and 
often teased the robot, claiming he was 
nothing more than a pile of nuts and bolts 
with a motor attached© Numerous quarrels 
errupted in every story between the two, 
as to which one was actually the more 
human© The quarrelling and insulting was 
actually in a “friendly" veins when im
mediate danger threatened either of the 
Futuremen, all minnor differences wore 
dropped. Actually, the brickering and 
quarrelling was completely in keeping with 
the times, since numerous personal feuds 
and petty arguments and fights were rag
ging thruout the realm of fandom, and the 
world at the same time CAPTAIN FUTURE was 
being published© 

Gragalso bad a secret envy of 
Otho, who certainly appeared to be more 
human than the metal man© In order to 
make himself appear more human in the eyes 
of his companions, Grag adopted a pet, 
which he named Eek© Eek was the first real addition to the Futureman group© Since 
volume one, number one of CAPTAIN FUTURE, a controversy had ragged among the readers 
as to whether or not additional Futuremen should be introduced into the stories. 
The editor encouraged such discussions up until the fifth and sixth issue, and may 
have been trying to gage the popular reaction to the series as a whole by sparking 
such comment© In any event, Hamiliton gave Grag a pet® Eek was a tiny moon creat
ure Grag had discovered and tamed© He was a silicon animal, and as Hamiliton tells 
us, all silicaneous animals eat metal© Eek survived on a steady diet of copper, 
which he devoured greetily© Grag ocassionally fed him ships of silver or gold, or 
some other precious metal© Eek enjoyed these richer metals immensely, but unfor
tunately, it took only a little of such metals to make him rip-roaring drunk© Eek®s 
metal eating habits were a constant annoyance to Otho© Eek was constantly eating 
parts of his weapons, or eating away parts of the space ship when no one was watch
ing him© Eek oould never have eaten Grag, even if he had wanted to. The robot ?s 
super-strong metal alloy body defied even the moon creature’s savage teeth© Eek 
didn’t breathy and'in addition^, was ^a'?hdrrible ooward^dJHes'Was<telepathM^ sineeri' ’ 
thereuhad beennnoschance.-to develdp vocal* speech or thcal instinct on the airless 
wastes of the moan, where his kind lived© Eek’s telepathic abilities and his coward
ness came in handy at various times© He could sometimes sense danger moments before 
it occurred, and his behavior was usually a warning to the Futuremen that some Hire 
& Gastly menace was probably awaiting them around the next turn© Eek is even given 
credit for rescueing the entire Futureman team and practically saving the solar sy
stem from the evil intentions of Doctor Zarro in the very issue he made his first 
appearance© Apparently, this moment of fame went to his head, and Eek went into a 
sort of active retirment after that, never to attempt such heroics again® Eek 
served a useful purpose as far as Grag was concerned© Wile Grag might seem to be, 
and fe&d, inferior to the other members of the Futureman team, to Eek he was the 
peniole of creation© The furry little silicon beast supplied the ego boost Grag 
sometimes needed so desperately© '

It was the fifth issue before Otho yeilded to public pressure, and ob
tained a pet himselfp tho the pet was announced in the fourth issue, via the letter 
column© Otho’s pet was a little meteor mimic he had found on an astriod inhabited 
by the Hermit of Spa£e© The creature had the ability to imitate creatures aid ob
jects of roughly his same size© Otho’s sole purpose in obtaining the creature was 
to give Eek some trouble, and both Otho and Grag looked foreward to a few active



The Br^Jn

brawls between the two pets* Unfortunately, 
for both of the Futuremen, the two pets be
came fast friends on sight• Otho named his 
pet Oog, which doesn't impress me as the 
ideal name for a pet with Ogg’s abilities* 
Eek, for the cowardly moon creature is 
somewhat significant, but Oog? Oognnever 
played much of a part in the stories; it 
seemed as tho Otho and Bamiliton introduced 
the creature merely to pacify public react
ion, and to counter Grag's pet® Otho didn’t 
exactly have the ideal personality for a 
pet owner either, and Oog was lucky if his 
name was mentioned five times in one story* 

Simon Wright, the Living 
Brain, was the third Futureman in the stor
ies® The Brain had once been an aging Earth 
scientist# the greatest biologist in the 
system* However, his ceaseless experimen
tation into biological fields has caused 
him to carelessly fall prey to a fatle 
deaease® He met young Boger Newton, and 
together they worked on a number of scien
tific projects® But when evil conspiritors 
threatened Newton, he and his young wife 
fled to the moon, taking Simon Wright with 
them* In order to save Simon's life, his 

living brain was removed and placed in a steril serium case made of a transparent 
metal* The Brain’s case was equiped with all the items needed to prolong his life 
indefinitely* Vital serium was circulated and purifyed by a compact atomic perfus
ion pump® A speaker had been installed on the side of the case, and was attached 
to various motor nerves in the living brain, so that Simon might talk,and hear what 
what was happening around him® Two eye stalks gave him sight* A handle was attach
ed to the case so that the Brain might be carried to various different places, 
since he didn’t have the power of mobility in the early stories* The Brain did not 
eat and required only short rest periods* His only refreshment was provided by 
various pulsating vibrations which stimulated and relaxed him*

The Brain was second in command of the Futureman group® It was the 
Brain, with Boger Newton, who had created Grag and Otho, and both of these artific
ial creatures had tremendous respect for him® The Brain is also given credit for 
training young Curtis Newton in science and educating him to expans iye knowledge of 
every sort, and Captain Future had proven to be such an adapt student, that he had 
gone on to surpass his teacher in every respect® Bamiliton kindly injected that 
even tho Captain Future was the greatest scientist in the system, the Brain was the 
second most brilliant® Apparently the cells that composed the Brain were capiable 
of holding an infinite amount of knowledge! the Brain seemed to be an expert on 
almost every field of science, and seldom neededto check in the expansive scientific 
library the Futuremen carried abord the space ship® Apparently also, the Brain and 
Captain Future never felt the need for specialization, they knew almost everything 
about anything, and proved in in every story*

The editors of CAPTAIN FUTURE were not too respectful of the Brain it 
would seem* The third and tenth issues made history by printing the illustration 
of the Brain upside down* The lettering for the illo was rightside up***

The Brain, claimed Bamiliton, was cold and austere, and was coup let ely 
devoid of any emotion except love and devotion for Captain Future® In the stories, 
however, the Brain was a r&omewhgt^different character® He was capiable of a limited 
variety of emotions, ranging from hope to near hate® Be never had much of a sense 
of humor, but it was faintly apparent that a sense of humor was there, somewhere* 
The Brain, naturally, never showed fear of any sort, and probably didn^t know the 
emotional meaning of the word* The Brain was sharp and decisive with his razor-like 
comments, and relied heavily on sarcasm and irony and keen practical, irreputable 
logic* The Brain was definitely one of those no-nonsense characters, and was the
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practical, somewhat fatherly member of the group® During the early stories, the 
Brain never spoke in the normal range of emotions; whenever the Brain spoke, he 
’’rasped” out his words# His dialect resembled a §-grade pulp sea story character’s, 
and it was liberally sprinkled with homey expressions® The words "aye” and "lad" 
were the most consistent repeation., and he always referred to Captain Future as 
"Curtis"9 (The other Futuremen referred to him as "Chief" mostly) Fortunately, 
the rasping gradually disappeared, and ths homey sea expressions were eliminated 
after the first few storieso

Since volume one, number one, another persistent point of reader comment 
had been whether or not the Brain should acquire a body, so that he would be able to 
give more active assistence to Captain Future on his quarterly adventureso However, 
as the editor and o'uher readers pointed out, if the Brain were to obtain any sort 
of body, it would probably be mechanic al p and then the Brain would conflict with the 
character of ^ragp the motal robot® A synthetic body would cause conflict with Otho® 
Host of the readers seemed to prefer a well rounded group of characters, each one 
with his om special traitsc However, many'more readers argued that something ought 
to be done with the Brain, and few bothered to deny that he was the weakest link in 
the chain of action and adventure that ran thru the stories© The immoble Brain in 
his steril serium case was certainly not much use when the Futuremen were blazing 
away at the approaching alien herds, with hot ray guns clutched in firm fists©

William Norvock in the fifth issue made one of the most practical sug
gestions® He felt that the Brain should be given an oval metal body which would en
close his preset serium case® The metal body would be given small rockets so it 
could move about, and tenicles would be provided so that the Brain could handle 
scientific instruments and perhaps hold a ray gun now and again® The tenicles, 
however, would not be especially strong, and thus there would be no conflict with
Grag, the super-strong robot® In the very same issue the letter was printed, Hamil- 
iton had apparently relented slightly to either reader or editorial pressure, and 
the Brain had been disguised as a fake mechanical computer type machine, which had 
a rough sort of mobility about it® Hamiliton had starved off the critics in previous 
issues by stating that the Brain did not want a body, because he felt it would in
terfer with his thought processes with its needless demands and imperfections®

With the sixth issue, Hamiliton presented a useful and effective system 
for the Brain® Captain Future invented and placed a small projector in the Brain1s 
serium case0 This projector could emit magnetic force rays in any direction, "giving
Simon the power of mobility® He 
could hover motionless® He 
could also use the blue 
magnetic rays to form 
"hands" which which he han
dled scientific instruments® 
The Brain put his new powers 
right to work, and was 
pleasantly surprised to dis
cover that they did not "in
terfere with his thought pro
cesses"* The new adaptions 

answered most of the readers 
objections to the Brain’s 
former situation, while re
taining the Brain’s unique 
qualities©

The hero of 
the stories was, of course. 
Captain Future himself® 
Captain Future, to quote 
from the stories nmade a 
striking, picturesque figure”® 
He was exactly six feet four 
inches tall, had grey eyes, 
and a stock of "unduly" flaming 
red hair® He wore close fit

could travel equally well in space or in air, and



ting zipper suits of synthesilk that "could not coneal the long, lithe muscles of a 
rangy, perfectly co-ordinated body®"

Captain Future’s base was situated on the floor of the moon, in the Tycho 
Orator, where he and the Futuremen lived in rooms carved out from the solid moon 
rocko Apparently, since Captain Future was expected to appear in his own magazine 
for sone while to come, Hamiliton created a romantic origin for him and the other 
Futuremen. Every issue featured a slightly different version of the story® Roughly 
tho, the tale is thusly: Roger Newton, friend and scientific partner of Simon Voight 
had been forced to flee with his young wife and friend, to the moon, when conspirit- 
ors who coveted his scientific advancements sought to kill him and steal his inven
tions o Learning that Simon Wright had acquired a desease which was slowly killing 
him, he removed the living brain, and placed it in the steril serium case, (it was 
never made particularly clear whether this operation took place before or after the 
trio reached the moon.J Together with the Brain, Roger Newton continued their ex
periments to create artificial matter. They first created Grag the robot, and then 
went on to create an andriod they named Otho.

But as fate would have it, the plotters discovered the moon hidaway, and

killed Roger Newton and fatially wounded his young wife before the faithful robot and 
andriod in turn destroyed the murderers. The dying request of Roger Newton’s young 
wife was that Simon Voight and the two artificial beings care for, and raise her 
newly born son, and see that he grew into a strong, educated manhood, known ng fully 
the difference between good and evil. The three loyally devoted t^eir years to the 
task, and taught and raised Captain Future into an excellent specimen of manhood. 
From Grag young Curtis Newton learned strength, endurence, and patience,, Otho taught 
him agility, speed and personal defense, while the Brain developed his mind, and 
schooled him in science and the other educational branches. The three inhuman com
panions raised and loved the youngster like parents, and the cronicles relate that 
young Curt in turn gave them the love he would have reserved for his natural parents.

It wasn’t until Curt Newton reached manhood that he was told of his par
ents, and it was then that he decided to devote his life to fighting fosmio crime 
and injustice thruout the solar system. Realizing that in his day, a criminal armed 
with the might of scientific knowledge could prove to be a tremendous threat, Curt 
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decided to use his own scientific knowledge to battle against such criminals © To 
quote Curt from CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE, uYess Simon-^Someone has to stand up for 
the system's peoples against their exploiters©1* This sentence was wisely eliminated 
from future stories© Curt ohose the title of Captain Future because he believed he 
was fighting for the future of the solar system, and the future of civilizationo

It’s often been observed that space opera heroes are seldom gifted with
expansive origins, or much of a past© You seldom hear of a space opera hero with 
parents or living relatives3 for all you know he could have been generated in a test- 
tube© These heroes exist in a sort of suspended void, they aie of the lone folf 
variety© Of those heroes who are given something in the way &£ a presentable past, 
invariably the origin is somewhat romantic, and the end result is the same; no liv
ing relatives, and a lone wolf hero* Captain Future wasn’t very, different© His 
origin was slightly more complex than the general run of origins are, it was some- 
wtat more romantic, and more improbable© In later issues of the magazine, when 
Captain Future battled the Magician of Mars, a nearly equal match for the good Cap
tain, Hamiliton tells us that Roger Newton fled Earth to escape the evil grip of 
Victor Corvo© I don’t think I’ll be revealing any vital plot secrets by pointing 
out that the Magician of Mars was, naturally, the son of Victor Corvo© The Corvo 
version of the origin if only mentions three or four times in the whole series^ 
One wonders if perhaps Hamiliton isn’t streaohing the facts a bit, and that actually 
Simon Wright and Roger Newton were chased off Earth much in the manner of a latter 
day Count Franke instein© Doubtless this speculation will never be answered© 

If I were a James Blish sort of writer, I would probably pause here, and
wonder in sharp, clipped tones, how inhuman creatures, two of whom were constantly 
quarrelling between themselves, and all three of them fanatically devoted to the 
youngster, could have raised so perfectly developed a man, emotionally, mentally, 
and physically, as Captain Future turned out to be© More likelu, Curt Newton would 
have grown up a spoiled young brat, somewhat cowardly and inferior, after being with 
his nearly super-human Foster parents, and with horribly twisted and confused emot
ions and desires© Logically now, if you had never laid eyes on another living human 
being besides yourself until you reached manhood, and you were raised and loved by 
three weird creatures as parents, having these three creatures dotting on you day 
and night, and not even learning of your natural parents until you were grown, 
wouldn’t it seem logical to assume that yout mental makeup would be somewhat dif* 
ferent from that which we believe is normal?

But despite Hamiliton’s assurtions to the contrary, it was obvious that
a few emotional quirks had managed to creep into Captain Future’s quick and agile 
mental* makeup© The usual over-developed hero urge, and the love and disregard for 
danger which are common oharastics of most space-opera heroes, were well developed 
in Captain Future’s case© W might be able to pass his inhuman ignorance and dis
interest in the opposite sex, or the lack of desire for female companionship, off to 
his early training© Captain Future’s interest in the opposite sex was remarkably 
void, and except for Joan Randall, beautiful & sexy secret agent for the Planetary 
Patrol, whom he seemed to have a passing affection for, his life was without know- 
ledge of womanhood© -n the early stories Hamiliton introduced little or no romance 
whatsoever© Joan, poor girl, was shown to have something other than loyal devotion 
for the dashing hero, and every now and then it seemed as tho Curt might be on the 
verge of returning the emotion, from afar, but that’s about as far as it went© The 
readers, however, would not stand for such undemocratic actions long, and they con
sistently asked, and even demanded, that romantic interest be injected into the stor
ies, and a number of heartier readers even dared to suggest that Captain Future marry 
Joan© It seems to me that such a course would have effectively removed all romance 
from the stories (Meanwhile, bac$ at the moon base, wife Joan is scrubbing”floors©©) 
Besides this, whoever heard of a lone wolf space-opera hero getting married? It 
would have crumbled years of tradition© But, relenting to the ceaseless demands, 
Eamiliton finally did get around to putting in more romance with the adventure© 
Unfortunately, the balance was even more lopsided than it had been before© Joan 
grew more daring and more obvious, making crude, and sometimes laughable passes at 
our hero, while Captain Future continued to maintain the stoney silence© Curt told 
himself that Joan was only a thrill seeker, and adventure crazy fenale who wasn’t 
really Interested in him at all©©© Curt, would, An infrequent ooassions, make it 
know Briefly that he thought a bit more of Joan than he had in previous adventures.
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bub a wide chasm still separated the two people©
In several later adventures, Hamiliton chose to ignore and abandon Joan 

almost completely© Curt Newton and the Futuremen would travek beyond the solar sys
tem or on some other outstanding adventure* and Joan Randall would never be mention
ed® Even tho Joan wasn’t along on tte se few ooassions, Captain Future still managed 
to turn up beautiful & sexy replacements somewhere in tte stories© There was no 
romantic elements involved with tte se newcomers at all©

Still later, Joan and Captain Future decided to admit that they were 
really & truely in love* but due to Captain Future’s work of saving the solar system 
and battling all maimer of menace* he didn’t have the time for marriage or really 
involved romance* However* wonder of wonders* a few soft words and kisses were act
ually exchanged between ths two©

If Captain Future’s interest in womankind seemed, at times, more than a 
bit void, we must remember that Captain Future was slanted toward a juvenile audience, 
to whom the element of romance, other than the sort involving blazing blasters and 
fast paced action, was little more than a bore© Puritan pulp regulations and the 
long standing historical demands made on all lone wolf space-opera heroes may have 
also had a hand in keeping Captain Future’s love interests strictly on the mutual 
friendship level©

Only a few times in the stories did Captain Future seem to feel he was 
missing something by not being raised by normal human parents, or by not leading a 
normal human life© For instenoe, in CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE—

/ Throbbing, lilting music grom a gayly lit pleasure 
palace he was passing reached his ears© He stopped, look
ing in thru its broad windows© In there, men and women 
were dancing joyously, under soft lights, celebrating 
the passing of the terror©

A queerly wistful expression came onto Captain Future’s 
tanned, handsome face as he watched them© He v?as as 
young as they, really® Yet never had any such gayity 
been his©

Ehren in ftis boyhood, when other lads his age had 
been growing up with friends and family, he had been 
already roving the spaceways with the Futuremen, meet
ing the dangers of far worlds© And since manhood, as 
Captain Future, he had never known at what time he might 
meet disaster on some mission in distant, perilous 
solar space©

However, these moods were infrequent, and tho Captain Future might feel he was lack
ing something basic and worthwhile in his life, he never let the lack of it deter 
him from his fihosen path© Every three months Captain Future and the three Futuremen 
traveled the spaoeways into high adventure and thrilling action, as the champion 
of interplanetary justice battled some new and gastly menacee

In addition to the three loyal Futuremen, Captain Future had two other 
more or less unofficialcompanions, 3?hese were Ezra Gurney and Joan Randall©- /Ezra 
Gurney was the veteran member of the Planetary Patrol, and seemed to be a. back-wood- 
ish sort of character, who habitually chopped the beginnings and endings off his 
words© Hs managed to sound like the space-going counterpart of that dependable, 
oouragous, proud old sea dog which inhabited adventure and sea pulps at about tBaat 
same time® Ezra’s accent was further complicated by a small hord of homey little' 
space expressions, which he injected into his speech® Wenever he said something, he 
never spoke, or said, or exclaimed, or even asked© No indeed, Ezra Gurney ’’drawled” 
his sentences® The Brain “rasped” his words during the first few issues, but even 
the Brain’s harsh “rasp" could never surpass, or even equal, Ezra consistent drawling© 

Ezra seemed to have very few real yses in the stories© He filled the 
unwritten necessity of the fatherly police contact, (tho the Planetary;Police never 
seemed to be of much use when Captain Future was on the job), he acted: as the straight 
nan for CF’s brilliant genius, and I suspose his presence in the stories served to 
balance out the different character images the series featured®

Apparently the artists who illustrated Captain Future had never really 
bothered to read the tales very carefully® The third-page stock illustration of 
Ezra Gurney showed the veteran space-lawman in the foreground, while in the back- 
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ground, ihe reader could observe a pirate craft being boarded by the solar pciicemen* 
Unfortunately, Ezra’s uniform showed very clearly a streaking comet emblem, and the 
words SPACE PATROL imposed over this, and the police craft in the background also 
bore the words SPACE PATROL plainly stamped all over it* It was several issues be- 
for Hamiliton managed to fit the Space Patrol-Planetary Patrol into his basic back
ground plotwork* It seems that the lav; enforcement agency thruout the solar system 
is called the Space Patrol^ but the Patrol is devided into three sections* Ezra 
Gurney happened to be a member of the section which called itself the Planetary 
Patrol* Dark haired Joan Randall was a member of the third devision, which special
ized in undercover work and secret investigation* The Space Patrol explaination 
wasn’t pawned off very carefully, and never nade much of an impression*

Ezra and Joan managed to pop up in most of the Captain Future star ies by 
virtue of some rather improbable circumstances* In the first few issues Hamiliton 
and the readers were satisfyed to note that Ezra and Joan "just happened” tobe as
signed to the same cases Captain Future was called in to resolve* In later issues 
tho, it was implied that Ezra and Joan had been placed on a special detachment, and 
their job was simply to assist Captain Future on whatever case he was handling, in 
every way possible® At other times Ezra and Joan would" just happen" to be on the 
scene when trouble broke, or "just happen" to be finishing up a case in the immediate 
vicinity* Ezra and Joan were involved in some way in most of the OF stories® Of 
course, during those times when CF and his crew of Futuremen ventured beyond the 
boundries of the solar system, Ezra and Joan were sometimes left behind*

It’s probably a good thing there was no such thing as a Comics Code ap
plied to the pulp magazines* Who could tell what deep psychological implications a 
metal slave, a dare devil, boasting andriod, a superman hero, and a cold, austere 
father image, along with a beautiful & sexy young woman might have impacted on youth
ful consciousness?

And Captain Future was certainly the superman of the space ways* All he 
needed to make his role complete would have been a dashing red and gold uniform* 
Perhaps Hamiliton felt that this would have been taking things a little too far*
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Captain Future’s identification symbol was a large, nine-planet's ring, 
which he wore on his left hand* Even tho Curt Newton was the most famous and admired 
personality in the solar system, most people did not know his face© Captain Future 
made a habit of avoiding unenecessary publicity, and consequently, few photographs 
had ever been made of him* Howeyer, his nine-planet’s ring served him quite well as 
an adeouate means of identification. The ring facing held nine tiny jewels, repre
senting the nine planets of the solar system* These tiny jewels constantly revolved 
arcuhd a larger jewel in the center, which represented the sun* The whole device wa:3 
operated by a tiny atomic motor inside the ring* Captaxn Future had only to show .a 
this unusual ring to any doubter, and his idenity would be instantly assured*

The nine-planet’s ring had other uses besides a means of identificationo 
Captain Future, greatest adventurer and lawman of the solar system, just happened to 
be the greatest living hypnotist in the solar system as well* There was a small 
stud on the back of the ring which caused the nine jewels to revolve at a speedier 
pace* Curt used this device in CAPTAIN FUTURE’S CEABLANGE to hypnotisize his guard 
and force the outlaw to release him* I personally consider this to be one of the 
dirttiest rabbits-from-the-hat Hamiliton ever pulled in the entire Captain Future 
series* In CALLING CAPTAIN FUTUtiE he dismantled the ring and used the tiny atomic 
motor as a cutting torch to break cut of a space ship’s cabin where he and Joan and 
a Venturian scientist had been imprisoned* Fortunately, these are the only two cases 
in which the ring ras used for anything other than identification purposes*

In addition to the nine-planet’s ring, Captain Future also beat Batman 
to the punch by being the first hero to wwn a utility belt* The flat, grey Tungstite 
belt he always -wore contained numerous tools and impliments useful to the Good Cap

tain on his many adven
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tures At times it seem-
ed that the Tungstite 
belt, like Batman’s util
ity belt, concealed a whole 
field labratory and a 
mineateur arsenal as well* 
The reader vas never exact
ly sure of what the belt 
contained, since Captain 
Future relied on it rare
ly, and only in the early 
CF stories at that* In 
stories after issue five 
the belt was mentioned 
less and less frequently 
until finally, it almost 
completely vanished from 
Captain Future’s list of 
personal items* The belt 
did contain a few gimicks 
that saw use in the early 
stories, such as numerous 
scientific tools and in
struments, a pocket tele
visor^ infra-red spectic- 
les, a flouroscopic X-ray 
scope, and the invisibility 
disk* The invisibility 
disk was a device whi&h 
had the power to twist 
light rays around its user, 
making him completely in
visible to the world a??

However, sinceround him*
light rays were bent a- 
round the user, naturally 
he was left in total dark



ness, and was unable to see*. This never bothered Captain Future, whose super-sensi
tive hearing was more than adequate to guide him during the brief ten minutes the 
invisibility effect lasted® After issue number five the invisibility disk finally 
faded out and was seldom even mentioned again in the tales*

Captain Future was armed with a proton gun, •■his only other piece of per
sonal equipment® The gun could be set to stun or kill its victums, depending on its 
user*s intentionsnat the moment* It was an oddly squarish shaped, short little wea
pon, which didn’t look especially harmful, but certainly did a man-sized job in every 
story* Thruout all the stories in which Hamiliton mentions the blast of the gun, he 
refers to it as shotting out a thin ray, or a beam* However, in all the illustrat
ions and on the covers, the proton gun was shown belching out three or four multi
colored smoke rings from its barrel, which presented a ridioulious effect, to say the 
very leasto One reader comment in the letter section that he didn’t know how Captain 
Future would survive if his proton gun ever ran out of tobaodo® Hamiliton finally 
got around to explaining his ingenous invention in OUTLAWS OF THE MOON, Th© butt of 
the proton gun held a magazine of ’’unstable” copper metal® A grain of this highly 
explosive metal was automatically destroyed each time the trigger was depressed, pro
ducing the deadly proton stream®

One other weapon seemed to be conmon thruout the solar system and the 
universep and this was the atom guno The atom gun operated by shooting forth atomic 
flares which exploded and destroyed vdiatever they touched® Members of the Futuremen 
team ooassionally used atom guns in place of the standard proton weapons®

Like many epace-going heroes of this era, Captain Future used his own 
special space ship, the po^to And, like most space craft favored by most lone wolf ' 
heroes, the Comet was "Jmown’far and wide throughout the system as the swiftest 
craft in spa^eo51** The Copet itself was a small tear drop chapped vessel, into which 
wasccrammed a multitud<T^T^equiJmeato The ship not only had room for the control 
chamber, sleeping quarters, storage space and replacement parts plus equipment with 
which to repair the ship, but it also carried a supurb surgical outfit”, a complete 
physics-chemical labratory for carrying out any desired experiments, numerous delic
ate and bulky scientific instruments and invent iond, a tremendous library of scien
tific books and papers, all reduced to microfilm of course® There were charts pf 
the various planets and moons and of solar space inbetween, films containing the lan
guage of every known race in the system, and a complete set of vials with indivudail 
samples of the atmospheres of every major body in the system® Fully loaded and oper
ating, the Comet would accomodate Captain Future and his three F uturemen, Joan and 
Ezra, and one^or* two additional-persons as well®

The "tiny” ship was constructed of inerton, a super-strong metalio alloy 
much more durable than any other known metal or metal alloy yet discovered® The in
side of the ship was lighted by glowing krypton bulbs, a common ite m thruout the 
system, and the entire ship was powered by nine mighty atomic cyclotrons® These 
cyclotrons, or ”oycsM as Comet pilot Otho called them, were fed powdered copper, 
which they decomposed into" raw atomic energy®

The Comat featured a novel means of disguise and defense® Four powerful 
proton cannons wereTmounted at stragetio points inside the ship, and were'capiable 
of handling any foe within range® When the Comet was outclassed, however, a tiny 
red knob on the control pannel was depressed, and a stream of ionized particles was 
released behind, forming » long, glowing tail® The trim little ship would resemble 
an actual comet in flight® The device was used frequently in the early CF stories, 
but eventually Hamiliton filled it away and forgot it® In several of those early 
issues the Comet is Roving outward toward the outer planets, when the ionized tail 
device is used® Had Hamiliton or his spaoevillains been a little more up on their 
spacenanship, they would have instantly realized that a true comet never turns its 
tail toward the sun® If some enterprising villain had realized this fact, it is 
probable that Captain Future’s career would have been terminated rather early in 
the game ®

Apparently all ships in Captain Future’s time were equiped with faster 
than light drive* since it only took a sentence or two and apparently no time lapse 
for the Comet or other space craft to voyage from one planet to another® In STAR 
TRAIL TCrUIOTY, Hamiliton even describes a space ship race, in which the participating 
ships are to fly from Mercury, out and around Pluto’s orbit, and then back again, 
all in the space of a few hours*
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The ships must have also been ewuiped with instant inertialess space 
drives* There was seldom any mention made of any ship decelerating before coining 
to a dead hault in space, or coming to land on a planets Thruout the ent lie series 
space ships have an irritating habit of stopping at a secoid *s notice, no matter 
what the prior speed may have been® The Comet was no exception to the rule? it com
bined instant decelleration, super speed and trimness with amazing mohfcierability 
as well*

Roughly, Captain Future*s illustrious career can be devided into five 
major parts® The first phase lasted the first four issues of the magazine, the 
second phase continued thru the publication of OUTLAYS OF THE WON, the third stage 
continued thru the publicationof THE RACE OF THE DEEP, the fourth stage contined 
until the magazine folded, and included those few additional stories sprinkled thru 
issues of THRILLING WONDER STORIES and STARTLING, and the fifth and final stage 
included the short-story revival of Captain Future in STARTLING during 1950-51® 
Each different phase was marked by certain obvious characteristics, and the passing 
of each phase in some way altered or changed Captan Future and the series, either in 
basic plots, writing, styling, characterization, or organization®

The first stage of Captain Ruture’s lengthy and honorable career began 
withthe appearance of CAPTAIN FUTURE AND THE SPACE EJiiPEROR in the first issue, dated 
Winter 1940, and ended with the publication of THE TRIUMPH OF CAPTAIN FUTURE^ in the 
fourth issue, dated Fall 1940® Those first four issues were almost identical in their 
basic plotwork. The names of the villains, some intermediate action, the exact nat
ure of the menace, the type of scientific weapons used and other minor details were 
somewhat diff erent from issue to issue, but in general, one basic story framework 
covered the entire four issues*

Hamiliton created a strange solar system for his Captain Future to work 
and live in® There were gravitational eaualizers which created an artificial grav
ity on any planet or moon exactly like the gravity of the user’s home body® ’’Silos” 
of blue radiation were used by space ships to protect them when their orbits carried 
them close to the sun, or toward Mercurya Hamiliton must have believed strongly in 
the future of the atom; everything in the stories, from space ships to air condition
ers, were powered by compact, efficient, powerful atomic engins® These sturdy at
omic motors seemed to be eternal, but itwas not too unusual for some dependable 
piece of equipment to tr eak down due to trouble with the atomic generator® Eac# 
world and moon of Hamiliton’s solar system held its own breathable atmosphere, and 
featured at least one strange and alien race* Earthmen were the leading spaceroavers 
of this system, and '^arth was the capital of the nine-planets® All races on all 
moons and planets managed to live together with perfect peace and perfect harmony, 
and prejudice or creature-hatrid was a thing unknown®

However, all within the system was not peace and harmony® Every three 
months, like clockwork, some Dire & Evil menace would sweep over the system, threat
ening the very foundations of the solar government* It was at these intervals that 
aging ^resident Carthew sent the red flare blossoming over the North Pole, calling 
forth Captain Future and the Futuremen to Rattle once again for peace and justice®

The North Pole flare had something of a history about it too® During the 
first part of CF*s existence, he was summoned by a red flare over the Pole® Later 
on Hamiliton altered this, and took to calling it the North Pole beacon, apparently 
a beam of red light from the Pole® Finally the entire conception of a North Pole 
signal was discontinued and Hamiliton brought the good Captaion into his advelfcures 
in other ways® The basic structre of the stories has altered by the time the Beacon 
idea breathed its last, and Hamiliton had little trouble involving his chara<Fter 
with the right menace at the right time® Captain Future himself never noticed the 
change® He was ouite content to save the syste, every few months in his usual fash
ion®

Invariably the early stories featured a a^rsterous villain® Invariably 
he was in some sort of disguise® It didn’t really matter whether he was called the 
Space Emperor, Dr® Zarro, The Wrecker, or the Life Lord, the type casting was one 
and the same® Invariably the stories were a rough combination of inter-space de
tective work, with much high adventure interwoven into the plot®

The idea of the science fiction detective story is a good one, and some 
very memorable stories have been prpduced using that formula® However, Captain Fu
ture stories at this stage were not exactly the ultimate in science-fiction detective 
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combinations• The action took a higher place on the scale than did the actual 
uystery or detective work® The plots were all rather uncomplicated in nature, but 
were cleverly hidden, twisted, and brushed over with incidentals that added quite a 
bit to the action side of the slate*

The writing itself was one of the major hinderences of the stories• It 
was remarkably crude, and was almost devoid of anything resembling decent styling 
or characterization® The writing was certainly not typical Hamiliton, and I think 
I am safe in concluding that these early stories were nothing more than Hamiliton1 s 
first draft work® The number of inconsistenceies in plotwork and in writing should 
be sufficient evidence of this* Editorial planning, or a hasty glance at the fin
ished produce might have eliminated a great deal of trivia and soul shattering 
statements, not to mention making the style a bit less archaic and perhaps even 
a little smoother reading all round® But at this stage Hamiliton probably wasn’t 
especially interested in quality production, and the same tried and true formula 
worked out well®

No piece of hackwork was too outlandish or improbable for CF, Doubt
less you are all familiar with that cliche so beloved by crime movie.makers in the 
late thirties and early forties, where one of the suspects has some vital piece of 
information, but before he can tell it to the investigating detective, he is ruth
less murdered* (oh yes) This theme was remarkably common thruout the early CF stor
ies, and even afterwards, up until the publication of QUEST BEYOND THE STARS, the 
idea had a permanent place in the basic structure of the stcr ies®

Thruout this first stage of CF’s career, harmless, innocent alien races 
were being played for pawns by power hungry, evil Earthnen. The stories invariably 
concluded with an exposure of the dire villain, much totte surprise of all concerned® 
After reading one or -two of these standard exposures, it wasn’t really very hard to 
pick out the most improbable character as the villain of the plot. In this respect 
the stories rever varried.

Inconsistencies in the plotv/ork were common. For instence, in CALLING 
CAPTAIN FUTURE, CF and Joan are abord a ship of Dr® Zarro’s League of Doom. A few 
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■words spoken above a whisper set the entire shi^minto an uproar, and Dr, Zorro* s men 
succeed in capturing the two intruders. After making good their escape by burning 
thru the door with his nine-planet’s ring, OF and Joan move out along the corrodor® 
A crew member approaches, and Joan lets out a shriek of dismaya The good Captain 
blasts the enemy with his recovered proton gun, only this time the scream goes com
pletely unnoticed»

In CAPTAIN FUTURE’S CHAL1ANGE, despite the brand new feature title ”If 
You Believe”, a sort of scientific Believe it or Not usingspace facts , which clearly 
pointed out that space was not cold, we find this keen bit of editorial judgement 
lurking in the story® A ship had been blasted by The Wrecker, and the occupants of 
the gutted craft all died of the ”cold of outer space”® A single substitution of 
asfixiation for the words cold of outer space, would have been enou^i to make the 
matter read more intelligently® ©ven sloppy editing in these cases, would have been 
better than no editing at all, and it was startling hpw quickly such little inconsis
tencies managed to mount up® A few can be overlooked* in any story, but not when they 
threaten to clog a whole section of the plot® In addition, th® gpod Captain had a 
disagreeable habit of ’’remembering” things, facts, inventions, research, details 
he had conviently forgotten to mention in preceding chapters® Strings of coincidence 
and rabbits from the hat were more common in some parts of a CF story than at a 
Wgician’s ball®

The stories had a certain unique quality about them tho® Despite the 
crudeness of the writing, Bamiliton sometimes managed to inject several pieces of his 
excellent description® In the last stage of CF’s existence, Hamiliton was able to 
weave an emotional mood into each story® However, at the beginning he did not seem 
to bother giving emotional unity to a whole story, or even to major sections and in
cidents® Instead, certain specific inoidext s were picked and expanded, and were des
cribed in somewhat more detailed form than the rest of the^story® Fox>JLnstence, in
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CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE, CF and Joan have been dragged into the Sargasso Sea of Space, 
a whirlpool of ether currents .in space, from which no ship or person had ever nan- 
agedto return* Kami lit on weaves an awesomejnmajestio feeling of the mysterious grave
yard of spaceships extremely well© mln order to escape* CF apd Joan must strip the 
usable cyclotrons from the dead ships* and rig them into one super-ship* Hamiliton’s 
descriptions of the ships that are investigated* and especially of the pioneer ship 
and the log telling of its last* ill ^ated voyage, along with his description of the 
mystery alien vessel with its crew of ooouptus like creatures in suspended animation* 
are good examples of this*

But due to the slant-bang pace of these early stories, I’m afraid that in 
most oases, the entire plot suffered from lack of description* "What was used* was 
lavishly poured onto those scenes that would create the mo sot suspense and the most 
dynamic action-adventuress The writing was hurried, and there was never a chance for 
the reader to fully concentrate on an item; he was constantly being jerked from one 
interesting situation to another, until the whole array blurred slightly with the 
frantic story pace* The abruptness and the shifts in emotions were obvious, and 
somewhat discouraging at times* In CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE^ we see that the Pluton
ian guide who has helped Captain Future is dying—

/ Tharb’s fading, grotesque eyes clung to the face 
of Captain Futureo ”1-—like you---Earthipan," thr 
Plutonian whispered* .

Then his eyes dimmed as death relaxed his bodyff '
Captain Future felt a deep, moving emotion as he looked 
down on him*

He turned to Ezra Gurney, "where can I get full 
data about the moons?"

One wonders seriously how capiable CF was of feeling .any deep emotion after reading 
an entire story where the emotion shifts as abruptly as this* The entire first stage 
was filled with abrupt shifts in scene and emotion and concentration* The chapters 
were little mealadramas in themselfes, and in the best cliff-hanging tradition, each 
chapter towards the end of the story closed with a bang, leaving the participants 
hanging in mid-air, while the story moved rapidly to someother front*

The latter part of each story had a helter-skelter feel about it. It us
ually took Hamiliton a good thirty or forty pages to get warmed up to his plot* It 
was as if Hamiliton sat down before his typer withsome blank paper and a blank mind, 

and began to write* Ag the ideas began to form, he wrote more and more furiously^ 
and as the plot action began to shape up, he sped along at a demon pace, ignoring 
the inconsistencies in favor of keeping the story going* The beginnings of the early 
CF stories were not very good. The first thirty pages or so were devoted to build
ing a background, to setting up the menace, reintroducing the Futurement to newcomers 
in the audience, gettings the basicsof the story down pat. Then there was the prob
lem of bringing the Futuremen and the menace together, and getting things rolling in 
the right way* This probably took some time and effort* But after the heroes and 
villains were safely introduced, and the background was sketched in, Hamiliton could 
unleash his red haired marvel in full force* T^e latter half of each story invaria
bly was the part most filled withaction-suspense and high adventure, and Hamiliton 
wove a tight plot in that section* Everything went off with keynote sucessionj ac
tion and thrills followed one another in a vertiable cascade of words*

From a chapter in CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE we* finda for instance, that CP, 
Grag and their Plutonian have flown out towatds the Plutonian’s villege to see a 
native who migh-b. bb able to help them locate a mysterious hidden race on Pluto* Ag 
they approach the Moving Mountains, a dark black cruiser drops from the clouds, and 
before our heroes realize it, the League of Boom has blasted away the entire tail 
assembly of the light flyer, and they are plunging to the ice below* They fall, but 
quick witten CF makes a dive for the remaining atomic motor in the nose of the craft, 
and against impossible odds, somehow manages to bring the flyer down on the hard ice 
and snow safely® But they are not out of danger, for they’ve landed right in the 
path of the Moving Mountains, a range of glacier peaks whfc h travel continually 
around the planet at a fantastic rate of speed* The trio runs like hell, but they’re 
cut off by an ice clogged river. Caught between the sub-zero, freezing, super-turb
ulent waters, and the Moving Mountains, Captain Future, keen witted devib that he is, 
orders them to heave a massive ice slab into the river, and the three manage to hop 
on board, and are carried by the murderous currents out of the path of the Moving



Mountains® But the life saving torrents are now a danger, threatening to toss them 
off the ioe float and into the boiling wafers* and they must work desperately against 

the pitching, twisting block of ice, to carve hand hojds in the ice® They are temp
orarily safe<» but unless they find some method of getting safely to shore, they will 
soon be swept over the rapids and out into the Icy $ea® mThe pessimistic Plutonian 
for the fifth time gives them up for lost, but Captain Future, always alert and ready, 
decided the only thing to do is to hold to the handholds, and try to use their weight 
to manover the ioe block as best they can© In several thrill packed paragraphs, they 
are swept over the rapids and out into the Icy $ea® But all is not safe yet, for 
the Icy Sea is inhabited by gastly sea monsters, and sure enough, one of the worst 
of the lot, a Bilbur, rises up from the waters to crush them to mincemeat© In a 
flash CF draws his proton gun, and with a flick of his fingers to maxium power, blazes 
away at tte creature© Unphases in the least, ^he Bilbur moves towards the ice float 
relentlessly. The good Captain takes careful aim, and blasts at the creature’s eye® 
This action merely enrages the beast still further, and it charged at a faster pace® 
Cool and calm as ever. Captain Future keeps the destructive beam trained on the Bil- 
bur's eye, and just as the beast rears over the ioe float to deliver the smashing 
blow that will kill them all, the beam burns thru skin andb ones andpenetrates the 
creature's brain© But as the monster falls, a paw overturns the ice block lithe same 
one that went hurtling over the rapids and came down right side up), and sends the 
occupants sprawling into the sub-artic waters. The Plutonian villagers nanage to 
save Captain Future and his guide, but $rag, the metal robot, has sunk into the icy 
waters© Grag finally walks back to shore, and Captain Future manages to get that 
interview©

In addition to the inconsistent plot structure, the cofinoidentes and 
the rabbits from the hat, the sharp shift in emotional content, underdevelopment of 
detail description, and ths sterotyped plots, Hamiliton engaged in a sort of ad
jective madness when it came to die scribing his character® It was if he feared that 
perhaps somsone might doubt the merits of his champion, and so he,the author, must 
continually explain to tte reader Captain Future's many and varried talents, his 
many attributes, and in general, what a grand guy he was®
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ionic de- 
vibration

Captain Future was billed 
as the greatest scientist in the sol
ar system, and no story in this fir^t 
stage escaped without that statement 
being repeated at least six times© ■ 
Despite this claim to fame, Captain [ 
Future never really got around to । 
preforming or explaining any real : 
science in the stories© For four is
sues he was the most unscientific 
scientific detective cluttering up 
the space ways© Ocassionally Haro- 
iliton would throw in various tid- • 
bits of science, especially towards 
the latter part of the story© At ; 
times these were remarkably clever ■ 
aid ingenious, at other times they i 
were a bit too deductive to pass as; 
even pseudo-science© Perhaps Hamil^ 
iton, like Poul Anderson, was the ' 
type of writer who boned up on his 
science before writing a story, to . 
be certain he would get the facts 
straight, and like Anderson, little' 
of the research showed up after the.' 
story was written© But considering' 
the amazing number of scientific mis
takes these first four stories con-i 
tained, I rather doubt it. i

Captain Future v/as a ...
super-inventor to end all super in- ; 
ventors, surpassing even such stand
bys as Ton Swift and Frank Reednand others of their kind. CF is credited 
venting, among other things, the invisibility disk, a telepathic disk, an 
tector used to trail space ships thru the voids, a mental eraser, a super 
space trive, a time machine, a machine to change metals from type to another (how 
the world could have used that one), and had done work on numerous others© As a mat
ter of fact, for five or six issues Hamiliton insisted that CF had done some sort of 
research along the same lines as the scientific menace which he happened to be fac
ing at the time© Each story in this stage of his career, contained at least ond 
brand new and unusual invention© Hamiliton found it useful! to introduce the Future
men at times,mjust as they were completing their latest new invention. The scene 
shifted from the menace or whatever had occure , to the moOn labratory, gust in time 
for the readers to view the final testing of sone new and startling super gadget.

Despite the fact that several very ingenous and useful inventions were 
produced during that four story span, and later on at a less frantic rate, the Wiz
ard of Space seemed toforget about them completely when the next story v/as on the 
stands© For instence, Captain FutureTs element changing machine would have been of 
special use in OUTLAWS OF THE LOON, a story presented later in the series© In this 
tale CF is treated as an outlaw, and greedy criminal minning companies are digging 
out the hidden radium reserves on the moon. The ionic tracer found use in several 
other stories, as did the super vibration drive, but both the se machines should have 
become standard pieces of equipment-. It was rather distracting to realize that some- 
where out beyond Ifiars CF had "lost the trail” of whoever he v/as after, when the ion
ic tracer had been used in the previous story. It always seemed to me to be a hor
rible waste of talent and also ratter inefficient of the good Captain not to utilize 
his brain children in other stories. While it may have been impractical to carry 
the entire load of inventions on board the Comet, CF had easy access to them at his 
mmon base, and in addition, many of his opponents!s inventions were displayed in 
Captain Future^ Trophy Room, and might have been £ut to good use, Such disrespect 
for practical application of super-gadgets did not set too well with the readers, 
who expressed themselves in the letter column on the matter in detail©



Not only was Captain Future a marvelous scientist* a super inventor* the 
greatest hypnotist and ventrilloquest in the system* the system’s second greatest 
master of disguise* a skilled surgeon Joh yes)* and a perfectly trained combat 
styled adventurer and protector of socmio justice*' but he was a mathmatician of un
heralded merito In CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE the intreped adventurer is trapped by 
criminals in the warden’s office of Cerberus Interplanetary Prison* But fortunately 
there is an arsenal in the office; unfortunately* it is locked and guarded by the 
most foolproof look ever made in the solar system. Certain buttons on the door 
faqing must be pressed in a complex and very intricate order. With Here moments to 
spare* dool headed CF taps the lok and door at various points with a loop of metal* 
and in hip head mind you* works out the complex mathmatioal formula* just as the 
blood hungry mob breaks thru the doorOe<>

Perhaps Captain Future’s unusual scientific abilities were best summed 
up bythe Brain, when he remarked in CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE that ”r eared as he was by 
us unhuman guardians* he has an unhuman capacity for concentration and research.
Yet he has remained human enough to appreciate human needs and desires and hopes.” 
I’m inclined to question the latter part of that statement.

In spite of all the obvious faults of those first four stories, there was 
a certain megnetio quality about them that drew th reader and held him no natter 
what twists and turns the plotwork eventually took. It was a quality that made Ham- 
iliton’s breath taking descriptions and action sequences all the more realistic, it 
was a quality that allowed the reader to overlook bad writing style* poor character
ization, and the many mistakes that popped up thruout the stories. The tales them
selves were build on a firm foundation of action plotting, and were carefully con
structed in some of the most hackish traditions, and theybended with a thundering 
clash of symbols. They were seeped in pure adventure aid spacepopera* and they cer
tainly didn’t cortain anything faintly resembling decent literature* as literature is 
defined today. But they made good reading* and they were only a vague hint of bet
ter things to come.

CAPTAIN FUTURE, Wizard of Space, generally ran 130 pages each issue* But 
the cheap, thick grade of pul^paper used, gave the magazine a bulky appearance* and 
made it appear to contain more material than it actually did. Advertisements out the 
fcage count inside from 130 to 110 pages, and medium lafge-sized print shortened the 
actual word count still further. The ads were of the usual pulp variety; you could 
cure that nasty rupture in half a dozen Medically Proven aays, make millions of dol
lars in your spare time* build a business.at home, take home study courses in every 
subject imaginable, borrow money by mail, obtain party records andbooks of various 
types, become an auto mechanic in six weeks, and purchase literally thousands of fao- 
inatlng gadgets. When the final word count in an average issue was totaled up* our 
current AMA.ZING with its 144 digest-size pages and smaller typeface contained more 
wordage than any issue of CAPTAIN FUTURE.

The Captain Future stories themselves were billed as being ’’novel length”. 
They were from from being novel length fetories tho. Perhaps they might have filled 
an average Aoe or Avalon offering, and a few of them might ha^q filled out the short
short novels Doubleday offers now and again, but they couldn’t be consider novel 
length tales, not by the standards we judge a novel length story by today. The first 
few issues presented 86 to 105 pages of Captain Future^ but as the magazine progres
sed, the length dropped back intothe low seventies* and there it stayed until the 
appearance of PLANETS IN PERIL* much later in the series. After the appearance of 
PLANETS the page count crawled back into the eighties and low nineties.

Th© second issue introduced a letter column-editorial combination, 
mostly letter column* called ’’Under Observation”, The editorials rarely took up 
more than a column of print, and the remaining pages were given over to letters from 
tte readers. Rhe editor led off the second issue with what is undoubtedly one of 
the tripe expressions of the magazine industry, namely, that this was the reader’s 
magazine* and his word would be law. Strangely enough, CAPTAIN FUTURE seemed to be 
one of the few magazines that actually was guided* ooassionally, by the demands of 
the readers. I say seemed here because. I. have ny doubts as to whether any magazine 
does more than politely listen to the requests of its readers. Considering that many 
of the suggestions were cone erned with changing or altering thd basic Captain Future 
background arrangement, I’m inclined to believe that the editors were a little care
ful about some of the suggestions the readers brought forth; There is little doubt



tho, that som® of 
the suggestions were 
adopted. There were 
no new members tothe 
Futuremen group, as 
many readers had want
ed, but Hamiliton did 
introduce the two 
pets, Eek and Oog, 
After much reader 
(and possibly edit
orial; pressure, he 
did give Simon Wright 
mobility. In later 
issue s Hamiliton even 

"used some of the read
er’s suggestions for 
plots, in other small 
ways showed that he 
was not completely 
adverse to reader re-

•. sponse.
However, a

gestions were written 
•off by the editor as 
impractical, ^ror were

>pointedly ignored. 
The most persistent 
member of this large 
clan made Its first 
appearance- in that 
second issue’s let- 

©r column, and died 
when the magazine 
finally folded. This 
was the Constant 
clammer to change 
CF’s publishing 
schedule from a 
Quarterly to m month
ly, or at least bi
monthly. I can think 
of only three reasons 

■ why the magazine re
mained a quarterly. 
Possibly the paper 
shortage caused by 
the advent of WII 
prevented the maga- • 

iff zine from switching 
to a bi-monthly sch
edule, or it might 
have been company

& policy, or Hamiliton 
] might have thought 
the grind of turning 
out a OF story every 
two months would be 
simply too much.

I somehow 
doubt that the paper



shortage had much to do with the situation. CAPTAIN FUTURE began publication in 194G 
and the United States didn’t enter the war until late in 1941 and it was probably 
later than that before the real squeeze on paper began to make itself felt, it is 
possible too that Hamiliton considered the idea of six CF adventures a year too much 
to handleaHowever, cpms idering the fact that Hamiliton had beer a very regular pro
ducer of science fiction since he .first broke into the fields and considering the 
fact that during the late thirties aid early forties he was particularly prolific, 1 
don’t feel this is extremely probable. This brings us to the last possibility;, My 
experience with other pulps in the Thrilling line (which boasted thirty-three dif
ferent titles at one time) beyond the science-fictional range is somewhat limited, 
but the examples I have seen were all quarterlies. It is possible that the entire 
chain of magazines was geared to the publication of quarterly magazines, with a few 
extra exceptions. If this is the case, then company policies would be the main fac
tor in preventing a bi-monthly CAPTAIN FUTURE, at least until the magazine had proven 
its worth with rising gales figures. Possibly again, when, and if, the CAPTAIN FU
TURE sales ever reaches that point where the publishers were ever willing to risk a 
bi-monthly venture, the paper shortage effectively prevented the switch in publish
ing schedule. There is some indication tho, that paper shortage combined with a 
low sales forced the magazine to fold finally in 1944.

The readers helpfully suggested story plots Hamiliton might use for Cap
tain Future’s advertures, and thoughtfully presented him with a few simple assignments 
to liven up the plots* One reader, for instence, merely asked that Captain Future 
be sent to the edge of infinity. Other readers were insistent that Captain Future 
change the course of history by venturing into the past, or that he visit different 
stars around the universe. One gets the impression that Hamiliton*s cheerful prop
aganda convinced many a reader of the god-like powers his flame haired creation 
posessede

Several different departments were introduced, and, in general, most 
proved to be very popular with tte readership. Every issue featured a regular de
partment called "Worlds of Tomorrow”, presumably written by Hamiliton himself, tho 
no author ms ever listed anywhere in the magazine. The feature presented a close 



look at whatever jalanet, moon, astriod or other solar body Captain Future happened 
to be adventuring on or near in thatissue. A map of the body was presented :with each 
installment, with the various pointsof interest clearly shown and labled® These 
planetary maps always showed only onia hemisphere, and invariably all the interesting 
and facinating places of interest were found in the hemisphere portrayed by the map® 
One wondered at times if the other side of the planet d’ould be completely dull and 
barren, as it apparently held nothing whatsoever of interest to the sightseer or read- 
ero The text itself described the world, its interesting landmarks, and filled in 
with behind-the-scenes history and foldlore® In later issues Hamiliton vas to weave 
an extremely facinating history into his Captain Future stories, and this column fil - 
led in with some additional "contemporary” future history© For me, these historical 
notes were the most interesting part of the column® Several columns in particularly, 
those dealing with hars and Venus, and the ones that told the ntory of the first Earth 
men to reach the planets, and the descriptions of Pluto and Saturn, were outstandings 
Eventually, of course. Captain Future ran out of worlds to adventure on, moons to 
visit or astriods to explore, and took his little group out of the solar system,, 
However, the feature was continuedo Several moons not covered before were explained, 
as were some major astriods® The Comet was described in detail, and the moon base 
was portrayed, Earth was even e xamined, and at last, several stars yeilded a few 
planets. The feature was continued right up until the magazine folded.

Another feature that proved tobe popular, yp to a point, was one titled 
"The Futuremen, Companions of Captain Future". I suspect that Hamiliton wrote this 
one too. (maybe the magazine did remain a quarterly at Hamiliton’s request© Writing 
three«=fourths of a science fiction magazine every two months , or even every quarter, 
sounds like work). This feature coveted the Futuremen themselves, and explained a 
little more about them than was explained in the character introductions to-each CF 
story© The first character covered was, naturally© CF himself. In short order Otho, 
Grag, and the Brain were described© The feature then went on to Ezra Gurney and Joan 
Randall, After finally covering allthese possibilities, the column turned to showing 
some of the early adventures of a young Captain Future; before he became the solar 
system’s greatest hero© It is irt eresting to note that even from the appearance of 
volumne 1 number 1, the permise of Captain Future is an accepted fact. Even as we 
read the first issue we realize that CF has fought past criminals, and has built him
self a strong reputation already© Apparently Hamiliton didn’t care to go about the 
somewhat difficult task of building a magnificent CF from scratchy and so the se ad«> 
ventures related in the "Futuremen” column are the only guide the reader has of Cap
tain Future’s earlier life. These little eposodes., relating his first case, life on 
the moon, his battle with the Charleton, the encounter with the dream planet and so 
on, are all uniformally crummy when it comes to readability. They were much too short 
to begin with, poorly written in all cases, and featured poor plots, if they had plots 
at all© Then too, once a heroic sterotype has been established (and It was six is
sued before these extra little adventures were featured), any adventurers^ no matter 
how we&l written or presented, that violate the accepted sterotype, don’t seem to be 
as "^ood” as the usual adventures® Captain Future’s sterotype involved a grown man, 
a younger CF just didn’t seem to fit the pattern, and the miserable writing and pre
sentation of these incidents didn’t help matters any.

Another department called "The Future of Captain Future" was devoted to 
a brief preview of the next issue’s thrilling CF adventure© The feature vas created 
in the third issue, and was continued right up 'thru the final issue. B© it noted 
here t$at this department was the first to make use of the stock illos,(beyond the 
contents page,that is. The contents page v/as gace^ with a stock illo each and every 
issue). The fourth issue saw the true budding of stock illustrations. For those of 
you with tender young minds who might not know what a stock illustration is, I will 
attempt to give a brief description. In this case they were smAll box-shaped draw
ings, usually not more than an inch by an inch-and-a-half, tho several were three by 
two. Each little rectangle showed a mineateur science fictional scene© One showed 
Captain Future holding a test tube, another showed a comet streaking across black 
space, another showed Joan Randall holdirg a blaster, another showed a ship being 
sliced in half by some strange ray, another showed a spaceman firing on a dinasour, 
and so on thru as many hackish stfional situations as you could care for® These lit
tle squares were first placed besided the enlarged first letter of the first sentence 
of the first paragraph of each new chapter, presumably to help make the pages of so
lid type a bit more attractive® Stock illos were used over- and over • again,..and while 



it -was considered permissable to add illos to the files from time to time, no stock 
illo was ever discarded® Eventually stock illos were used not only at the beginning 
of every chapter, but at every change of scene, aid sometimes they were injected! by 
paragraph breaks and in the oe±er of a column of print just for the sheer hell of it® 
¥ost of the stock illos were quite good, some were ridioulious, and some were just 
poorly drawn® Even after CAPTAIN FUTURE golded, the stock illos that were particular 
to CAPTAIN FUTURE were transferred &nd were used by THRILLING WONDER STORIES and 
STARTLING STORIES® It is rather interesting to pick up a copy of STARTLING from the 
fifties, long after the Captain Future character had died its final death, and see 
several Captain Future stock illos being placed in the different stories®

In the second issue the editor hinted obviously that a club for the read
ers was in the making, and sure enough, with the fourth issue, a new club called The 
Futuremen was unveiled® The club was open to all mesHers of CAPTAIN FUTURE,, arid the 
editor promioed that the club members would have an active voice in determining the 
number of Futuremen the CF group wpuld contain, they would decide on which planets 
the good Captain waste adventure, and they would co-orperate with the author in plan® 
ning whether CF should investigate time travel, the fifth demension aid suchlike^ 
Sounds rather like an elite dictatorship, doesn’t ut? I wonder what Hamiliton thought 
of it all® While doubtless members of the club exerted a certain amount of influence, 
just as the readers exerted a certain amount of influence, I seriously doubt that tho 
club actually had muoh to do with the stories and how they were planned or written® 
Rather, it was a participation device presented by the magazine to make the readers 
feel more a part of the magazine© I understand' a great many other pulps which feat
ured central heroes and appealed to a juvenile audience, had the same practice of 
starting reader clubs and handing out membership badges, rings, cards, etc©

To join the club, readers had only to mutulatetheir magazine by ripping 
off part of the cover so that tte title loco with the date was visible, and clip out 
the membership blank inside the magazine® Then he sent these along with a self addres
sed, stamped envelope® In return the reader would be sent his free silver membership 
card, whis h fitted his wallet, and a set of the filub rules which he must promice to 
obey® I would be interested in knowing exactly what those rules were, or what the 
meniership card lookedd like® The only rule I have been able to deduct ffom care
ful reading of the letter column, was that the member agreed to write a letter of 
comment every so often© In any event, the club was popular with the readers, tho 
the things one had to do to his magazine to join the club, wefe not® ml sympathesize®

Withthe third issue Hamiliton introduced a game called Compound Chess, 
woven into the usual Captain Future story® The editor asked for reader opinion on 
the gams, and promioed that if it proved popular, Hamiliton would write a short ar 
ticle on the game, and if the idea of cosmic games was approved, Hamiliton would in
troduce some solar game in each and every Captain Future story® (One gets the impres
sion that Thrilling considered Hamiliton something like theoffioe slave, always on 
call at a moment’s notice®) The proposed article on Compound Chess never appeared, 
tho several additional solar games did find their way into the Captain Future stories© 
In general, the whole idea of solar games was a disappointment® Compound Chess, for 
instence, was never really explained clearly, and leaves lots df room for questions 
on rules and exactly how the game was placed® The game is played on a board with one 
thousand squares (why a thousand?) between two persons, maybe more® Each player was 
given n&iiBty-eight pieces, representing the different elements (today we would have 
to hand out 104), and the players took turns using their chips to create different 
compounds® Naturally® this required a bit of skill and attention to chemical valence 
aid suchlike® NNo .ment.ion ms made of pentalities being leveled if an impossible 
compound was played® Wiohever player used all his chips first, won the game® If 
the player wasn’t careful he might find himself left with several impossible pieces, 
such a and chlorine, with no possible way to match these elements against his
own or his opponents compounds® This gape, by the way, was susposed to have been 
developed by Captain Future himself® Compound Chess was by far the most interesting 
and original of the solar games presents, the others were only vaguely outlined, and 
often the reader knew only their names® Radium Roulete and three demensional bil- 
lards for instence® ' p - ,

As expected, several other Thrilling (publications were plugged regular- Iv thru the pages of CF. GREEN GHOST DETECTIVE, SEE MAGAZINE, AIR FLYING STO§IES, 
REAL LIFE COMICS, WAR STORIES, NAVY FLYING STORIES, etc etd etc were mentioned thru- 
out CF’s publishing history® It was convenient to fill that blank ppace at the end 



of the stories with a stock illo, and a friendly work about some other Thrilling pub
lication that might be of interest to the average CAPTAIN FUTURE reader.

In the main, however, the two other Thrilling scinnce fiction magazines, 
THRILLING WONDER STORIES, and STARTLING STBIES, SEE MAGAZINE, and TRUE LIFE COWS 
(Approved by Parents and Educators Everywhere), were the publications must frequently 
plugged. The fourthissue brought forth an advertisment for a small hord of Thrilling 
Comics, including issue number one of STARTLING COMICS. Good eyesight enables to read
er to observe from the mineateur line reproduction of the comic’s cover, that it fea
tured the adventures of a new comicbook hero., a character called Captain Future. Cap~ 
tajta. Future in the comic books was quite different from his fifteen cent counterpart. 
Ho featured slightly wavy hair, a strong, handsome, determined face, skin tight un« 
iform with a cape even, and a lightening streak across his chest. I’ll attempt to 
cover tho comic book version of Captain Future in the the near future, since it ’ s a 
complete story in itself.

Also offered to readers of CAPTAIN FUTURE,(and probably also to readers 
of THRILLING WONDER and STARTLING), v/ere eight (count ’em) scientifiction booklets,all 
for a quarter, a bargan then and now® Also there wore one hundred copies of Garrett 
Smith’s book, BETWEEN WORLDS offered, which would be bought for fifty cents while the 
supply lasted, (the offer was introduced in the fourth issue,, and the supply lasted 
quite some time).

In addition to tho regular Captain Future stories, tho letter column, the 
departments and ads, there was room left in every issue for one or two short stories, 
and an installment of a classic reprint story, presented serial fashion. During the 
first stage of Captain Future’s existence, most of the short stories presented were 
uniformally inferior. I somehow got the impression that the editors had made some



strikingly bad choises in short stories for thoir other two sbienoe fiftion magazines, 
and were Tendering the bastard children off ontothe young CAPTAIN FUTUREO Horace 
Gold, maturity seeker extrodinar, was present those first few issues, and his stor
ies were slightly better than the general gastly run© After CAPTAIN FUTURE gained 
a year’s age, the editors began to present it with a better quality of short story, 
and in several oases some extremely good shorts were printed© But not very often© 

Even tho a quarterly, CAPTAIN FUTURE presented a serial© This was the 
Classic Reprint of older stf stories that, for one reason or another, were presented 
Sd that the younger readers who had missed them the first time round, could read (and 
groan) and marvel© (Reprinted by Popular Demand was the excuse most of the Thrilling 
•stf mags used©) The first such class was Doc Keller As THE HUMAN TERMITES. Allowing" 

/ for- mhoh mildew and dust for age, this AMAZING STORIES reprint stood up fairly well© 
• - Discounting some of the gastly^ scientific flaws, the unKellerlike crudeness of writ® 

• ingj and sox© of the plotting flaws, the story presented a number of unioue and in® 
teresting story plots© My only major grumble is thth the particular brand of Keller 
propaganda, present in all Keller stories to a greater or less degree, showed up in 
this tale in full force, and somstimos managed to hault the story while it rambJed 
on in clover, but often exasperating style, about the wropgs of the worlds and how 
human nature could be improved® MUTNW IN SPACE followed THE HUMAN TERMITES in the 
fifth issue, and was a total and complete waste of time and page space©

Practically all the interior artwork for the first few CAPTAIN FUTURE 
adventures was: done by H® W® Wesso© Practically all of the Captain Future artwork 
ever done by H® W® Wosso was remarkably rotten and crude, oven for that artist. The 
stock illos were presumably also done by Wesso, they scened to show hl^ style, and 
these were quite good® Each of those first four early issues, and right-on up until 
the publication of THE LOST WORLD OF TIME showed a small illustration of the villain© 
These also were quite good© Issue number three presented some marvelous interior 
artwork® With only a few exceptions tho scones were very realistic, and were well 
executed. A few scenes in the fourth issue were also worthy of notice© The con
clusion them, is that Wes so could have done good artwork for CAPTAIN FUTURE, he just 
never bothered© He used a scratch-work, charcoal style that could give some inter® 
esting results when he developed it® He seldom took that much time® The action art
work especially was very badly done® Wesso showed no sense of proportion, no pro
spective, and demonstrated an irritating tendency to knock off human and alien fig
ures as if theywerc stick men® His art was generally vague and hesitant, with poor 
planning and back background evident in every line, and no real detail development 
in the entire series® The closeups were ever so slightly better, which is to say 
at times they were merely crummy. If the reader could spot two halfway decently 
done i llustrations, besides the stock illos, he could consider himself a lucky lucky 
reader indeed®

CAPTAIN FUTURE was^.issued on a filing system even weirder than the one 
ASTOUND ING-ANALOG uses today® There were three issues to every volume, which means 
that every year and a half, two volumns of CAPTAIN FUTURE would have been completed© 
CAPTAIN FUTURE ran for six volumnes, two issues, about four years all total, from 
1940 to 1944© I have no idea why CAPTAIN FUTURE was indexed in this manner, the ot
her two Thriloing stf titles also featured the same weird indexing© Perhaps Thrill
ing felt that the short volume ratio would build up a volume index fast, and might 
impress whoever looked at contents pages with a distinctive ”historybof publication” 
the magazines had accumulated®.. Or maybe there is some equally obscure company pol
icy that would explain it$ I don’t know®

The first four issues of the magazine bore the cover loco, CAPTAIN FU
TURE, Wizard of Sojanes® CAPTAIN FUTURE was presented in huge cinimarama styled let
ters, while the words Wizard ofSojoncewere featured in medium block print under the 
blazing CAPTAIN FUTURE?® We spine featured a bright block lettered CAPTAIN FUTURE, 
with a snail, differently colored block which bore the words Wizard ofSojenoein much 
snaller letters© The contents page featured a scaled down version of the cover loco 
done in black and white, naturally© With the fifth issue the cover loco changed, 
and became CAPTAIN FUTURE, Man of Tomorrow, and the spine lettering became The Wn 
Of Tomorrow, but the contents page remained the same as always© The spine changed 

’Sack to TEe Wizard of Science lettering with the sixth*-1 issue, and remained so un
til the magazine folded® }



it ms considered per mis sable to add illos to the files from time to time, no stock 
illo was ever discarded© Eventually stock illos were used not only at the be^inn^-ng 
of every chapter, but at every change of scene, and sometimes they were injected by 
paragraph breaks and in the ce*er of a column of print just for the sheer hell of it© 
$bst of the stock illos were quite good, some were ridioulious, and some were just 
poorly drawn© Even after CAPTAIN FUTURE golded, the stock illos that were particular 
to CAPTAIN FUTURE were transferred And were used by THRILLING WONDER STORIES and 
STARTLING STORIES« It is rather interesting to pick up a copy of STARTLING from the 
fifties, long after the Captain Future character had died its final death, aid see 
several Captain Future stock illos being placed in the different stories©

In the second issue the editor hinted obviously that a club for the read
ers was in the making, and sure enough, with the fourth issue, a new club called The 
Futuremen was unveiled© The club was open to all meaner s of CAPTAIN FUTURE^, and the 
editor promioed that the club members would have an active voice in determining the 
nuiriber of Futuremen the CF group wpuld contain, they would decide on which planets 
the good Captain wasto adventure, and they would oo-orperate with the author in plan® 
ning whether CF should investigate time travel, the fifth demension aid suchlike© 
Sounds rather like an elite dictatorship, doesn’t dt? I wonder what Hamiliton thought 
of it all® While doubtless members of the club exerted a certain amount of influence, 
just as the readers exerted a certain amount of influence, I seriously doubt that the 
club actually had much to do with the stories and how they were planned or written© 
Rather, it was a participation device presented by the magazine to make the readers 
feel more a part of the magazine® I understand a great many other pulps which feat
ured central heroes and appealed to a juvenile audience, had the same practice of 
starting Beader clubs and handing out membership badges, rings, cards, etc.

To join the club, readers had only to mutulatetheir magazine by ripping 
off part of the cover so that the title loco with the date was visible, and clip out 
the membership blank inside the magazine© Then he sent these along with a self addres
sed, stamped envelope© In return the reader would be sent his free silver membership 
card, whis h fitted his wallet, and a set of the flub rules which he must promice to 
obey® I would be interested in knowing exactly what those rules were, or what the 
membership card looked! like© The only rule 1 have been able to deduct fSom care
ful reading of the letter column, was that the menber agreed to write a letter of 
comment every so often® In any event, the club was popular with the readers, tho 
the things one had to do to his magazine to join the club, wefe not® ml sympathesize©

Withthe third issue Hamiliton introduced a game called Compound Chess, 
woven into the usual Captain Future story© The editor asked for reader opinion on 
the game, and promioed that if it proved popular, Hamiliton would write a short ar 
ticle on the game, and if the idea of cosmic games was approved, Hamiliton would in
troduce some solar game in each and every Captain Future story© (One gets the impres
sion that Thrilling considered Hamiliton something like theoffice slave, always on 
call at a moment’s notice©) The proposed article on Compound Chess never appeared, 
tho several additional solar games did find their way into the Captain Future storieso 
In general, the whole idea of solar games was a disappointment© Compound Chess, for 
instence, was never really explained clearly, and leaves lots ff room for questions 
on rules and exactly how the game was placed® The game is played on a board with one 
thousand squares (why a thousand?) between two persons, maybe more© Each player was 
given nitaty-eight pieces, representing the different elements (today we would have 
to hand out 104/, and the players took turns using their chips to create different 
compounds© Naturally, this required a bit of skill and attention to chemical valence 
and suchlike® NNo .mention was made of pentalities being leveled if an impossible 
compound was played© Whichever player used all his chips first, won the game® If 
the player wasn’t careful he might find himself teft with several impossible pieces, 
such a helium and chlorine, with no possible way to match these elements against his 
own or his opponents compounds® This gajne, by the way, was susposed to have been 
developed by Captain Future himself® Compound Chess was by far the most interesting 
and original of the solar games presents, the others were only vaguely outlined, and 
often the reader knew only their names® Radium Roulete and three demensional bil- 
lards for instence® p

As expected, several other Thrilling publications were plugged regular
ly thru the pages of CF. GREEN GHOST DETECTIVE, SEB MAGAZINE, AIR PLYING STORIES, 
REAL LIFE COMICS, WAR STORIES, NAVY FLYING STORIES, etc etd etc were mentioned thru- 
out CF’s publishing history© It was convenient to fill that blank ppaoe at the end



The stories underwent a rapid change after the publication.of THE TRIUMPH 
OF CAPTAIN FUTURE in the fourth issue. By the fifth issue the changing style was 
plain to see. Perhaps. Bamiliton had begun to take some of the criticisms directed to
wards his sterotyped writing style toheart. With the publication of that fifth issuo^ 
withfeatured CAPTAIN FUTURE AND THE SEVEN SPACE STONES, Hamiliton proved to his read-’ 
ership that the good Captain could engage in well written, well planned, thoughtfully- 
plotted adventure. The fifth OF story had a certain smoothness of writing that the 
earlier tales had lacked. The backgrounds were well handled and were well developed^ 
the characters, while still leaving much to be desired, were sketched in more care
fully than before, and the seemed much, more human -than they had in past issues. The 
cliff-hanging plotting was on its way outp and the plot and action scenes were exec
uted with a careful style that heightened the suspense element of the story. The 
description was good thruout, tho still sketchy, and in several placed the descript
ion equalled the best de script i^mns of the earlier stories. Hamiliton also stopped 
bragging and boosting the virtyres of his hero, and CF seemed much more believeable 
than he had before without it© The rabbit from the hat plotting also suffered a 
happy decline, tho it never actually disappeared from any of the CF stories. In gen«» 
eral, these new stories gave evidence of a new type of CF emerging, and it showed 
that perhaps Hamiliton was beginning to take hix hero w bit more seriously.

CAPTAIN FUTURE AND THE SEVEN SPACE STONES, STAR TRAIL TO GLORY and THE 
MAGICIAN OF MARS, the first three stories in the second stage, were sort of inbetween 
advert ures, bridging the gap between the old style CF, and the new CF that was to be© 
All three of these stories featured the detective-space adventure plotting, but it was 
much different from the*, storotyped-orime-in-space stories that had marked the first 
four stories© The writing wad a bit more advanced, there was pot as much pure action, 
and the action was handled more carefully© Plotwork enjoyed more attention than it 
had previously had, and there was7 a very definite touch of imagination and ingunity 
inserted into these stories tha£ set them apart from the early adventures. These 
bits of imaginatuon, and the better plotting and the careful writing style, gave the 
reader a brief preview of the newly emerging Captain Future®

There is no doubt in my mind that GF’s finest space-crime adventure was 
CAPTAIN FUTURE'AND THE SEVEN SPACE STONES, with THE MAGICIAN OF MARS running a vlose 
second® Both of these stories concern Captain Future’s battled against an arch en
emy, UI Quorn, tje Magician of Mars, one of the most dangerous and capiable villains 
the good Captain had ever encountered® The two characters were almost equally paired
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off. UI Quora was the son of Victor Corvo, who had murdered Captain Future’s parents 
and in turn had been killed by Otho and Grag (thus adding the. grudge element to the 
story)# He was armed with the fantastic power of the ancient Wrtian science, and a 
driving ambition to control and rule the solar system# Captain Future was armed with 
his keen intellect and training, his companions, and the best science that Earth had 
developed. It was a classic battle.

The story revolves around the desperate search to find the Seven Space 
Stones, and the secret they hold. According to legend, nme of Mars’s greatest scient
ists had stumbled across a fantastic, terrfying secret. He did not wish to release 
this secret to his world for fear of the consequences it might bring, yet he didn’t 
wish it to perish either. So he placed the secret and an explination in seven Space 
Stonws for safekeeping. The Space Stones had sense been carried to all parts of the 
solar system, and must be located before they will yield their telepathically held 
massages. The mad scramble to find those stones, intermixed with the minor battles 
between Y1 Quorn and Captain Future make this an extremely good story. It was more 
by a stroke of luokthan by actual scientific talent or ability that Captain ^uture 
finally suoeeded in defeating his opnonant, even after UI Quorn held the final sec
ret in his hands. That secret and its adventures, related in the last few Chapters 
was further evidence that Captain Future was in the process of shaking his sterotyped 
plot pattern for something more expansive and imaginative#

The sequel to this story appeared two issues later, and was titled, ap- 
properately enough, THE MAGICIAN OF MARS. Ul Quorn is still intent on mastering the 
system, and seeks the final secret of fifth demension travel, and several other lit
tle useful items. The writing ad action of this story are not quite the equal of 
CF AND THE SEVEN SPACE STONES, not so far as suspense and dpaoe-orime plotting go# 
But as an imaginative adventure it surpasses everything printed in the magazine up to 
that point. The sub-plotting, the descriptions, the off trails action, the inter
esting sidelines ^fifth demension travel the fifth demension, the invisible planet, 
the black-put astriod etc) nnke this an iit eresting story all thru#

Hamiliton had been pressured from the letter column tp add -another Future- 
man to CF*s crew for quite some time. The opinions on the subject were pretty well 
devided by this time, but withthe appearance of ®HE MAGICIAN OF MARS, Ife.militon re
lented to public pressure, and introduced, temporarily, another Futureman. His nape 
was Johnny Kirk, a tough youngster between fourteen and eighteen years of age, from 
NYCity, whose one ambition was to become a Futureman. His appearance added nothing' 
to the story, and after the Magician of Mars was sucessfully defeated a sedond time. 
Captain Future returned the youngster to Earth, and placed his name on the ’’Future** 
Futureman” list#

CAPTAIN FUTURE AND THE SEVEN SPACE STONES revealed yet another talent.the 
Good Captain posessed. It seems he was rather fond of singing space ballads to the 
sounds of his twenty stringed V©nturian guitdar. Hamiliton injected several verses 
of yarioys space ballds into a few stories, ^he following two verses appeared in 
CF AND THE SEVEN SPACE STONES, and seems to sound best to the tune of ”lt is no 
Secret”-—

The Moons of Mard outshine the stars,
And Earth’s moon’s fairest yet,
And Saturn’s nightiis gemmed with light, 
Yet still I can’t forget.

Old Venus’s moonless, cloudy sky, 
Down by the Western Sea, 
Where the night wind s damp from the inland swamp, 
And one girl waits for me.

Other fragments of other space ballds were far and few between, but they were present# 
Otho sang these two verses in CAPTAGN FUTURE’S CHALLANGE-—

Freezing out of Pluto,
Roasting near the sun, '
Drenched by the rains of Saturn’s plains, 
It’s all a spaceman’s fun!
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Tramping old Fars's deserts. 
Or sailing Neptune’s sea. 
Or wading the damp Venturian swamp. 
Oh that’s the life for me.

As near as I can figure, the verses go best to the tune of ’’Thunder Road”® Two ad
ditional verses were added to this nSong of the Futuremen”, and apparently weren’t 
written by Hamiliton. They poped up in the letter column of the sixth issue, 1941__  

Oh Venus is too hot for me, 
And Mercury’s worse yet. 
The desert of Nfetrs is far to dry, 
And Neptune’s much too wet.

The icy fields of Pluto, 
Are frozen and forlorn. 
So take me back to good old Earth, 
The world where I was born.

It’s not too difficult to observe that Hamiliton and the editors had two vastly dif
ferent views of space adventuring. One last short verse showed up in STAR TRAIL TO 
GLORY, and again in THE COMET KINGS and PLANETS IN PERIL—

I’m only a lonely spaceman, 
With no world to call ny home, 
I’ve seen all moons and planets. 
But I still just like to roam, 

While its pretty obvious that Captain Future was no Riceley when it came to creating 
space ballajs, at least they held together better than some examples I’ve had to suf
fer thru. erhaps if Hamiliton had ever presented one whole balld, the endresults 
would have been a little more appealing than these various fragments are®

The fifth issue also marked the beginning of a slow and careful elimin
ation of many items, traits, and devices used in the first four stories. In the fifth 
issue, CF entered his story without being called by the North Pole beacon, and in a 
few more issues, the beacon idea was despensed with completely® Other traits and 
devices werg carefully ignored and place out to existence this second stage. Right 
at present believe only Otho’s power of disguise, out of the beacon idea, the Comet 
disguise, tfie tungsted belt, the nine-planet’s ring and a number of others, was re
tained. Hamiliton may not have wanted these slightly juvenile items to interfer with 
the new CF storytype he was creating^ and-by’the-do so ’of the second phase, he had 
eliminated most of thems CF was a changed hero.

The sixth issue presented STAR TRAIL TO GLORY* which retained many of the 
characteristics that had marked earlier CF adventures. Itwas a detective-space adven
ture, with the added Hamiliton-like touches of imagination that separated from the 
other CF space-crime stories. In this tale Hamiliton introduced his Planeteers, which 
were test pilots stationed on Mercury in this case. Their task was to test the new 
space ships and see that theywere safe to sell. The story featured erector-set ro
bots, space ship bandits, a machine which speeded up time sense, and a space ship 
race around the system, among other things. It was an action packed story, 

Hamiliton also reintroduced his bloodaating aliens in this issue. Ever 
since their appearance in the second issue, the readers had demanded a reappearance 
and an explication. CF was once more drawn into the deadly Sargasso S©a of Space. 
His only hope of escaping is to somehow use the powerful alien ship to override the 
tremendous ether our ents surrounding the Soao He cannot control the strange vessel, 
and the aliens are all in suspended animation, due to their lack of food suppl&es. 
CF wakens the crew, and they strike a bargans he will make them food chemically, if 
they will take him out of the Sea. Descriptions are not as good in this incident as 
thevwere that second issue. The change over from the blood-eating octpus like mon
sters as shown in the second issue, to the peace-loving, helpful alien friends from 
bhyynd. the stars as seen in this sixth issue, make an amusing contrast.

With the fifth issue, the regular editorial-letter department, "Under Ob
servation", introduced to science fiction one of its most gastly and ridiculious cre
ations. In that infamous issue, the editor complained that he had enough work to do 
without the Futuremen club members pushing him around too, and so he felt compelled to 
turn the column over to a character who could push back. Thus began the reign of 
Sargant Saturn.®. With alldue respect-, to Don Franson and a few others who happen





to still feel that this type of letter column -was interesting, and even. 9aworthyooc 
I UI say that "the old space log" with his eternal jug of Xeno and his hord of re
volting puns and ho^pey space expressions, literally turned ny stomack® The opening 
installments of the Sarge Saturn brand of letter column were not too bad® It appear** 
ed mainly to be a sort of running editorial on wheels, with letters tossed in to flav
or the whole affair® In fact, 'if Sarge Saturh.had continued with his newsy, slightly 
chatty style, and if maybe he had eliminated a few of those ghod-awful spade expres
sions, I don’t think I would have become :quite Bo alienated to the form. But he 
did no,t©

JNb indeed® As the column progressed, the true nature of Sarge to came 
apparent® % overflowed with, some of the most atritiduB puns imaginable, his wit was 
nerve shattering, his slang and his spaceexpressions were unbearable, and clogged up 
the entire letter section® So much so, in fact, that the abliterated the newsy, 
chatty, interesting items with a fog of Xeno spray and. salty space expressions® ~ r 
Sarge*s cute little answered seemed to please the "kiwi peelots" (that readers to 
all the Earthbound out there), and I suspose it added a pertain Air to the column®.^

Sarge*s first round in that fifth issue introduced a unique feature to 
the letter column-— complaints a All previous iswues had Overflowed with that goshwow 
quality that editors are so fond of© Frankly, it grew just a little sickening at 
times® pie fifth issue foud the readers up in arms over the formula plots, the art, 
the story flaws, the Futuremen, and just about anything else.that could be argued 
about® The idea of whether or not the Brain should have a bo^ was the central sub
ject©

Interior illustrations didn’t improve at all during this spcond stage. 
At least one artistic mistake was made with the stock illos® Right in the’ piddle of 
STAR TRAIL TO GLORY, readers could stumble across an illustration showing a western 
cowboy riding a bucking horse© Readers indignately complained about the matter© I 
wonder what the readers of whater Thrilling western the illo was taken from thought, 
when they worked their way thru that issue’s feature length sixpgun thriller, and 
stumbled across a stock illo from CAPTAIN FUTURE’S science fictional fiieg©.©

Cover Art was usually a controversial item since the coyep scenes rarely 
held any resentlense to the material in the stories, and were generally; pretty poor 
art to boot© Most of the cover work for CAPTAIN FUTURE was done by ;Eap|e . ^ 
Bergey was an adaptable artist, and was easily capiable of presenting truely 
outstanding stfional artwork when he chose to, but he never exerted to«r
wards his CAPTAIN FUTURE covers© Most of them were crudely drawn, !^ith;mq  ̂
work apd almost no detail or tone work, or background, worth mentioning, and Jthey 
nearly always had an amazing lack of reality or dept about them® fev{\Cpye^a em, 
erge, minly because of their uniqueness, a triffle better than the general Pun, ^he 
cover for the second issue, for instence, showed Captain Future blazing a^y iiope o 
Cf the blood eating aliens^in the Sargasso Sea of Space© Joan is clinging to his 
shoulder, and a tenicle or two is entwinded around the good Captain® HJ.s/smoke'ring 
proton gun is going full blast® Much dark tone work went into this illustration® 
Again on the third issue, the illustration showed Joan tied to a small rpeke^.^qint^ 
$d upward® Grag is using metal drill bits in pace of -his fifigdfs Tibher 
bondsy-while OF-hovers in the background blazing away at something'off stage© The 
background is a-solid red® The cover to THE MAGICIAN OF MARS showed Ul Quorn smit
ing some^ort of strange rays from his fingers at Grag© CF has just emerged down 
Stone stairs in the background, and is blazing away at the attacker© More attention 
is paid to detail, and there is some slight tone work present® Thp cover?-to THE LOST 
WORLD OF TIME showed a girl (not Joan this time, presumably) entrapped ihsitje a small 
rocket, with only her face showing thru a glass port in the rocket, A metalic, solid 
colored figure in vaguely Egyptian styled clothing is either pushing or pulling on a 
l^yer, while CF is firing the weirdest looking proton gun of the series at him© The 
cover for THE COMET KINGS impressed me as being one of the finest CF covers of the- 
series® It was done by Balarski, and showed CF and Joan riding an air slod. Joan 
is scantly clad, riding in the seat, while CF mans the running rails© They are being 
attacked as they fly over mountains and sucklike, by batlike creatures® CF has wavy 
red hair, and a slender, artistic looking fact® The cover for THE STAR OF DREAD 
showed a scantly clad Joan being attacked (frankly, it looks like attempted rape), 
by a half man, half, bird creature® The bird creatvre is the only presentable part 
of the dover, but he was well done, and the cover stands out for this reason® The 
cover for DAYS OF CREATION showed Otho, Grag and Joan gathered about a reclining CF, 
while the Brain is preforming some sort of brain operation® The cover for RED SUN



OF DANGER is probably one of the finest covers of the lot© It was done by Bergey, 
and showed the most presentable Joan Randall of the series (outside of the stook ilio 
that is)© S$o is very scantily clad, withthe typical Bergey brass, unsupported, al
most brassier-like arrangement supporting her breats (or the other way round), and 
tight silk panties© Grag is in the immediate foreground doing hand to hand battle 
with a dragon creature® ___

Ofi all the covers presented on CAPTAIN FUTURE only eight had anything re
motely to do with the stories inside, and most of these streached a few points on 
important details. In one case, reader coirplaints about the non-related covers was 
so persistent, that Hamiliton went out of his way to add a chapter to OUTLAWS OF THE 
MOON so the cover would represent a scene from the story© Reader complaint, persis
tent as it was, never managed to change the editorial policy on the matter, and right 
up until the magazine folded, the covers were showing scenes that bore no relationship 
to the stories inside®

Len Collins, Kindly Fannish Friend, was good enough to sent mo a list of 
the cover artists for CAPTAIN FUTURE© Onjy a few cover artists were aotiy mentioned 
in the magazine itself, and it wasn’t until the last three or four issues that the 
magazine took to naming the cover artist on the oort ents page© However, Len doesn’t 
vouch for the absolute authenoity of his list, and you will notice in the indexes, 
that beside the names of severalcover artists ths re is a question mark© I would ap
preciate it muchly if someone would send me definite information on these artists®

I personally feel that the third stage, which contained the six issues 
presented from Fall 1941 to the Winter 1943 issue, were the finest Captain Future 
stories of the series© Those six issues impress me as about the closest to a "golden 
age” Captain Future ever enjoyed, and all but one story stands out over any Captain 
Future stories presentedbefore, 

The prevailent theme 
of the third stage was imag
ination© Hamiliton opened 
the flood stages to specul
ative science fiction in 
those six Issues, and showed 
that his character was fit 
for more than roaming the 
dark stars and emptying his 
proton pistol at whatever 
moved along the way© There 
was a greater attention paid 
to detail, and the mood, as 
well as the suspense element 
of the tales, was well devel
oped© For the first, and the 
last, time, characterization 
was given a little more at
tention, aid several charac
ters, including the good 
Captain himself almost emerge 
as being truely outstanding© 
But only almost© Character
ization has always been one 
of Hamiliton’s weak points, 
and more so In the Captain 
Future series© Still, ig
noring a few flaws and slips, 
and a few meladramatio inven
tions, the characterization 
in this period was one of tte 
strong points of the stories© 
There was a certain feeling 
about tte se six stories, call 
it a touch of that elusive 
”sense of wonder” if you must,



that made them come alive with a new vitality and uniqueness that hadn’t been pre
sent beforeo

In the eight issue CF showed signs of becoming rattless with his little 
corner of the universe© It seemed as tho allthe fun had been taken out of his life/ 
what with the constant grind of knocking over space villains once every three months, 
inventing super machines, and saving the system from Dire & Evil menaces rbgularly© 
His adventures withthe logician of Bars had apparently convinced him that there were 
other worlds and other adventures more interesting than those found in the drab, nor
mal solar system, and he went adventuring beyond it©

So in the eight issue Hamiliton relented to public pressure again, and 
sent CF back intothe distant past to answer the call for help of a doomed race© The 
time machine used bore very suspicious overtones of the machine used in STAR TRAIL 
TO GLORY, but the adventures the good Captain oneouter more than made up for any lack 
on the scientific side©

This was the first of the ’’new” CF stories, it was straight space-adven
ture, with no hint or overtones of being a space-crime story© From this issue on, 
until this period ended, no more space-detective novels were printed© The new 
stories abounded with strange and unusual items, Hamiliton made a point of describing 
the weirdness or the umsal situations-- of Captain Future’s universe©

It was in this issuealso that Hamiliton began to develop his unique fu- 
future history of the past© In the story, the inhabitants of Venus, Mars, Earth, and 
Katain refer to Deneb as the ’’secret star". With the aid of CF’s time traveling de- 
gioe we later observe huge fleets of ships moving from Deneb to the solar system, 
establishing colonies and regular lines of communication with the mother world. But, 
as the time passed, something happened, and the glactic empire of Deneb crumbled, and 
gradually the colonies began to regree and lose the great science of the mother world 
until the inyabitants of this period CF visits refer to Deneb as the "Sacret Star", ari 
and have forgotten their proud heritage© CF realizes that the forgetting and the re
gression will continue until, in his own timg there will be no memory at all of the 
mother world and the mighty empire that spread the human seed thruout the galaxy© 
The worlds would change the inhabitants into special breeds aid special types, and 
barbaraism and a return to a new civilization would have run the cycle by his own 
time© Hamiliton coninued to add juicy tidbits of information with each sucedeing is
sue, until finally, in THE STAR OF DREAD, Captain Future ventures to the sacred 
star itself, and discovers the cause of the empire’s destruction, and at the same 
time uncovers another, more intricate and confusing puzzle© Hamiliton was very ad
apt at tantalysizing his readers with these facinating bits of information.

The crowning glory of this third stage, or rather, one of the several 
crowning glories, and one of the finest Captain Future stories ever written, was the 
super-saga titled QUEST BEYOND THE STARS© Mercury is dying, and unless some method 
can be found to rejuvinate the oxygen content inbthe atmosphere, Mercury will be a 
dead and barron world within a few years© To find a solution to the proble, .Captain 
Future decided to venture to the center of the galaxy, in hopes of discovering the 
Birthplace of Natter. The Birthplace of Matter is the therodically possible place 
towards the center of the universe, where the raw energy released by the suns is 
changed, and 4e reconverted back into matter, establishing a true balance between 
matter and energy in the galaxies.

To span the tremendous distances, Captain Future and the Brain devise the 
vibration space drive, which is capiable of speeds beyond that of light© The drive 
is installed in the Corned, and Captain Future and the three Futuremen set off into 
the void, on one of the finest space-going oddessies I’ve ever encountered© The 
whole scope of the saga is nothing short of spectacular. If youare in need of some
thing to revive that fading sense of wonder, then I unhesitantly recommend this 
story as the perfect prescription© One amazing sub-advent-re follows another, as 
more and more fantastic, puzzeling pieces are added to the problem, as Captain Fu
ture ventues closer and closer tothe Birthplace, and finally manages to fight his 
way into hits heart, only to discover yet another amazing adventure awaiting them in
side the deadly, swirling clouds© This has become somethiig of a trype expression 
in recent years, but I was truely unable to lay the nagazine down as I read this©.© 

Any story foilwing QUEST BEYOND THE STARS would be anti-climatic© And 
5he story fhat did follow QUEST, OUTLAWS OF THE NOON, was anti-climatic© The story 
is not one of Hamiliton’s better efforts© The whole idea of CB & crew being branded
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as outlaws and having to prove their innocence is rather crude. The plot idea and 
handling reminded me very, much of a poor grade oomio strip or radiondrama. It was 
certainly a poor showing after the preceding two stories. Hamiliton did manage to 
inject a little into his descriptions toward the end, but the meledramatio ending 
(just as the final fatle moment arrives, just as CF is about to go down before the 
advancing tide of blazing atom pistols^ he issaved by a free-will array made up of his 
friends from across to. system), managed to spoil that rather effectively.

OUTLAYS OF THE WON is interesting for one item. Apparently Hamiliton de
cided to eliminate all resemblance between the old OF image and the new OF type, and 
in this issued ^resident James Cawthew, long time friend of Captain Future, and prac
tically a regular fixture to the stories, was killedoff by the murdering criminals,, 
No really suitable replacement was ever found, or even mentioned for that matter, nn- 
til MAGIC WON saw publication* This tale made scant mention of a ^resident Daniel 
Crewe, but that’s about the last the readers ever heard from him. The readers were 
not extremely happy about this udden, unexpected action, but no explanation was ever 
presented.

After tho unfortunate incident with OUTLAWS OF THE WON, CF aga|p returned 
to his whirlwind adventures, andeach suceeding issue proved tobe better thah the pre
vious one. THE COMET KINGS set things moving again in fine style,, with Captain Future 
and the Futuremen finding action and excitraient in a civilization inside Halley’s oometc 
The story held some overtones of past times; there was an alien menace, and a few 
almost tinges of the melodramatic poped up in the story. Barring suohtrivial details 
however, it was a fine story.

Another item which was interesting to observe, was the shift in the love 
interest that oocurredduring this stage. To quote from THE COMET KINGS

”Why Joan, what’s the matter?”
”0h, nothing—I’m just foolish,” she muttered, :”But I 

can’t help feeling a little, sorry to leave the comet.1’
He did not understand. Joan looked up at him with 

deep emotion in her fine eyes.
”Out here, Curt, you belong to the whole System. I 

know you love me, but duty comes first——your obligation 
to use your scientific powers to help the System peoples.” 

”But if we’d been forcedto remain on the comet world, 
out off forever from the outside, nothing wise would have 
come first for us. It could have been a paridise for us. 
But it’s lost now.”

Curt Newton bent and kissed her.
“Joan, don’t feel like that. Someday when our work 

is done, we’ll find our own paridise. I know a little 
astriod that’s waiting for us. It’s just like a garden. 
Some day.”

This sort of moodwas prevalient thruout the third stage. Someday was just over the 
nert hill, of course, and lono wolf Captain Future neyor didget around to finding 
that garden astripd, tho at times, he seemed almost as egar to as Hoan was. The sud
den shift in romantic interest was a pleasant change was a stiff and one sided CF, 
who nover seemed to believe that other gides of human emotion existed, previously.

Among -the other pleasant changed in this period, were better readability 
elimination of trivial, unnecessaryand archaic points tvat inhabitedthe story, and 
greater story unity. With the improvement in writing stylo, it was considerably 
easier to lose yourself in an issue of the magazine than it wouldhafe been to become 
immediately engrossed in, say, CAPTAIN FUTURE’S CHALLENGE. Tho u®.gnotic quality of 
the story plots was interesting. This stage also did not feature so much of the rip
roaring action that had once been Captain Future’s stock and trade. There was sus
pense, and there was action, but it was more carefully handled, and seemed to be toned 
down, with more of an eye for plotting details and overall impressions than for the 
individual incidents themselves. Descriptions were shorter, but they were broader and 
more extensively presentedthruout the story.

Hamiliton pompiled his stories in this stage carefully, with almost de
liberate slowness, with concisness and unity, so that each incident, each part of the 
story was responsive to the whole. This was a Quality which had never seen mich de- 
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velopment before, and it gave a better balance to the tales* There was very’tlittle 
of the harshness or obvious cutoff between incidents, they were all inberwoven with 
the whole* This unity of purpose andplot made, I think, for better stories all round.-. 
The more careful development, the characterization,, the attention to style and the 
unity of the stories are the most obvious advantages in the writing itself this stage 
presented* Un addition of course, wore more original plots, imaginative details and 
a wider range of action for the good Captaion, which certainly didn’t hinter the tales* 

There was a tendency, however, for Hamiliton to build his story carefully, 
to create it withsmoothness so that each separate piece fittedthe pattern, then as 
the story was ending, to wrap up the tangling details with a few short, choppy para
graphs and finish the rest of the tale the way he wanted, without such items to occupy 
his time© For instence, fro5i THE COMET KINGS*

IT proved so indeed© The next days saw a .great migration 
of the Cometae people along the road from Mloon to the black 
oitddel* They passed by day and by night through the copper 
chamber, until at la'st.'the last of the Cometae had regained 
normal humanity©

There were feastings and rejoicings in Mloon beneath the 
coma-sky. Infants would be born again, and the cries of 
children would be heard once more* The oomot people had 
returned to the ancient ways of their race.

Not only does such writing stick out like a sore thumb, but this habit of tossing off 
all the troublesome details with a wave of the hadd didn’t help out the stoyy unityiji 
especially since Hamiliton handled triffling details more carefully in the other 
parts of the story®

In this stage, even tho he might belong to the System peoples as Joan 
had said, Captain Future didn’t show it very often® This was the period whore the 
good Captain helped those he wanted to help, andpretty much did his own adventuring® 
In THE IDST "WORLD OF TIME he helped a doomed race from the distant past, in QUEST 
BEYOND THE STARE, it’s true he was out to save Mercury and hekp the system, but I get 
the impression that this was somewhat secondary® In OUTLAWS OF THE WON CF & Crew 
work to save themselves, with the interests of the system definitely secondary, in 
THE COMET KINGS he adventures inside a passing comet, PLANETS IN PERIL finds him in 
the far distant future, while FACE OF THE DEEP again shows him trying to save his own 
nedko The System was, apparently, safe and sound during this period of his existence© 
The space villains and would be conquerors must have seen the folly of their ways, 
or some such, and they did not turn up again until THE STAR OF DREAD saw publication*

To my mind the finest Captain Future adventure ever written appeared 
during this period, and was titled THE FACE OP THE DEEP© I won’t attempt to des

cribe it, Inam impressed with the sheer scope of it, the writing, but mainly the old 
human dogged determination Captain Future holds to in the face of impossible odds* 
It’s a very good tale, worth rereading®

In the Winter 1943 issue* the muddled Under Observation department re
ceived a letter from writer Hamiliton himself® It seemod that Hamiliton, on learning 
of the objections and grumblings of various, beaders, had mentioned a few of the com- 
plaints in his latest chat with Captain Future® (Naturally, youdidn’t think he dream
ed all that up by himself did you?) It seems that the science for most of the inven
tions and suchlike mentioned in the stories was no explained in detail, because it 
was not understandable by our terms* (Hamiliton compared it to one of today’s read
ers trying to unplain a radio to the pilgrams® You could’ ' tell them what it did, 
but not how it wirked)® It alsosseems that. Curt Newton didn’t reuse some of his Fab- 
lious Inventions in later issues, because his ship didn’t have room for everything 
he had invented® Besides that, some of the inventions were too dangerous to have 
along on some assignments®

Un that same issue. Captain Future was given a new face® One reader 
remarked that the old stock illo of CF resembled ’’Carry Grant’s space brother’’© The 
new stock ill of the good Captain bore many facial differences© The features were 
roughly the same as those fiamiiliton ocassionally mentioned in the stories, which isn’t 
saying much* Hamiliton always preferred to avoid direct description or the good Cap
tain, and relied on generalities© The new illustration showed a younger,leandr 
Captain Future, with perhpps a little less intelligent, confident look about him® 
To my mind the new stock illo was not as good a representation of the good Captain
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as the old one was^ even if the old one did feature slightly curly hair. It im
presses me as never being a good idea to replace a stock illo of a central contin
uation character such as Captain Future« Once a model is chosen, it should be used 
thruout the series# Readers tend to identify the hero image with the illustration, 
and a change in illustrations can lead to slight confusion# Naturally, it is im
possible for an artist to creat a picture of a fictional heroic character like CF 
which would completely satisfy ev.?n one reader# In the human mind the vision of a 
hero is never well defined or e*'Ar*p to begin with, and the mind tends to change and 
shift the personal image continually# An any event, I liked the old picture better#

The third period featured a few changes in the magazine mkeup. The two 
best seriels ever presented in CAPTAIN FUTURE appeared during this period# THE MAN 
Y/HO AWOKE appeared# The story was really a series of continued incidents# The nag- 
agazine merely took the first one of the incidents, and used it as a seriel# Sev- ' 
eral of the older readers asked that the other parts of the story also be published, 
but they never were® THE ALIEN INTELLIGENCE, by Jack Williamson was started in the 
Spring 1942 issue, and ran for three installments, completing itself in the Fall 1942 
issue# The story is remarkably good, especially the first two installments# It stir 
rs the old sense of wonder emotion with its attention to detail and its descriptions 
and plot# This is a "lost-land-in-danger" story, and while it scertainly wasn’t 
anything new or startling, it was entertaining to read and is better than most stor
ies featuring that plotwork.

V^ith the Winter 1943 issue the editors announced that there would be no 
more seriels# I suspose that the war time conditions, paper shortage and uncertain-, 
ty of publishing made the editors consider the possibility of CAPTAIN FUTURE foldingo 
It has been considered somewhat in poor taste for a magazine to fold right in the 
midst of a seriel, and it was decent of the editors not to burden the readers with 
this horrible possibility# If they ever thought of that angle of course#..

The merry Captain rolled along in fine style, and it was four more issues 
before the final fatlc blow did fall# With the spring, 1943 issue, the notorious 
reign of "Brett Sterling" began. According to the departments featured in the Venter 
issue and again in the Spring issue, Hamiliton had been called into service for the 
duration of the war, and while he ms away, "Brett Sterling" would take over the 
writings about the good Captain#
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Readers were immediately suspicious of the new writer (who woulbdn’t be, 
with a name like "Brett Sterling” tho his first story for CAPTAIN FUTURE showed 
promise© There is complete misunderstanding, as far as I’m concerned, on this “Brett 
Sterling” business# Acdording to the Day indexes, the first ’’Brett Sterling” story, 
WORLDS TO COME and also the last "Sterling” story for CAPTAIN FUTURE magazine, titled 
DAYS OF CREATION, were written by Joseph Samachon, a writer I am complete lyhunfamil- 
iar with# All other stories bearing the ’’Brett Sterling” title were written by Ham- 
iliton himself® However a according to the May 1951 issue of STARTLING STORIES and 
the editors at that time, ’’Brett Sterling” was none other than William Morrison* One 
story, THE SOLAR INVASION, which is susposed to have appeared in the Fall, 1946 issue 
of STARTLING STORIES bearing the ’’Brett Sterling” title was susposed to have been writ
ten by Manley Wade Wellman© I, personally, have only read the Captain Future stories 
presented in CAPTAIN FUTURE magazine, and in STARTLING from 1950 and 1951p plus-thS 
Spring,•-3j945‘ issue featuring the last scheduled Captain Future novel# According to 
Len Collins, after that Spring, 1945 issue of STARTLING STORIES, two additional Cap
tain Future stories were writtenj Never the Twain Shall Meet^, a short bearing the 
”Brett Sterling” name, appearing stfOklE®, Fall, 1946, and OUTLAW
WORLD, a novel by Edmond Hamiliton, which appeared in STARTLING for Winter, 1946® 
Len makes no mention of a story titled THE SOLAR INVASION, and the editors in the May 
1951missue of STARTLING make no mention of these other two stories© Someone who has 
the above mentioned copies of the various magazines, and also definite information on 
"Brett Sterling”, pleased send said information along® Who the hell was "Brett Sterl
ing”?

Whatever the answer may be, "Brett Sterling’s” stories were popular with 
readersgi who delighted in comparing "Sterling" and Hamiliton® If Hamiliton was "Brett 
Sterling" or part of that disguise, he must have gotten a good laugh frop those let
ters which proclaimed that "Sterling" was much better at handling the good Captain 
than Hamiliton had been®

There was a shift in the CF character and story plot during this period© 
WORLDS TO COME was the opening "Sterling” story, and it showed,mor would have shown, 
rather, promice, if Sterling had been a brand new writer to the OF type® The story 
is roughly, sharply and very noticably devided up into various parts® The writing ' 
style does not seem to be that of Hamiliton’s, the writing is pedestrian and short, 
detail is not taken care of, and there is a certain lack of reality about the story 
plot audits characters® Whoever wrote this story bit off more than he could chew® 
In the past Hamilitcn never attempted a full scale -®ar, nor did he send him hero out 
on sagas that were too expansive® The new Sterling involved Captain Future in s full 
scale interglatio war, and only give this problem half the attention it deserved® 
The action is slip-shot, suspense is very poorly developed, and the style of presen
tation is not exactly rough, but it could be much better© A story of fihis scope and 
size deserved better treatment than it received® Still, it was an interesting, if 
vaguely disappointing tale®

THE STAR OF DREAD also left ine dissatisfyed® The'characterization if 
poor, the action is not handled decently, the writing is slow, but mainly there seems 
to be a lack of real interest in the story by whoever wrote it® There is no mood, 
no evidence of plot organization# It’s written as tho someone was handed an outline, 
and attempted to write a story around it® For one thing, the reasons for the collapse 
of the Denebian empire, and the motivations in this story, don’t strike me asbbeing 
very realistic® What use does a super-civilization, with a stellar empire have for 
half -nan-half -animal’ slaves? An ordinary machine can outproduce a slave about five 
hundred times to one, and with an entire empire pouring its wealth into one planet, 
the need for slaves of any kind would be non-existent® Then we are’asked to believe 
that the ancient Denebian people, who had raised this mighty empire, were nieve en
ough, and stupid enough to allow their deadly secret to fall into the wrong hands, we 
are asked to believe that a civil war broke out on this question, and that an entire 
empire collapsed because of the se conditions# None of it makes sense®

In the past issues Hamiliton had undo a point of bringing into his fut
ure history, two pre-Dehebian alien races which rulftd the stars before the coming of 
mankind® One race the Denebian people, after Moh difficulty, beat back, but only 
scant mention came down to them of the other, more sinister race® I would have sus
pected that Hamiliton would perhaps dig up some past specimens of this sinister race 
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to kill Off the Denebian entire, with perhaps Captain Future having to battle a few 
scrawny, but still super-powerful rennins of this alien raoeo Maybe I?m reeding 
excess meanings into these hints offered before* but it strikes me that not only was 
THE STAR OF DREAD poorly written* badly styled, loosely organized* but it was much 
to pat and illogical to fit into Hamilitori, s future history scheme* It has its 
good points, but it doesn’t deliver the quality of story, wven accepting the imper
fections in the future history* that one would expects

MAGIC MOON is a revival of the first stage, or so it seemsg Evil Earth
men decide to take over a native moon of Ply to, and Captain Future much stop him® 
The writing is very poor, coincidents occur with disturbing regularity thruout© 
There is some good suspense, and a few good action scenes, but that’s about all this 
story has to offer© A poor offering©

The paper shortage or company policy must have caused a little difficul
ty© THE STAR OF DREAD appeared, and was dated Summer 1943© MAGIC MOON appeared in 
the Winter, 1944 issue, tho the volume ossuenoe shows a normal order© This skipped 
issue was probably due to paper shortages, at a guess©

In MAGIC MOON -we also, at long last, learn that Roger Newton’s young 
wife and Captain Future’s mother was named Elane N0Wton© Fifteen issues to learn 
her name®.®

DAYS OF CREATION is by far the worst Captain Future story ever written© 
After some interesting advancement, and six very good science fiction adventure stor
ies, this Brett Sterling phase seems to be a complete reversial tothe past, or worse© 
The writing was bad, the plots wero bad, the handling was bad© In this tale Curt 
Newton loses his memory, and goes thru most of the story not knowing who he is, while 
he is impersonated by half-witted criminals# (oh yes) A more hackish plot would be 
hard to think of© The story shifts and slides thru sixty-four pages, thru an attack 
on the moon base (Curt beats them back, but he doesn’t know how he knew to do it), 
thru numerous attempts to kill off the fake Captain Future, thru plans to create an 

artificial planet (brace youself) which will releave the excess population of the 
solar system© The characters of this story have suddenly been struck wittiess, they 
betray no suspicion doubt or intelligence, their characters are as pure and simple as 
the driven snow, and about as stable© The plot is childish, and the writing is 
dull, dull, dull© It was a total lose, the worst of the series©

With this Spring 1944 issue, CAPTAIN FUTURE magazine folded© Apparently 
the paper shotrage caught up withit© The other Thrilling publications cut back on 
their page count and used small typeface, and thruout the publishing field, various 
magazines began to fail© The regular department, The Future of Captain Future in 
this last issue promised that next issue another CF story, RED SUN OF DANGER, would 
appear©

The story did appear; it was carried over to the Spring 1945 ifsue of 
STARTLING STORIES© This story wasthe best written, and the best platted story of 
the "Brett Sterling" phase© According to mention made in this tale, it took place 
ten years after QUEST BEYOND THE STARS was susposed to have happened, but age did not 
show in the good Captain’s actions® Basically, its a simple tale of CF battling the 
Earthmen villains, with an ex-bra thrill tossed in at the end® However the plotting, 
the writing, the characterization and the whole story bore a resemblance to'other, 
better times© The story is logically developed, there is unity to the plot, the 
characters are more realistic than they had been for four issues, and the attention 
to detail and th overall presentation is wellexecutod® A great deal of improvement 
after four sub-par "Brett Sterling" stories©

According to Len Collings two other CF stories appeared between 1965 
and 1950, however I haven’t read them, and can’t give an opinion©

From what I’ve seen of the "Brett Sterling" stage, I would conclude that 
if anything could give the Captain Future stories a bad name, these tales could do 
it® They were poorly constructed, showed a truely amazing lack og logic, were poorly 
plotted aid lacked most of the basic story values® Perhaps the best words to sum 
this period up would be crude, underdeveloped, and childish stories© Of the Brett 
Sterling tales I’ve read, only two impress me as being worth the printing space© 
WORLDS TO COME was a fairly good story, while RED SUN OF DANGER was well worthwhile, 
and eie rges as the only truely decent CF story of the Sterling reign.

Nothing notable occurred with the magazine proper during the "Sterling’ 
era® Since the seriels were discontinued, on the excuse that it took to long for
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the readers to get the installments (something that never bothered the editors before) 
an extra short story was added, making thr eo short stories, one novel and the depart
ments filling the magazine.

At long last Wesso dropped from sight, and a few other artists took a 
hand at Captain Future, without notable results. About the best art by these new
comers appeared with Mk-GIC WON, One of the last artists to Butcher Captain Future 
and ths Futuremen was Virgil Finlay®

For severalyears, this was the end of Captain Future* An inglorious end
ing -50 a great career. But then, with the appearance of the Janurary, 1950 issue of 
STARTLING, the editors announced that they had commissioned Hamiliton to revive, tempp 
orari'.y at least, the popular hero, and a "novelete" titled THE RETURN OF CAPTAIN FIL. 
SURE appeared® This last, and unfortunately, final, stage of Captain Future’s ex
istence contains seven stories® All of them are short stories, by my own personal 
definition of what constitutes a short story, tho many of them were billed as “nove- 
letes” by STARTLING,

There is not really a great dealto say about this final stage* It mlgh-h 
be adequately referred to as a twilight of the gods, a shadow of a past glory* In the 

space alloted the good Captain, twenty pages or less, usually less, no really decent 
stories could be produce® After all, how many space sagas have you ever read that 
oocupyied a mere twenty pages or less? Hamiliton always impressed me as a writer 
who liked to take his time with his stories, and let them go where they would® Very 
little of any real worth emerged from this revival® Hamiliton turned out stories 
which ignored basic plotting, scope and imagination, and substituted characterization, 
and mood in their place® Mood was the overriding elelemiit of these last stories® 
If there was no room for the good Captain to adventure in, there was room enoughfor 
Hamiliton to weave a certain specific mood and ensnarl the reader® Each paragraph 
was written to heighten or to amplify the mood, each scene was const ructed carefully 
to give the right impression witha minimum of words®

But the old spark was missing® It impressed me as tho, somehow, Captain 
Future himself realized that this was his last appearance, and the mood was often 
somber, and sometimes embittered® There was no carefree Joy in these stories, no 
adventuring for the thrill of high adventure, no noble thoughts of mankind and the 
system® Only grim purpose and Duty compelled the Captain to gothru his paces® The 
mood was there, but it left me with the bitter-sweet feeling of something lost,-x>r 
something lacking. There is often a sense of defeat lurking in the words and actions 

of the Captain, a feeling that his Duty compells him to do this or that, and that h 
is being cheated by the fates in this adventure and the other short revival adven

tures® In Moon of the Hnforgotten for instence, Captain Future is compelled to use 
the dreaming device, and traces his ancostrial memories back to the ancient power of 
Deneb, and is about to trace the final secret, the key to the puzzle he has wanted for 
so long, when he is saved by the Futuremen and men from the nearby town® Captain 
Future feels a bitterness at not being able to find that final secret, and shows it® 
ha The Birthplace of Creation, CF returns to tho awesome Birthplace to stop a mad
man from gaining control of the power of tho Birthplace, and almost falls proy to 
the urge to tamper himself® Ho leaves wondering and half wishing he had taken those 
controls and done what he almost did® The defeat dysbolism is prevalient thruout 
these tales® Captain Future is not the character he used to be® The stories were 
nicely written, they were good mood pieces, if you like a diet of somber mood piece., 
all the time, but they inded on a note of bitterness, and these stories made a poor 
memorial to one of the greatest space -op eaa heroes who roamed the space-ways®

To the best of uy knowledge no Captain Future story has ever been re
printed by any source® While many of the stories justly did not deserve reprinting, 
it strikes me as a great waste of such a fine character as the good Captain cer
tainly is, not to reprint some of his better adventures® In this day and time, 
when science fiction certainly needs action stories and action heroes to interest 
new renders to the field, to help hold nur present readers, to act as a sort of 
bridge between advanced comic readers or raders who have graduated from hardback 
juveniles, Captain Future, with his daring exploits, the action, high-adventure, 
suspense and imagination that was in every story, would be the perfect character 
to fill this need® Most of the novels and noveletes could be reprinted with only 
minner rewordings to tighten up the plots, eliminate a few flaws and make them 
read a bit smoother® Some of the stories, of/course, would be unsuitable® I 
don’t think many of the "Brett Sterling” stories would be likely candiditetes, "X w cr *. • . or nr—.l ' -65-



and perhaps a few of the novels might not make good choises® But the other stories, 
from the first period, from the last period or inbetween, would be ideal© What 
does it matter, really, that the early Captain Future stories were oliff-hangers 
in the traditional sense of the word? What does it matter that the short stories 
in the last phase of Captain Future’s existence concentrated on a mood of sorrow, 
loneliness, fraility or bitterness? Captain Future is the sort of hero that would 
appeai to a new reader, a young reader, and to many experienced science fiction 
addicts as well© They would make perfect ohoises for Avalon editions© Avalon has 
long made a policy of reprinting the shorter action-slanted science fiction works, 
primarily for library sales© Aoe Double Novels, also a publishing section that 
appreciates and uses action-slanted science fiction, could make use of theses I 
think that tte Man of Tomorrow would sell well if he was reprinted^ a market for 
such material exists today, &nd no one is filling the need© The good Captain’s 
adventures would read just as well today as they did in 1943, and I feel that heiV 
aor^iuly?d$jBgj:v®s.''an oppertuni-ty©-

1 suspose that all enjoyable things come to an end sooner or later© 
Captain Future died his final death with the publication of The Birthplace of Crea
tion in the May, 1951 issue of STARTLING STORIES© Captain Future was the crowning” 
achievement of a golden age, and he marked the tragic passing of that age when 
CAPTAIN FUTURE magazine folded© A few magazines like STARTLING and PLANET would try 
to hold out against the turning tide, and in later years Larry Shaw and Bill Hamling 
would try to create a flicker of that golden age with their magazines, to little 
avail© Captain Future signaled the glorious end of an age of super-science, daring 
lone wolf heroes, soantly clad young heroines, heartless villains and alien hords 
whose one desire ms to ravage Earth© It was the ej»a of the thought-varient story, 
of super-science and much pseudo-science, and stories that raised as their gods the 
plot and the action of a story, while dooming characterization, writing style and 
readiftility to second place© This golden Age had a hord of supporters, it still 
has its supporters today© It produced many great works of our literature, wbrks 
that will be'remembered as long as dur type of literature endures© Who can forget 
the brilliant sagas of E© E© Smith, and his supermen of space? Who can lightly 
forget the magazine epics of Mory, Wade and Alcot ad created by John W© Campbell, JH? 
Who can forget the Legion of Space, with its eternal foes, Doo Keller’s imaginative 
propaganda and character studies, Weinbaum’s beautiful, almost poetic works, or 
Merritt’s tales of super-fantasy in never-never lands that seemed all too real? 
And Certainly no one can forget one of the greatest writers of that period, or any 
other period, Edmond Hamiliton himself j whether he wrecked worlds and saved universes 
or whether he gave us a gentle story of dying races© Captain Future was a part of 
that world, and it is sad that Captain Future was to be the epithet written for that 
timej when adventure was king, and science played host to hi^haotion and romance in 
the voids between worlds© Even as Captain Future appeared, John Campbell was making 
eeiious strides for the complete reformation of the science fiction field, which em- 
phesized writing style and human characterization more than it did high action© 
Captain Future.will go down in science fiction history as the last of the great 
space-opera heroes, and perhaps the greatest of them all® Captain Future nay the 
last, the singing end of a glorious, and perhaps more carefree age, and his passing 
was a fitting tribute to this pioneering period©

But, perhaps when conditions are right again, perhaps someday, readers' ♦. 
will tiro of "maturity” stories carried to an unbearable limit , perhaps someday 
readers will refuse to recognize small character sketches or trange incidents as 
science fiction© Perhaps someday in the not too distant future a red flare will 
blossom over the North Pole, ahd science fiction will once more be. Calling Captain 

Future©©©---- END----

MY THANKS to——Edmond Hamiliton® who wrote these marvelous tales, 
Clay Hamlin® who was kind enough to loan me copies 

of .CAFTAO FUTURE and STARTLING,
Len Collins© for help in'indexing the missing stor- 

Ies, the cover artists, and on the "BretteSterling 
matter*

D* Bruce Berry, for artwork thruout.



VOICE OF THE
SPIRITS 0B THE

EDITOR
ANSWERS WITH A

FIFTH ;

Dick Luppoff; 215 E. 73 St.; New York 21, New York
1 wTTl not attempt a point-for"-point argument of your position on the 

copyrighting of fanzines® I will, instead, tell you in a ninimum number of words, 
why XERO is oopyrighfeg^y f the it is of oomeroial value, at

least potentially. If it is published sans copyright, 
it enters public domain and is lost to its author« If 
it is published with copyright, it is safeguarded, 
legally, against piracy.

Of course, this position carries with it the implication that Pat and I consider na- 
terial in XERO to be as good as material in professional magazines. Well, it is. 
Not every article in XERO is of commercial quality, but a good many of then*—I’d 
say at least 50%, probably 75-— are. Not every article is of a commercial slant-— 
but some of them are, an average, I would guess, of over one-per-issue.

Examples, starting with the issue of XERO which first bore a copyright 
notice—(#4)—

NEXT WEEK: The Phantom Strikes Again Chris Steiribunner ($4) 
Okay, Axis, Here We Come
cover
The Fantastic Paperback
The Mister Shall Not Abate
Notes on Tolkien 
cartoons anddrawings

Also, several book reviews and book columns

Don Thompson 
Larry Ivue

several artists (several ishes)
i by Larry M. Harris and by James Bligh,

At least one of the latter was written for XERO but appeared in F&SF first at the 
reouest of Mils and Bligh and was reprinted in XERO because of the expurgations of 
the F&SF version.

Now notice, I am talking only of articles of commercial type and qu
ality. XERO has also run a couple of items, I blush to admit, of commercial type, 
but inferior Quality. And, I say with the opposite of shame, several—-no, many— 
items of commercial or better quality, but of non-commero ial nature.

These latter two categories need no protection—the fannish pirate 
is a nuisance but no menace—but the listed articles ought not to be abandoned.

(I also might mention that one pro who sometimes contributes to XER0— 
I will not tell you which _one-—has told me that he is very glad XERO is copyrighted. 
He once dug an old fanzine piece of his own out of the trunk and sold it to a pro
zine many years later. He had to pretent to them that it was new, or they would have



I. can so© why NEW FRONTIERS, AMRA & XERO might need to have ■their 
contents copyrighted (mainly for protection of their pro contributors), but the rest 
simply seem to be jumping on the bankwagon. An exception is AJ Budrys, whose DUBIOUS 
(a supurb item, tho alltoo infrequent) is copyrighted because he expects to use the 
material elsewhere; so was Poul Anderson’s oneshot SWRGASBORD. I agree with you 
about the general inutility of the copyright in fanzines, I’m glad someone had had 
the courage to speak out®

To the circular. I see I’m among the ^rivedged® Nice, ++And maybe 
you can be the first in your sector of the Galaxy totell the MITkey Mice
how to be stf-oriented without pubbing cruddy verses, Certified Galaxy Rejects and 
heavy-handed Uncle Hugo letters©♦+ last I heard Lownders was pubbing a psi-priented 
zine called TOMORROW® ++ I think the Fanvets are organizing because Taurasi wants 
egoboo. Like, why did you think* JWGampbell created the universe? ++ DOES ANYONE 
KNOW Vihat happened to Craig Cochran, have heard nothing from him in 2—3 months now, 
---Why College students at Cal are required to take ROTO?----That HAHeinlein has pro
duced another book, evidently reprints of an old Future History series----Whether 
JWCampbell, Jr®, has decided to get onto another kick yet?-—Who would have back 
issues, in good condition, of LeZombie for sale-—Lf Bloch still has Tucker’s 10 of 
clubs,if he doesn’t, then who does, I wouldn’t mind owning it either®—Why Bloch 
hasn’t written any more Lofty L0ep stories?-—What Dick Geis is doing these days?__  
Why the Lunarians are reorganizing?—If J. Fred Muggs is really a Hoax?—-How many 
issues NIRVANA ran?—How big an inflated medical ego can get?—Why crudzines are 
worse than ever?—that the flat-earther*s still have about 200 converts?—-when this 
nonsense is finally going to end?-—(all in good fun, naturally)

///Hmnnnm, The Breen version of my DOES ANYONE KNOW section has its Points I susposeOf 
Cochran, by the way, quit fandom a while baok^ just in case you didn’t know® I still 
didn’t find whether Larry Shaw still had that facial portriat of ^eland Hale (DO YOU 
HEAR ME LARRY SHAW?), and I’d still like to own it rather badly.—-On your MIT refer
ence, I turn you over to Fredrick Norwood®

As for the IES item, I take my correspondent’s word for it when he 
saidthat IES members objected to the use of Soviet releases because of gov® security 
problems® Perhaps ^ans is not reprinting from the accepted agencies, or his mat
erial is mixed with a liberal amount of propaganda, I know not more of the matter®///

IN QUICK PASSING This letter col is very short, but Things Happened, next issue it 
will be longer. Promice even. ++Ed Bryant says there were at least

5 issues of DYNAMIC (I know that, I own six issues, hqw many more did it run tho?), 
that Clay Ha, ling is Fafiay—while Clay Hamlin reported he is alive and well, but 
fafia for sure,—Bill Wolfenbarger says his zine will not be copyrighted unless 
someone wants him to, in which case that somebody can pay half or more of the copy
right fees® Best idea all round® He also tplls the world that RAWLownders is act
ually editing a occult-type mag calj^d EXPLORING THE UNKNOW, which seels for 50/a 
stiot, and that his latest editorais interest to stfen because it tells of dreams* 
Lownders had in connection with stf covers, and he wants to know my policy as re
gards serious poetry® I’m all for it, if it appeals to me, I’ll print it®-—Redd 
Bpggs says that John Doe is not a hoax, and sedns a real life honest to Ghu address 
to prove it® Bedamned® H© also says he’s sure that the Shakers have more than 200 
converts® Ridiculious says I, considering that they don’t sancition or believe in 
marriage, reljr solely on mass meetings and such to bring on converts, and enlist a 
fhiritian system a triffle outdated and unattractive, plus other items®—Earl Noe 
says fanzine copyrighting is Good, and uses the Public Domain item also, even tho 
he has no plains for selling materialfrom KARMA®—Art ayes agress on copyright, 
and wishes to hell the fannish people would let faneditors know when they plan to 
reprint, if ever® He sights incidents® t agree®-—Dick Ambrose tells me that I’ve 
finally gotten around to charging what my zino is worth (30/ was the opening pr^ce 
for this issue, price is now 40/ by the way)® I’m flattered, but don’t really agree, 
I’ll hold out for a buck a copy, just wait®-—Dave Locke says he’s not paying one 
red cent for this issue, but donated mags tothe Cause® Why don’t the rest of you 
do this® see the ad there® —--DON’T LOOK AT THE PAGE NUMBERS OF THIS ZINE^ they are 
well mixed up® Actually there is a total of pages this round® Lucky you® 
Write me a letter of comment on this and maybe I’ll shut up,..Do it Now®



know it was in the common domain and might have either then declined to use it...or 
could even have used it and not paid him® Onoe something is abandoned, you cannot 
reclaim a common law copyright on it, it’s gone.)

So,..I do not advocate copyrighting all fanzines. And I agree that 
in some cases it is a mere conceit to copyright. But anyone who throws material of 
commercial worth into the public domain when it could be protected at a minimum in- 
conv&nience^ seems to me rather foolish.

//Aou defend the copyrighting of fanzines on the grounds that some fmz contain ma
terial of commercial value© This is hard for me to accept© Except in a few very 
scattered cases, such as NEW FRONTIERS, there does not seem to be much opertunity 
for fanzine material to ever be snapped up by outside sources© How many pro editors 
or publishers receive fanzines? Count them on the fingers of one hand. How many 
of these are in any phase of publishing that could use fanzine material? Oh sure, 
the articles XERO runs on comic book characters are interesting, and perhaps one or 
two might be of commercial quality, perhaps, but who in hell’s name is going to print 
such material? Written as they are at that? Who is going to reprint ’’cartoons and 
drawings” (not a wne ofwhich, besides the portraials of comic characters, impressed 
me as being above the generalfanzine run)? Who would have use of that cover illo of 
the Atom by Ivie? Who would want to use The Master Shall Not Abate? In other words, 
in the vast majority of cases, your material, and almost all material appearing in a 
fanzine is perfectly safe without a copyright. How much material has ever been re
claimed f om fanzines? Larry Shaw had a habit, when he was editing, of ocasstonally 
reprinting an item now and again, and perhaps you’ll find cases of pros over the year: 
reclaiming some of their earlier material, but this is about ■|Jhe limit© Granted here 
that some of your material could well find public use© The Bllsh review, perhaps 
with adaption the article on Captain V&dio, maybe one or two others, but not without 
reworking to set the articles apart from fanzine matteriul aid make them decent genr- 
eral reading©

I feel you are wasting your money on a copyright symbol that has no 
real value or use, outside of a statis symbol. The material is thrown into the com
mon domain, certainly, but since XERO has a limited circulation, since the mteriai 
is of interest only to a very few people, since it is written primarily for those 
few people, and thus has iittle or no commercial value, then your contributors rights 
will not be endangered in the least by not copyrighting the zine©

If any fanzines of any era deserve copyrighting for the rather flimsy 
reasons you have given, then it is the New Trend fanzines© These zines contain 
terialthat has commercial slant, and what is more important, commercial writing style- 
The material is of general interest to the reading public, it is not Segregated to a 
few fans and li e individuals, it covers problems and situations well known to the 
general public© I feel perfectly safe in assuming that much material found, in say, 
HABAKUK could be sold or resold to any number of interested national publications. 
Bet not a one of these ^ew ^rend publications, despite their material, is copyrighted* 
I assume then that they realize that limited circulation, and other factors which 
are particular to fmz is about the best protection they can have.///

From a second letter-—
Well, let’s getthis copyright business settled quickly.
■Who would buy ’’The Fantastic ^aperback"? Publisher’s Weekly would 

buy it© They have already bought and printed a so® what related p5ece of shorter 
length but similiar theme from the same author, and they had a copy of "TFP” gor 
over a month now, trying to decide whther to use it or not^

They think it’s too long, Charlie doesn’t want to out it (at least 
not tothe extent PW wants him to) and they’re sort of rocking back and forth, each 
waiting for the other to make the first move© ^r rather, the next move.

Who would reprint "cartoons and drawings^ from XERO? Andy Reiss and 
Bhob Stewart are both currently selling cartoonist, and Andy has asked me specifically 
about copyright protection because he might try to sell some of his stuff flrom XERO.

Who would reprint the com?o book selections. On Thursday night, 
November 16, 1961 a (professional) publisher sat in my living room and said that 
those articles should be collected and published commercially. Now, before you fly 
off singing that AICFAD is going to be published commercially, let me point out that



HE did not say. that. HE would publish it, merely that he. thought it "should be done* ‘
I will also tell you frankly that did my best to change the sub

jects For one thing it would take several more articles to get even a skeleton of 
a complete picture of the comic herpes/ For another, there is too much conjecture 
and inconsistency in specific articles and between various articles# And for a 
third, there are too many in-group references that fobbed from stfandom onto AICFAD, 

All of this means a lot of work which I’ve neither the time nor (at 
present) the inclination to do* At some much later date.,.maybe.

As for "wasting ((ny)) money'1# » .well, obviously I don’t rognatdit as 
a waste or I wouldn't be doing it# But even if it were, wouldn’t that be my businesE’f 
I mean, we each of us spend our money in such a maimer as to derive the greatest 
pleasure and satisfaction we can# One man insures himself up to the nect and socks 
every spare cent into premiums# He derives satisfaction from knowing that he will 
leave a very rich widow# Another man spends his money on automobiles, another puts 
it in the back Or invests it in stocks^ another'puts it into high rental so he can 
live in a fancy apartment while someone else lives in modest surroundings but eats/ 
drinks/dresses better on the money thus saved.

I copyright fanzines#
Kou know, to each kook his own kind of kandy.

///Like, 0Kr so you are right with your last paragraph, tis everyone's right to do 
with his life and cash as he sees fit. Howeomefer, you opened the case to discussion 
when you sent your first letter, and I thereby feel obliged to swap opinions with 
you# I realise it is your right to do as you wish, but since you invited discussion, 
then I’ll discuss#

As for fanzine reprints# I’ll go back a step here again, in saying 
that certain fanzines (again refer primarily to fand nes such as HEW FRONTIERS, 
whose material was of professional caliabar, submitted by professional writers, which 
could be picked up right from the pages of the zine and be reprinted in the -rannA-1 
the point then, is whether consider XERO to be in that class# Many readers did 
(see Breen-s letter for one), however 1 don’t, yet. The point I wanted to make, be 
fore we bogged into these specific oases> was that in most' cases these days, when 
fanzines are copyrighted, the material does not deserve copyright, the material is 
inferior in many oases, andthat the copyright symbol had become little more than an 
expensive states symbol# Now then, I mentioned KERO several times in the editorial 
because I quite frankly blaim you and Patfor startiig the whole damn mess# Now, I 
still stick mostly to my original stand, by far, almost all material in alihofit all 
fami nes desn’t need copyright protection because fanzines are'too limited in cir
culation,. they do not reach the. hands that can pleaquri?e. if material is there which 
might be used by outside . sources, the material is not generally of commercial style 
or slant, the material is of no interest to a-larger reading audience^ most of the 
materialhds, as you put it "too many in-grqup references that rubbed off from stfan
dom". That’s why I consider copyrighting fanzines to be worthless#///

Walter Breen; 1205 Peralta Aye#; Berkeley 6, Calif.
I notice in the latest GHOST aij? item of very great news interest^ 

namely the inpending explosion of the IES. 5 pave heard reports of this kind from 
several other sources in recent months, but this is the first one I have seen in 
print# If I print anything about it in .FANAC, it will presumably not violate your 
anonymous correspondent’s wishes under the circumstances, so I hope ht doesn(t grouch. 
I know both Hans and Alma Hill, and they are the two BEG reasons why I haven*t done 
anything actively in the IES# I also know that the Journel of the IES is the big
gest disappointment I could possibly have received after its big buildup. However, 
I think your anon# correspondent is a little on the far side for grotching at Hans 
for printing Soviet stuff. For heaven s sake, there is a gov# agency and a private 
firm (Consulantsn Bureau in NYCity) which are devoted almost full time to translat
ing Soviety scientific journals for gov. scientists & others in private industry— 
regardlyss of clearance level—to read and check up. ^ther things of the kind are 
reprinted or digested or referred to in almost every issue of SCIENCE* which is the 
official joumdl of the AAAS; and every professional scientist of any statue reads 
.SCIENCE, and most of them contribute to it. Does the presence of Soviety material 
therein hurt their clearances? If not, then why should IES members be so touchy 
about Han’s printing Soviety press releases?
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au. copies ^CAPTAIN FUTURE
Having read the stories, I’d like to own the magazine now* Will 
pay any reasonable price, single copies or the set,

STARTLING STORIES for Spring 1945, Winter 1946, Jan, May, Sep, Nov 1950, Mar,
May 1951 

THRILLING WONDER STORIES----Fall 1946 
AMAZING STORIES-^.-

Vol. SO 1956
#2,(Feb), 3, (Mar), 5 (May), 8 (Aug) 
9 (nov)

Vol 31 1957
nos. 1 (Jan), 2(Feb), 3(Mar), 8(Aug)

Vol 33 1959
no. 2(Feb)

SATURN SCIENCE FICTION AND FANTASY
Vol 1 1957 

nos i,2,3,4

SATELLITE SCIENCE FICTION
Vol 1 1956-57

nos. 2 (Deo 56), 4 (Apr 57)
Vol 3 1959

nos 3(Feb 59), 5(apr 59)

BEYOND FANTASY FICTION 
vol. 1 1953-54

nos. 3(Nov 53), 5(Nb.r 54), 6(May 54) 
vol 2 1954

nos. 2,3,4,5,#10

SCIENCE FICTION STORIES
Vol 8 1958

no. 5(Mar)
Vol 9 1958

no. 1 (Jul)
Vol 10 1960

nos. 4(Sep), 5(Nov)

INFINITY SCIENCE FICTION 
vol 1 1955-56

nos. l(Dec 55), 2(Jan), 4(Aug), 5(Oct) 
6 (Deo )

Vol 2 1957 
nos, 3(Jun), 6(0ct)

Vol 3 1957-58
nos. 2(Jan 58), 3(Wr 58)

Vol 4 1958 
no. l(Oct)

FANTASTIC STORIES
Vol 6 1957 

all issues
Vol 7 1958

nos. 3(Mar), 8(oot)
Vol 8 1959

nos. l(Jan), 4(Apr), lo(Oct)
Vol 9 1960

no. 11(Nov)

VENTURE SCIENCE FICTION
vol 1 1957

nos. l(Jan), 2(Mar), 3(May)
Vol 2 1958

nos. 5(Sep), 6(Nov)
•Vol 3 1959

no. l(Jan)

IF, WORLDSOF SCIENCE FICTION
Vol 5 1954-55

nos. l(Deo 55), 3(Feb), 4(Apr),5(-Nag) 
6(Oct)

Vol 6 1956
nos. l(Deo 55),2Feb, 3(Apr), 4(Jun)

Vol ? 1957
no. 2(Feb )

Vol 9 1959
no, 3 (Apr?)

CONDITIONS
All mags must be in good or obetter 

condition, or I’m not interested . ihey 
must be suitable for a collection, which 
means no pages loose or missing, noribent 
or wrinkled covers, no ink smears tears 
and the like, frayed spines arid worn 
covers are also out. In some oases, I 
already have the mags, but due to reread
ing they are unsuitable for collection, so 
see that the condL tion is good. State 
condition, price and what you have, and 
send list along to me. I’ve got a hord 
of comics I’d like to get rid of also, 
if you’re interested.-—•Bob Jennings,

Box 1462, Tenn. Polytechnic Institute 
Cookville, Tennessee
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INDEXES TO CAPTAIN FUTURE, Man jf Tomorrow and the Captain Future stories, 
by l&bert Jennings (with help from and much thanks to Len Colling;

(Titles in capitals denote a "novel length" story, otherwise, a short or novelete)
Title author mag date

CAPTAIN FUTURE AND THE SPACE EMPEROR Edmond Hamiliton
CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE " "

CAPTAIN FUTURE’S CHALLENGE "" "

CAPTAIN FUTURE 
n 
it

Win 1940
Spr 1940
Sum 1940

THE TRIUMPH OF CAPTAIN FUTURE 
CAPTAIN FUTURE AND THE SEVEN SPACE 
STAR TRAIL TO GLORY

ft n
STONES" "n u

” Vol 2
tt 
tt

Fall 1940
Win 1941
Spr 1941

THE MAGICIAN OF MARS 
THE LOST WORLD OF TIME 
the QUEST BEYOND THE STARS

n n
U ft
it »

" Vol 3 
ft 
tt

Sum 1941
Fall 1941
Win 1942

OUTLAWS OF THE MOON 
THE COMET KINGS 
PLANETS IN PERIL

» ft
tt t»
tt ft ft

Spr 1942
Sum 1942
Fall 1942

THE FACE OR THE DEEP
WORLDS TO COME 
THE STAR OF DREAD

ii tt
♦***wBrett Sterling"

" Vol 5 
n 
n

Win 1943
Spr 1943
Sum 1943

MAGIC WON
DAYS OF CREATION 
RED SUN OF DANGER

" " " Vol 6it n it
" " STARTLING

Win 1944
Spr 1944
Spr 1945

Never the Twain Shall Meet " " THRILLING WONDER Fall 1946
OUTLAW WORLD Edmond Hamiliton ?? STARTLING Win 1946

Return of Captain Future 
Children of the Sun 
The Harpers of Titan 
Pardon Mjr Iron Nerves 
Moon of the Unforgotten 
Earthmen No Mone 
Birthplace of Creation

Edmond Hamiliton u tt
U If
It It
It tt
tt tt
tt tt

STARTLING 
n
tt 
tt
n 
tt 
tt

Jan 1950
May 1950
Sep 1950
Nov 1950
Jan 1951
Mar 1951
May 1951

♦♦♦♦Brett Sterling can either be Joseph Samaohon for "WORLDS TO COM and DAYS OF CREA- 
TION^ and Edmond Hamiliton for THE STAR OF DREAD and MAGIC MOON and all others
bearing the "Sterling" name, or it fan be William Morrison for the lot, take 
your ohoise.

INDEXES TO CAPTAIN FUTURE

Vol. 1 no. 1 Win 1940
CAPTAIN FUTURE AND THE SPACE EMPEROR Edmond Hamiliton

mag presently not available, will have rundown in next issue

Vol. 1, No. 2 Spr 1940
CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE Edmond Hamiliton
Jewel of Mars H. L. Gold
Men of Honor Will Garth
The Human Termites (1st of £ pts) Dr. David H. Keller 

Under Observation 
The Worlds of Tomorrow (Pluto)

Vol. 1, No. 3 Sum 1940 cover by Bergey (?) 
CAPTAIN FUTURE’S CHALLENGE Edmond Hamiliton
Lunar Parasites Raymond Z. Gallun
Death at the Observatory John Russell Fearn
The Human Termites (2nd of 5 pts) Dr. David H. Keller

Under Observation
The Futuremen——The Synthetic Man 
Do You Believe? Jack Binder
The Worlds of Tomorrow-—Neptune
The Future of Captain Future The Editor



Vol. 2, No. 1 Fall 1940 co,
THE TRIUMPH OF CAPTAIN FUTURE
Uranian Justice
Black Absolute
The Hunan Termites (4th of 4 pts) 

Tho Worlds of Tomorrow-—Saturn 
The Futuremen-—The Living Brain 
Under Observation
The Future of Captain Future

by Bergey
Edmond Hamiliton 
Wilbur S. Peacock 
H. L. Gold
Dr. David H. Keller

The Editor

Vol. 2, No. 2 Win 1941 cover by Bergey
CAPTaIN FUTURE AND THE SEVEN SPACE STONES Edmond Hamiliton
Mutiny in Space (first of 2 pts) Gawain Edwards
Not ^et the End Fredrick Brown
Grave of the Achilles Hari Vincent

Under Observation 
The Worlds of Tomorrow—-Mars 
The Futuremen—Marshal Ezra Gurney 
The Future of Captain Future The Editor

Vol. 2, No. 3 Spr 1941 cover by Bergey
STAR TRAIL TO GLORY Edmond Hamiliton
MutinyHin Space (second of 2 pts) Gawain Edwards
Ice, F.O.B., Mars Eando Binder
Memory Blocks Will Garth

Under Observation
The Worlds of Tomorrow—-Mercury
The Futuremen—Joan Randall
The Future of Captain Future The Editor

cover

Vol. 3, No. 1 Sum 1941 cover
THE MAGICIAN OF MARS
The Min Who Awoke (1st of 3 pts)
Memos On Mercury
Martian Menu

Under Observation
The Worlds of Tomorrow—Uranus 
The Future of Captain Future

by Bergey
Edmond Hamiliton 
Laurence Minning 
Eando Binder 
Charles Stoddard

The Editor

Vol. 3, No. 2 FaJJ 1941
THE LOST WORLD OF TIME
Long, Long Ago
Undersea Snatch
The Min WhonAwoke (second of 3 pts) 

The Future of Captain Future 
The Futuremen-—The Comet 
The Worlds of Tomorrow—-Venus 
Under Observation

Edmond Hamiliton 
Frank Belknap Long 
William Morrison 
Laurence Minning 
The Editor

Vol. 3, No, 3 Win 1942 
---  QUEST BEYOND THE STARSTHE 
The 
The 
The

by Bergey
Edmond Hamiliton

End of his Service
Min Who Fought Destiny
Min Who Awoke (3rd did 3 pts) 
The Future of Captain Future 
The Worlds of Tomorrow—The Moon 
The Futuremen—The Moon Labnatory 
Under Observation

Arthur J- -thinks 
Laurence Manning 
The Editor

Vol. 4, No. 1 Spr 1942 
OUTLAWS OF THE WON

cover

The Alien Intelligence (1st of 3 pts)
-7«-

Sargeant Saturn

by Orban (?) 
Edmond Hamiliton 
Jack Williamson



Guinea Pig Arthur K* Barnes
The Dummy that Saved Earth Graph Waldeyer

Under Observation Sargeant Saturn
The Worlds of Tomorrow—-Eros
The Futuremen-—Captain Future’s boyhood
The Future of Captain Future The Editor

Vol. 4, No. 2 Sum 1942 cover by Belarski
THE COMET KINGS Edmond Kami lit on
The Alien Intelligence (second of 3 pts) Jack Williamson
The Lion-Hearted Willian Morrison
The Hole in the Sky Manly Vfe.de We liman

Under Observation Sargeant Saturn
The Futuremen (How Curt Newton Became Captain Future)
The Worlds of Tomorrow-—The Earth
The Future of Captain Future

Vol* 4, No* 3 Fa^J 1942 cover by Belarski (?)
PLANETS IN PERIL Edmond Samiliton
The Fruits of Prejudice Nathaniel Nitkin
Secret Weapon Henry S. Lewis
The Alien Intelligence (third of 3 pts) Jack Williamson

The Futuremen (Captain Future Trails the Chameleon)
The Worlds of Tomorrow-—Moons of Mars
Under Observation Sargeant Saturn
The Future of Captain Future

Vol* 5* No 1 Win 1943 (cover by Bergey)
THE PACE OP THE DEEP Edmond Kamiliton
All Baba, Junior Ogoar J« Friend
The Treasure William Morrison

Under Observation Sargeant Saturn
The Futuremen (The Puzziiing Case of the Space Queen)
The Worlds of Tomorrow-—The 
The Future of Captain Future

Vol* 6, No* 2 Spr 1943
WORLDS TO COME
Pillage of the Space-Marine 
Better Than One
Gabriel’s Horn

Under Observation
The Shape of the Future
The Futuremen (The Birth of 
The Worlds of Tomorrow——The 
The Future of Captain Future

Pirate’s Planet

cover by Bergey (?)
’’Brett Sterling”
D* D© Sharp
Henry Kuttner
Ray Bradbury & Henry Hasse
Sargeant Saturn

^rag)
••■win Planets

Vol* 5, Ho* 3 Sum 1943 cover by Bergey
THE STAR OP DREAD ’’Brett Sterling”
The Wheezers William Morrison
Rain, Raids and Rays Jep Powell
Venusian Quartz Ogoar J* Friend

Under Observation
The Worlds of Tomorrow—Deneb, the Mystery Star
The Shape of the Fixture
The Futuremen (Captain Future’s Strangest Adventure)
The Future of Captain Future

Vol* 6, No. 1 Win 4944 cover by Bergey
MAGIC WON "Brett Sterling"
Th Dust Returneth Henry Kuttner
The Compahions of Sirius William Morrison
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Under Observation
The Futuremen (The Metamorphosis of Simon Wright)
The Worlds of Tomorrow——The Sun
The Shape of the Future
The Future of Captain Future

Vol, 6, No. 2 Spy 1944 cover bv Bergey
DAYS OF CREATION v ‘'Brett Sterling”
Victory Drumbs RossRocklynne
The Return of the Ice Age Nathaniel Nitkin
Nothing Sirius Fredric Brown

Under Observation Sargeant Saturn
The Futuremen' (T$e Amazing Creation of Otho)
The Worlds of the Tomorrow——Futuria
At a Special Price (A Message) H. I. Phillips
The Shape of the Future
The Future of Captain Future

INDEX TO CAPTAIN FUTURE by Authors
Barnes, Arthur Ka Guinea Pig Vol* 4, no, 1 Spr 1942
Binder, Eando Ice, F.O.B., Mars Vol® 2, no, 3 Spr 1941

Memos on Mercury Vol, 3, no, 1 Sum 1941
Binder, Jack Do You Believe? Vol, 1, np, 3 Sum 1940
Brown, Fredric Not Yet the End Vol, 2, no, 2 Win 1941

Nothing Sitius Vol, 6, no, 2 Spr 1944
Bunks, Arthur J* The Man Who Fought Destiny Vol, 3, no, 3 Win 1942
Bradley, Ray & Henry Hasse Gabriel’s Horn Vol, 5, no, 2 Spr 1943
Cummings, Ray The End of His Service Vol, 3, no, 3 ’Win 1942
Edwards, Gawain Mutany in Space (1st of 2 pts)Vol« 2, no, 2 Win 1941

H w " (2nd of 2 ptsT01* 2?rnp. 3 Spr 1941
Fearn, John Russell Death at the Observatory Vol, 1, po. 3 Sum 1940
Friend, Oscar J, Ali Baba, Junior Vol. 5, no. 1 Win 1943.

Venusian Quartz Vol. 5, no, 3 Sum 1943
Garth, Will Men of Honor Vola lf no. 2 Spr 1940

Memory Blocks Vol, 2, no, 3 Spr 1941
Gallun, Raymond Z. Lunar Parasites Vol, it no, 3 Sum 1940
Gold, H. L, Jewel of Mars Vol* 1, no, 2 Spr 1940

Black Absolute Vol, 2, no, 1 Falll940
Hamiliton, Edmond CAPTAIN FUTURE & THE SPACE Vol. 1, no, 1 Win 1940

CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE EMPEROR Vol. 1, no. 2 Spr 1^40
CAPTAIN FUTURE’S CHALLENGE Vol. 1, no. 3 Sum 1940

THE TRIUMPTH OF CAPTAIN FUTURE Vol. 2, no. 1 Fa111940
CAPTAIN FUTURE AND THE 7 SPACE STONES Vol. 2, no. 2 Win 1941

STAR TRAIL TO GLORY Vol. 2, no. 3 Spy 194V
THE MAGICIAN; OF MARS Vol. 3, no. 1 Sum 1941
THE LOST WORLD OF TIME Vol. .3, no. 2 Fa111941
THE QUEST BEYOND THE STARS Vol. 3, no. 3 Win 1942
OUTLAWS OF THE MOON Vol. 4, no. 1 Spr 1942
THE COMET KINGS Vel. 4, no. 2 Sum 1942
PLANETS IN PERIL Vol, 4, no. 3 FalII942'
THE FACE OF THE DEEP Vol. 5, no, I Win 1943

Hasse, Henry & Bradbury, Ray Gabriel’s Horn Vol. 5, noP S' Spr 1943
Keller, Dr, David H, The Human Termites (1st of ^>tVol. 1, no. 1 Win 1940

' ” ” (2nd of 6 pts)Vol« 1, no .2 Spy 1940
” ” ” (3rd of € pts)Vol, 1, nq. 3 Sum 1940
” ” " (4th of 4 pts)Vol. 2, no/l Fa1119^O

Kuttn^r,. Hopry- •Bettor"Than^One ** •' Vol. 5, no, 3 Spr-1943
J*w. -'’r' -’?’ -To Pust Roturnith Vol. 8, no. 2 Wi£t.-.1944
Lewis, Henry S. Secret Weapon Vol. 4, no. 3 Falll942
Long, Frank Belknap Long, Long Ago Vol, 3, no, 2 Falll94L
^fanning, Laurence The Man Who Awoke(Jst of 3pts)Vol. 3, no, 1 Sum 1981
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Morrison, William

Nitkin, Nathaniel

Peacook, Wilbur S. 
Phillips (BON STF) 
Powell, Jep 
Kocklynne, Ross — 
Sharp, 0. Do 
"Sterling, Brett”

Stoddard, Charles 
Vincent, ’ Hari 
Wildeyer, Graph 
■Wellman, Manly Ufe.de 
Williamson, Jack

The Man Who Awoke (2nd of 3 pts) Vol® 3, 
" " ” " (3rd of 3 pts) Vol. 3,

Undersea Snatch Vol. 3,
The Lion-Hearted Vol. 4,
The Treasure Vol. 5,
The Wheozers Vol® 5,
The Companions of Sirius Vol® 6,
The Fruits of Prejudice Vol. 4,
The Return of the Ice Age Vol. 6,
Uranian Justice Vol® 2p
At A Special Price (A Message) Vol. 6,
Rain, Raids and Rays Vol. 5,
Victory Drumbs Vol. 6,
Pillage of the Space-Marine Vol. 5,
WORLDS TO COME Vol. 5,
THE STAR OP DREAD Vol® 6,
MAGIC WON Vol® 6,
DAYS OF CREATION Vol. 6,
Martian Menu Vol® 3,
Grave of the Achilles Vol® 2,
The Dummy That Saved Earth Vol. 4,
The Hole in the Sky Vol. 4,
The Alien Intelligence (1st of 3)Vol. 4,

w " " (2nd of 3 ptsJVol® 4,
(3rd of 3 pts)Vol® 4,

no® 2 Falll941 
no. 3 Win 1942 
no. 2 Fa111941 
no. 2 Sum 1942 
no. 1 Win 1943 
no® 3 Sum 1943 
no. 1 Win 1944 
no. 3 Falll942 
no. 2 Spr 1944 
no. 1 Fa111940 
no. 2 Spr 1944 
no. 3 Sum 1943 
no® 2 Spr 1944 
no. 2 Spr 1943 
no. 2 Spr 1943 
no. 3 Suit* 1943 
no. 1 Win 1944 
no® 2 Spr 1944 
no. 1 Sum 1941 
no. 2 Win 1941 
no. 1 Spr 1942 
no® 2 Sum 1942 
no. 1 Spr 1942 
no. 2 Sum 1942 
no. 3 Fa111942

Index to CAPTAIN FUTURE by story title
Ali. Baba, Junior Friend, Oscar J» Vol. 5
Alien Intelligence, The Jack "Williamson (3 parts) Vol. 4

(2nd part) Vol. 4
(3rd part) Vol® 4

Better Thah One Kuttner, Henry Vol. 5
Black Absolute H® L® Gold Vol. 2
CALLING CAPTAIN FUTURE Edmond Hamiliton Vol. 1
CAPTAIN FUTURE AND THE $ SPACE STONES n w Vol. 2
CAPTAIN FUTURE AND THE SPACE EMPEROR « ” Vol. 1
CAPTAIN FUTURE’S CHALLENGE ” n Vol® 1
Companions of Sirius, The William Morrison Vol® 6
COMET KINGS, THE Edmon^ Hamiliton Vol. 4
DAYS OF CREATION "Brett Sterling" Vol. 8
Death at tho Observatory John Russell Fearn Vol. 1
Do You Believe? (Fact) Jack Binder Vol. 1
Dummy That Saved Earth, The Waldeyer, Hari Vol. 4
Dust Returnith, To Henry Kuttner Vol. 6
End of His Service,- The Ray Cummings Vol. 3
FACE OF THE DEEP, THE Edmond Hamiliton Vol. 5
Fruits of Prejudice, The Nathaniel Nitkin Vol. 4
Gabriel’s Horn Ray Bradbury & Henry Hasse Vol. 5
Guinea Pig Arthur K® Barnes Vol. 4
Grave of the Achilles Hari Vincent Vol. 2
Hole in the Sky, The Manly Wade Wellman Vol. 4
Human Termites, The Ur® David H® Keller (1st ofS)Vol. 1

(2nd of 4 pts) Vol. 1
(3rd of 4 pts) Vol. 1
(4th of 4 pts) Vol. 2

Ice, F.O.B., Ifers® Eando Binder Vol. 2
Jewel of Mars H® 'L» Gold Vol. 1
Lion-Hearted, The William Morrison Vol. 4
THE LOST WORLD OF TIME Edmond Hamiliton Vol. 3
Long,. Long Ago Erank Belknap Long Vol. S
Lunar Parasites i . *’ Raymond Z. Gallun Vol. 1

no. 1 Win 
no. 1 Spr 
no® 2 Sum 
no. 3 Fall 
no. 2 Spr 
no. 1 Fall 
no. 2 Spr 
no. 2 Win 
no. 1 Win 
no. 3 Sum 
no. 1 Win 
no. 2 Sum 
no. 2 Spr 
noo 3 Sum 
no. 3 Sum 
no® 1 Spi« 
no® 1 Win 
no. 3 Win 
no. 1 Win 
no® 3 Fall 
no. 2 Spr 
no. 1 Spr 
no. 2 Win 
no. 2 Sum 
no. 1 Win 
no. 2 Spr 
no. 3 Sum 
no. 1 Fall 
no. § Spr 
no. 2 Spr 
no. 2 Sum 
no. 2 Fall 
no. 2 Fall 
no. 3 Sum

1943
1942
1942
1942
1943
1940
1940
1941
1940
1940
1944
1942
1944
1940
1940
1942
1944
1952
1943
1942
1943
1942
1941
1942
1940
1940
1940
1940
1941
1940
1942
1941
1941
1940
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MAGICIAN OF MRS, THE Edmond Hamiliton Vol. 3 no. 1 Sum 1941MAGIC MOON "Brett Sterling” Vol. 6 no. 1 Win 1944
Man Who Awoke, The Laurence Manning(1st of 3)Vol. 3 no. 1 Sum 1941

(2nd c)f 3 pts)Vol. 3 no. 2 Wa111941

Man Who Fought Destiny, The
(3 of 3 pts) Vol. 3 no. 3 Win 1942

Arthur J* Bunks Vol. 3 no. 3 Win 1942
Martian Menu Charles Stoddard Vol. 3 no. 1 Sum 1941
Memory Blocks WiJ) Garth Vol. 2 no. 3 Spr 1941
Mdmos on Mercury Eando Binder Vol. 3 no. 1 Sum 1941
Men of Honor Will Garth Vol. 1 no. 2 Spr 1940
Mutany in Space Gawain Edwards (1st of 2) Vol. 2 no. 2 Win 1941

(Siad of 2 pts) Vol. 2 no. 3 Spr 1941
Nothing Sirius Fredric Brown Vol. 6 no. 2 Spr 1944
Not Yet the End Fredric Brown Vol. 2 no. 2 Win 1941
OUTLAWS OF THE MOON Edmond Hamiliton Vol. 4 no. 1 Spr 1942
Pillage of the Space Marine D. D. Sharp Vol. 5 no. 2 Spr 1943
PLANETS IN PERIL Edmond Hamiliton Vol. 4 no. 3 Falll942
QUEST BEYOND THE STARS, THE Edmond Hamiliton Vol. 3 no. 3 Win 1942
Rain, Raids and Rays Jep Powell Vol. 5 no. 3 Sum 1943
Return of the Ice Age, The Nathaniel Nitkin Vol. 6 no. 3 Spr 1944
Secret Weanon Henry S. Lewis Vol. 4 no. 3 Fa111942
Special ®rice. At A (A Message ) Phillips-; •<:? 11 Vol. 6 no. 2 Spr 1944
STAR OF DREAD, THE "Brett Sterling" Vol. 5 no. 3 Sum 1943
STAR TRAIL TO GLORY Edmond Hamiliton Vol. 2 no. 3 Spr 1941
Treasure, The William Morrison Vol. 5 no. 1 Win 1943
TRIUMPTH OF CAPTAIN FUTURE, THE Edmond Hamiliton Vol. 2 no. 1 Falll940
Uranian Justice Wilbur S> Peacock Vol. 2 no. 1 Fa111940
Undersea Snatch William Morrison Vol. 3 no. 2 Palll941
Venusian Quartz Oscar J* Friend Vol. 5 no. 3 Sum 1943
Victory Drumbs Ross Rooklynne Vol. 6 no. 2 Spr 1944
Wheezers, The William Morrison Vol. 5 no. 3 Sum 1943
WORLDS TO COME "Brett Sterling" Vol. 5 no. 2 Spr 1943

----- END-~

REMEMBER when—
Ron Haydock appealed to the editors of AMAZING STORIES to return 
to the pulp sized format?

Emile Greenleaf was a regular correspondent in the Sarge Saturn columns?
Mike Deckinger placed his name in "The Space Club" of AMAZING?

There was only one branch of stf fandom?
Superman was "just another comic hero"?

Larry Shaw printed Harlen Ellisen’s first story?

ARTISTS AND ARTWORK IS NEEDED my art files are pretty low at the moment, too low 
for confort as a matter of facto There’s not even 

enough left to publish a colorful, leasurly ityled layout type FADAWAY next quart
er, and artwork from you enterprising artists out there would be trippily apprec
iated •

WRITE A LETTER OF COMMENT ON THIS ISSUE NOV/, 
WRITE A LETTER OF COMMENT ON THIS ISSUE NOV/

DOIT RIGHT THIS VERY MINUTE 
WELL??
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is a science fiction slanted fanzine which appears on the scene (much in the man
ner of the Abominable Snowman), quarterly during ye old college school year, and 
perhaps more frequently during the summer months« It can be had normally for 
15/ per single copy, or 60/ forfour copies# No more than 60/ in subscription will 
be accepted from this time onward. It may also be had for trade fanzines, or for 
material printed hcrein0 This issue, bbing the annis||, is more Expensive., The 
zine comos to you from the pages of Bob Jennings, Box 1462, Tenn# Polytechnic 
Institute, Ubokvillc, Tennesseea
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Robert Jennings----Editor/Publisher
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Will be loaded, no more will be said on 
tho matter#.#
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